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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by the Convair Division of General Dynamics (GDC) under
Contract NAS 3- 21750 to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for the
Lewis Research Center. This documents the work performed beginning with five
experiment concepts described in the contract statement of work and ending with the
definition of integration, installation, and operation of the experiment in a Spacelab
double experiment rack. The purpose of all the experiments is to allow the study of
the behavior of two-phase fluid mixtures in a controlled, low and near zero gravity
environment.
The technical monitor for this contract was E. P. Symons. The principal members of
• the GDC study team were B. F. North as Program Manager, M. HLll as technical
analyst, R.E. Bradley, economic analysis, and J. Ivan and L. Siden as design engin-
eers. Consultants who performed critiques of the analytical models and provided
guidance in experiment design were:
Professor Walter Frost, University of Tennessee Space Institute
Experiments I and 2 - Two-Phase Flow Isothermal Flow
Pattern and Pressure Drop, and Two-Phase Flow Boiling
Professors John Lienhard and Robert Peck, University of Kentucky
Experiment 3 - Pool Boiling in Low Gravity
Professor Tom Bowman, Florida Institute of Technology
Experiment 4 - Liquid Reorientation and Settling
Dr. Tom Labus, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Lewis Research Center
Experiment 5 - Bubble Interface Dynamics
The period of performance for this work was November 1978 through May 1980.
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SUMMA RY
Five specific experiments were analyzed to provide definition of experiments designed
to evaluate two-phase fluid behavior in low-g. Analytical methods were selected or
developed to predict the significant variables to be observed in each experiment and
the probable range of physical characteristics to be measured. From these studies,
equipment was sized and selection criteria established which were necessary to provide
the desired conditions for observation of fluid behavior. These individually defined
experiment requirements were then developed into system concepts and all five experi-
ments configured and packaged to fit within a Spacelab double experiment rack.
Instrumentation requirements were defined and integrated with each experiment with
appropriate attention given to compatibility with ,the Spacelab Data Management
Subsystem.
Flow schematics for each experiment are provided along with a description of the
operation of the experiment, definition of instrumentation, ranges anticipated for the
significant parameters, and a design drawing showing the installation of the experiment
within the rack. A top drawing is also provided showing the five experiments to be
physically compatible with the dimensional constraints of the rack.
The Orbiter/Spacelab/Experiment Facility interfaces have been defined and the
facility has been designed to conform to those interfaces. Two problem areas have
been defined by this study. The first is the total mission Reaction Control System
(RCS) fuel required to perform all of the experiments. There is adequate fuel for this
facility but none extra for other Spacelab requirements. The second is the limited
range, and discreet thrust level available with the RCS. It is possible that the lower
gravity level desired for the pool boiling experiment may not be practical without
special consideration of attaining the desired level independently with an experiment
peculiar thrusting system. Definition of such a system was not within the scope of
this contract.
With the exceptions noted above, it is concluded that the five selected experiments can
be successfully integrated into a Spacelab double rack and used during future Spacelab
missions to provide experimental verification or basis for modifications of analytical
models used to predict two-phase fluid behavior in low gravity. A cost estimate for
hardware, development, and overall program cost is presented. The total program
cost is estLmated Lt_o" range from $2.44M for a minimum program with optimistic pro-
jection to $5.2M for a highly conservative program estimate.
Xl.

1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to provide a conceptual design of a _vo-phase fluid
mechanics and heat transfer facility for Spacelab. To do this, five experiments were
defined and analyzed with respect to fluid behavior in low gravity. These were:
1. Two-phase isothermal flow pattern and pressure drop
2. Two-phase flow boiling
- 3. Pool boiling
4. Liquid reorientation and settling
5. Bubble dynamics
Specific objectives of the study were to provide the basis for fluid selection, equipment
sizing and selection, definition of instrumentation and supporting equipment requirements,
and overall program costs including hardware and engineering development.
This report presents the conceptual design of each experiment, the analysis, and analytical
results supporting the design. The Orbiter/Spacelab interfaces affecting the design
are presented and ramifications of such interfaces are discussed. The fluid flow schematics,
• instrumentation type and looation, and design and installation drawings of each experiment
are shown along with equipment lists, instrumentation lists, and a test run summary. The
cost estimate detailing equipment, cleveiol_merlt, ancl program costs are presented with
the assumption that total costs are predicated on the fiVe-experiments being flown as an
integrated experiment package.
The lead scientists'contributions to this study have been incorporated to achieve a
well-defined test program to obtain experimental verification of analytical models
used to predict two-phase fluid behavior in low gravity conditions.
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INTERFACE DATA
2.1ORBITER
The Orbiter provides for transportation of Spacelab to and from earth orbits. Launch
can be accomplished from either of two launch sites. The Eastern Test Range (ETR)
at Cape Canaveral is used for low inclination orbits. The Western Test Range (WTR)
is used for high inclination or polar orbits. Boost t 9 suborbital velocity is accomplished
by two solid rocket boosters and the orbiter main engine. The Orbiter Orbital
Maneuvering Subsystem (OMS)is used to achieve orbital velocity and the desired orbit,
perform orbit corrections, orbit transfer, rendezvous, and deorbit maneuvers. The
Orbiter Reaction Control Subsystem (RCS)provides on-orbit thrusting for attitude
correction, pointing ability and station-keeping. The RCS is proposed for experiment
use to provide the controlled, sustained acceleration required for low gravity testing
of the defined experiments. Figure 2-1 presents the Orbiter axis reference definition
for later use in defining experiment location and orientation in the rack. The inherent
gravity level induced by atmospheric drag on the Orbiter in drift mode ispresented in
Figure 2-2 for the reference axes of Figure 2-1. In addition to this basic, uncontrollable
gravity level to which everything is subject, there is another, somewhat inherent,
set of forces resulting in g-jitter which is a transient acceleration imposed by crew
member activity. An estimate of these accelerations and the activites causing them
are presented in Table 2-1 from Reference 14.
The RCS used to provide the controlled g-level for testing is shown in Figure 2-3.
The significant information provided by this figure is the fact that there are two
thruster systems (main and vernier). They are located in a manner such that two or
more must be fired to provide translating motion, _d only onediscreet thrust
level is obtained per thruster. This introduces two requirements. The first is the
programming necessary to achieve translation along the required axis. A schematic of
the RCS_asshown in Figure 2-4 shows this to be possible as each of the thrusters is
capable of being independently fired. The software necessary to provide the proper
motion necessary for these experiments would have to account for the CG shift
during the mission, or, by pre-mission planning, assure that the shift is within an
acceptable range to prevent excessive angular motion with attendant effect on experi-
ment results. The second requirement is the ability to achieve the desired
acceleration level with the RCS. Table 2-2 gives typical RCS maximum acceleration
levels. As will be seen later in examining the acceleration levels desired for the
experiments, the RCS has adequate magnitude at acceleration to meet experiment
requirements but lacks variability and adjustment to low levels.
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TYPE: ROTATING, ORBITER REFERENCED
ORIGIN: APPROXIMATELY 508CM (200IN)AHEAD OF
THE NOSE AND APPROXIMATELY 1016CM (400IN)
BELOW THE CENTERLINE OF THE PAYLOAD BAY
ORIENTATION. THE X AXISISPARALLEL TO THE CENTERLINE
AND LABELING: OF THE PAYLOAD BAY, NEGATIVEINTHE
DIRECTIONOF LAUNCH
THE Z AXIS IS POSITIVE UPWARD IN LANDING
ATTITUDE
THE Y COMPLETES THE RIGHT-HAND SYSTEM
THE STANDARD SUBSCRIPT IS0
Figure 2-1. Orbiter Axis Reference Definition
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Figure 2-2. Effec_ of Atmospheric Drag on Orbiter in Drift Mode
Table 2-1. Accelerative G-Levels and Sources
SOURCE DISTURBANCE VALUE (g)
GRAVITY GRADIENT 8x 10-7
AERODYNAMIC DRAG 2x 10-7
LEFT, RIGHT FLASH EVAPORATORS 2.Sx 10-7
BOTH FLASH EVAPORATORS 1x 10-7
WATER DUMP 8 x I0 -6
VFR SPIN-UP 7 x 10-7
THRUSTERS 6x 10-5- 6x i0-4
CREW MOTION
BREATHING I0-5- I0-4 "_
COUGHING 5 x 10-5- 2 x 10-4]SNEEZING 2 x 10-5 - 3 x 10-4CONSOLE OPERATION 10-6 - 3 x I0-5 _ FREQUENCY BANDtBODY BENDING 0 x 10-5- 3 x 10-4 0.3 TO 2 HERTZARM ROTATION (90") 4 x 10-5- 2 x 10-4LEG ROTATION (45") 7 x I0-5- 2 x 10-4
"" CROUCH AND STAND 3x 10-4 - 5x I0-4
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\PRIMARYTIIRUSTER(14) I FORWARDRCSMODULE.2 AFTRCSSUBSYSTEMSINPODS
;' ELECTRICAL 38MAINTHRUSTERS(14FORWARD.12 PERAFT POD)
-',,,_ ".,,' THRUSTLEVEL- 870 LB (VACUUM)EACHDISCON,ECISp:280SEC
•_:_ €"__ _,_ BRACKET
.... 6 VERNIERTHRUSTERS(2 FORWARD& 4 AFT)
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._ _t_@_' COVER Isp 260SEC
II I/f--_'\ _'" ' %"I - PROPELLANTS: OXIDIZER FUEL
l _ \ MAXIMUMLOADED N204 MMH
J' _ AFT (2 PODS) 2976LB 1860LBII
\ ,I FORWARD 1488LB 930LB\
/ I IIII I • II II I II III I "
OXIDIZERTANK 'SERVICING RCSHELIUM
i PANEL TANKS PROPELLANT
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Figure 2-3. Reaoiion Control Subsystem
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Figure 2-4. RCS Propellant Feed Schematics.
Table 2-2. Typical Orbital RCS Maximum. Acceleration Levels
TRANS LATIONA L ROTATIONA L
DIRECTION ACCELERATION FT/SEC2(MPS 2) ACCELERATION DEG/SEC 2
RCS SYSTEM +X -X ±Y +Z -Z ±_" +6" _"8 4-
Primary 0.554 0.424 0.695 1.251 1.014 1.168 1.320 1.482 0.738
Thruster (0.169)(0.129) (0.212) (0.381)(0.309)
Vernier 0 0 0.0070 0 0.0080I 0.037 0.024 0.017 0.019
Thruster 0 0 (0.002I) 0 (0.0024)J
BasedonmasspropertiesfromShuttleOperationalDam Book,VolumeIT,RevisionA, Amendment1,
forOrbiteratpre-deorb[[%vl[h32K lh(14S15Kg)cargo.
A typicalrepresentationftheRCS propellantbudgetisshown inTable2-3. Itisseen
thatabout1815kgm (4000Ibm) ofpropellantisavailableforpayloadsupport.Itwill
be shown laterthatthisisverynearlythatrequiredtoaccomplishtheexperiments
proposedforthefluidmechanicsandheattransferfacility.
2.2 SPACELAB
A cutaway of the Spacelab configuration is shown in Figure 2-5. This picture shows
the single and double rack locations and the shaded area depicts one possible location
of a double rack which might be chosen for the fluid and heat transfer facility. The
cabin air recirculating and the closed loop avionics cooling air distribution systems
are shown. Although not deemed necessary at this time, it is seen that cooling
capability is available in the rack if so desired. Figure 2-6 shows a view looking aft
down the aisle of Spaselab and shows the access available to the payload specialist
to monitor and run the facility. The dimensions of the double rack in which the
experiment is to be housed is shown in Figure 2-7. The shaded areas shown are those
areas in which access must be granted, if required, for passthrough of elements from
other experiments or Spacelab required connections. These areas are to be
evaluated on a case by case basis and will be peculiar to the specific Spacelab
mission which transports the experiment facility. In general the design installation
shown does not interfere in these areas. Where interference may be a problem
will not be known until this experiment is integrated in a defined mission.
Because it is not permitted to contaminate the interior of Spacelab, venting
provisions are provided in the basic Spacelab design. These provisions are detailed
in Tables 2-4 and 2-5. Since these provisions are available to all of the on-board
experiments, scheduling between experiments will probably be required to avoid over-
loading this system. The location of the venting system and details of connector
interfaces to permit connection with the rack experiments are shown in Figures 2-8
through 2-11. The experiment design will accommodate mating features to be
compatible with these interface features. In general, Spacelab provides several
special accommodations available to the experiment without payload penalty. These
features are shown in Table 2-6 and indicate that, in addition to flexibility in mounting
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in the rack and plug-in power features, small articles required for the experiment can
be stowed separately from the experiment. This is important when oonsidering
storage of film or film cartridges, camera lenses, experiment expendables, and
possible plug-in sensors to accommodate wide readout ranges.
An extremely important interface is the Spacelab Command and Data Management
Subsystem (CDMS). The CDMS provides adequate means to evaluate the test or
experiment environment and offers extensive data management capability. The
following data regarding the CDMS was extracted from the "Life Sciences Guide to the
Space Shuttle and Spacelab Experiments' Handbook."
Table 2-3. Typical RCS Propellant Survey
ib m kg m
Total RCS Loadable 7,391 3,353
Unavailable (Incl. Residuals + Tank Loading Tolerances) -806 366
6,585 2,987
Required for Insertion -228 103
6,357 2,883
Required for Orbital Adjustment -899 408
5,458 2,476
Required for Entry -1,164 528
4,294 1,948
On-Orbit Dispersions and Contingencies -301 136
Available for Payload Support 3,993 1,811
Figure 2-5. Spacelab Configuration, Double and
Single Experiment Rack Locations
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CAOIN AIR DUCT
"_ MAIN FLOOR EXTENSION
FORWARD
Figure 2-6. Spacelab Module Frontal View
DIGITAL DATA
The $pacelab module's data management system enables the collection, processing,
recording, on-board display, and transmission of low-rate digital data (including
digitized analog) received from the flight experiments at 1 Mb/sec or less. Experiment-
produced data with rates bet_veen 1 Mb/sec and 16 Mb/sec can be stored and/or "
transmitted to the ground, but these data cannot be processed or displayed on-board
thespacecraft.
Low-ratedigitaldatacanbe processedandanalyzedon-board. These datamay be
formattedand displayedforreviewandanalysisby thepayloadspecialistwhileon-board
or recordedondatatapes,or transmittedtotheground. The datamay alsobe
annotatedwithvoicerecordingand/ortimemarks.
ANALOG DATA
If feasible, analog data should be digitized to take full advantage of the SPACELAB's
extensive digital data recording, processing, and transmission capabilities. Analog
data which cannot be digitized may be recorded on-board and/or transmitted to the
ground. Planned capabilities include:
a. Analog to digital conversion. Data may be stored, transmitted to the
ground, or processed and displayed on-board the spacecraft. Conversion
rates are programmable at 1, 10, and 100 samples/see.
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Figure 2-7. Rack Dimensions Per Spacelab Accommodation Handbook
+Z
EXP. VENT
MB LY
i
ii . [
_--156 mm -4 i
-'z _I
- 400mm ENVELOPE
Figure2-8. SpacelabVentingProvisions,LayoutofForwvardFeed-ThroughPlate
LOCATION: Vent assembly is
locatedin upper part of top +Z --_ FLIGHT DIRECTION
.---A
forward end cone. SECTION A-A
%
• _. '__
_a \ "\ , e
i . , ,_
i [ .Y ..... _[__2
RACK I IRAC K !
'FL__OO___R .=.,., FLOOR /
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Figure 2-9. Spaeelab Venting Provisions
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VENT LINE
CARLETON DWG. NO. 2810-0000
! (FEMALE PART NO. 2810-0001-1)
QUICK DISCONNECT
USER
I PROVIDED.
VENT INTERFACEz/.
/
\.
- ._.._. _\_ _ QUICK DISCONNECT
_. FLOWRESTRICTOR
CARLETON INSTALLATION • SEALING
CAP
DWG. NO. 2814-0002
Figure 2-i0. Spacelab Venting Provisions
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REFERENCE: SPACELAB PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATION HANDBOOK
SLP/2104, 30 JUNE 1977
PURPOSE: TO PROVIDE SPACELAB USERS WITH CAPABILITY TO VENT :
OR EVACUATE SCIENTIFICEXPERIMENT CHAMBER
OPERATION: EXPERIMENT VENT ASSEMBLY IS MANUALLY OPERATED
WITH BUTTERFLY VALVE CAPABLE OF TWO PRECALIBRATED
FIXED POSITIONS BETWEEN CLOSED AND FULL OPEN
THROUGH "-, -._/
PLATE
_" "_- BLEED ORIFICE
SEALING CAP
QUICK DISCONNECT
Figure.2-11. Spacelab Venting Provisions
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Table 2-4. Spacelab Venting Provisions Table 2-5. Spacelab Venting Provisions
Vent Assembly Characteristics Compatible Gases
Pressure Compatibility of vented gases with the vent assembly
is essentially determined by their compatibility with
Operating 0 to 110 kN/m 2 the valve assembly seals.
Proof 165 kN/m 2
Burst 220 kN/m 2 Seals are silicone rubber (two types), Silastic 675
and Silastic L5-53.
Temperature -74 to +71C
Freon is not considered compatible with seals without
Valve Orifice Flow Area 11.4 cm 2 testing specific Freon at expected temperatures,
Mass Flow Rate at21C and Ap = 101.3kN/m 2 pressuresand durations.An investigationfcompati-
blesealmaterialsshows thateitherBuna-N or Viton
FullOpen 0.18kg/see A wouldbe satisfactoryforbothF-11 and F-113.
Position1 0.12lq_/sec Hypalonor pelysulphldewouldbe satisfactoryforF-11
Position2 0.06kg/sec butquestionableforF-113. Nitrilerubber,neoprene,
Note: Mass flowrateisforairand forventvalve or polyurethanewouldbe satisfactorywithF-113but
assemblyonly. User providedfemalequick notwithF-11. Metalsealswouldalsobe compatible
disconnectpluslinelossfrom experimenttovalve butwouldnotbe suitableforrepeatedconnect/dis-
assemblywillmodifyavailablerate. connectservice.
Ventvalvesealmodificationpossibleifrequiredbut
Ls chargeable to experiment.
Table 2-6. Spacelab Accommodation Features
• Rack accessories include: interfaces with Spacelab data collection/processing/transmission systems;
power outlets; connectors for forced-air cooling of flight experiment equipment.
• Equipment unsuitable for rack mounting can be mounted directly to "thefloor of the Spacelab.
• Small experiment articles can be kept in any of several stowage containers located throughout the
module.
• Electricalpower: ' 28V DC; 115/200VAC @ 400 HZ/3 phase
• Power conditioningequipment.
• Power availableforpayloadand mission-dependentequipmentinthemoduleor on a palletispayload
dependent.
Ascent/Descent. .1KW (Continuous)
I.5 KW (Peak)
On-Orblt(AllModuleConfigurations)" 2.6 to3.5 KW (Continuous
7.2 to 8.1 KW (Peak)"
160 to 300 KWHor Energy Available/Mission
• Spacelab electrical power is routed to flight experiments through experiment switching panels which
can be mounted to individual racks, or under the Spacelab floor to service floor-mounted to individual
racks, or under the Spacelab floor to service floor-mounted equipment.
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b. Analog down-link transmission for up to 85% of the mission. Data may be
real-time or tape records (3hz to 4. 2 Mhz).
LOW RATE (--<1 Mb/sec) or High Rate (62.5Kb/sec to _-6Mb/sec)
Remote Acquisition Units (RAU's) receive experiment data and deliver them to the
Spacelab data management system for computer processing, display, storage,
and/or transmission to the ground. RAU's may be mounted in equipment racks,
under the Spacelab floor, and inside an Airlock. The RAU data acquisition function is
under experiment-supplied software control. They provide an 8-bit resolution, analog-
to-digital conversion, and can accept serial digital data. Signal conditioning equipment
will be available to interface experiment equipment with the RAU.
A data processing computer (lVfitra 125 S, 64K core, 16 bitwords, 3.5 x 105
operations/see) which can analyze experiment data on-board the spacecraft,
data for on-board display, and format data for transmission to the ground will be
on-board. A mass memory unit for storage of software will be on-board. A data
display unit and keyboard which permit on-board review of experiment data will be
available on-board. Data may be stored on tape or transmitted to the ground at
up to 64 Kb/sec.
VIDEO DATA
An Orbiter-to-Spacelab interface has been provided that enables the collection, monitor-
ing, and recording of black-and-whi_e and color video signals. Also, black-and-white
video data can be transmitted to the ground, one channel at a time, through this interface.
Spacelab video capabilities currently under consideration include:
• Black-and-white video cameras
• Black-and-white video monitor
• Black-and-white video tape recorder plus tapes
• Camera Control - Provides automatic and manual camera/recorder/monitor switching
and hags video records with time and experiment identification
• Camera Timer - Provides automatic time-controlled activation/deactivation of
cameras and recorders
• Accessories- Mounting brackets, lens assortments, cabling, and remote controls
• Color video camera
• Color video monitor
• Color video tape recorders plus tapes
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TEST PROGRAM MODEL
As abasisforanalyticalconsiderationsnecessaryforequipmentdesignandtest
configurationdefinition,a overallprogramwas defined.The preliminarydefinition
ofthisprogramwas containedinthecontractstatementofworkandembellishedand
finalized following the program kick-off meeting between the NASA, GDC, and lead
scientists participating in the study. From the ensuing program and establishment
of number of tests, test times, gravity levels, and RCSperformance, a minimum weight
of RCS propellant was defined. A summary of test conditions to be analyzed for each
experiment is presented in Table 3-1. As shown, the table represents a significant
departure from the acceleration levels originally proposed, particularly in the Bubble
Dynamics experiment which were decreased considerably. It was fortunate that
such redefinition was possible as the RCSpropellant requirements to meet the original
conditions were beyond that available from the RCStankage. After the redefinition,
it is seen that the program is still rather ambitious in that nearly all the propellant
available for payload use (see Table 2-3) will be required for this experiment package
alone. This does not account for inefficient propellant usage resulting from the
inability to achieve pure translational motion at the desired ievel by firing the
thrusters at a thrust commensurate with the desired acceleration. This difficulty
and the consequent affect on the experiment program will be discussed in a later
section. The conditions of Table 3-1, therefore, defined the starting point for the
analytical effort performed during this study. The analyses defined the pertinent
parameters involved in each experiment and quantified the physical measurements and
range of such measurements to allow component sizing and selection, and instrumenta-
tion definition. Analyses completed were documented by internal GDC memoranda
and distributed to program personnel during the course of the study. These
documents are listed in the reference section of this report. Parts of these analyses
are also included in this report to provide a single point of reference tying together
all the parts of the study.
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Table 3-1, Experiment Acceleration & RCS Propellant.Requirements
Total r
No. Acccl.
Test Identification of Acceloration, Times, PropellmRs, Total,
Experiment (Times are at accel, level)* Test, cm/see (g) see kg/sec kg
I. Two-Phase Patterns Air H20 - Constant Quality
and Pressure Drop lsotlmrmal Runs (20 see/test)(0. 000lg) 80 0.098 (10 -4) 1G00 0. 031G 51
Isothermal Runs (20 see/test) (0.005g) 10 4.9 (5×1_3.) 200 1.58 316
II. Two-Phase Flow Freon-Varlable Duality lleater
Boiling (40 see/test)(0.0001g) 28 O. 098 (10 "4) 1120 0.031G 35
(10 8co/test) (0.0033g) 10 3.26 (3.33x10 -3) 400 1. 053 "421
€.o
J IlI. Pool Boiling Various ContalncL- and Rod Sizes
Low-Gravity (.t5 see/test) (0.0001g) 9 0. 098 (10 -4) 405 0.0316 13
Medium Gravity (45 sec/test)(0.0033g) 9 3.26(3.33x10 -3) 405 1.053 427
IV. Liquid Settling Constant Acceleration
"rank 1 (5 liquid levels) 5 0.18 to 0.25 400 0.057-0. 082 28
(1.8× 10-4 to
2.0 x 10-4)
Tank 2 (5 liquid levels) 5 0.54 to 0. 76 400 0.17.J-0.24_ 84
(5.5x 10-4 to
Impulsive Acceleration 7.8 x 10-4)
Tank 1 (5 liquid levels) 5 9.8 (10-2) 1.5 3.16 5
Tank 2 (5 liquid levels) 5 4.9 (5 x 10-3) 6.0 1.58 9
V. Bubble Dynamics Vary Bubble Size
(10-3)0.05 - 5 cm 3 .98 180 .316 57
60 sec each 6 .49 (Sx10 -4) 360 .158 57
Doe,q not account for time for flow and camera adjustments between points Tot',d: 1503 kg
EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2, DESIGN DEFINITION
4.I ISOTHERMAL FLOW PATTERN AND PRESSURE DROP
4. I. 1 DESCRIPTION. The objective of this experiment is to define the effect of gravity
level on flow pattern and pressure drop in an isothermal, two-phase fluid in pipe flow.
These variables are to be observed over a range of fluid quality and flow rates sufficient
to observe discrete regimes of fluid flow anticipated for lower gravity levels. This will
be an extension of the work performed and described in Reference 1. It is recognized that
the "g" dependency is not reflected in the equations used. The calculations provide an
estimate of the AP range to consider for instrumentation to obtain low-g data to correlate
with 1-g data. Following the lead of this earlier work, the proposed flow schematic for
this test is shown in Figure 4-1. This experiment lends itself to integration with Experi-
ment 2 for flow boiling and Figure 4-1 reflects this integration by showing all of the
components required for both tests. Components have been identified and weight and
volume defined. The weight summary of components is given in Figure 4-2. The volume
is compatible with the rack dimensions as shown in the design layout of Figure 4-2. The
tests and test conditions for this experiment are given in Table 4-1.
4.1.2 METHOD OF OPERATION. In this test, water and air form the two-phase fluid
flow under consideration. With no heat addition in the test section and being in the control -
led temperature environment of Spacelab, the flow may be considered isothermal. Cabin
air is introduced into the test section by the variable speed blower. Flow is controlled
by means of the blower speed and the by-pass valve Vs. It is monitored by flowmeter
F1. The air is mixed with circulating water flow provided by the pump and measured
by F2. The mixture flows through the test section and into the gas liquid separator via
a by-pass line (valve VT) to avoid the pressure drop of the quality meter, X2. This
minimizes the inlet pressure at the entrance to the test section, and also minimizes the
blower AP requirement.
A small water storage reservoir is included in the liqui'd loop in the event that water is
accidentally vented overboard. The bypass valve V6 provides adjustment of water flow
and pressure to the regulator R-l, which is set to control flow through the test section.
Liquid carryover into the air return is a function of separator efficiency and although
efficiency is expected to be high, a liquid carryover problem still may exist to some
degree. This can be overcome ff necessary with a wieking type eoalescer in the air
return. This is not considered necessary at this time.
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Figure 4-2. Layout, Sheet 1 of 2 - Flow Pattern and Pressure Drop Experiment
Figure 4-2. Layout, Sheet 2 of 2 - Flow Pattern and Pressure Drop Experiment
Table4-i. Experiments1and2- TestsandTestConditions
No. Mass Quality, Gas Flow Liquid Flow Total Flow
of Duration Vel., G X, Test Section
Runs iEa. Run G-Level (kg/m2-S) (*rig/ram) lpm(kg/hr) "i pm_g/p,) lpm(kg/hr) aP, kN/m 2
t
Experiment I Flow Pattern and Pressure Drop Experiment
Fluids ffiAir/Water @ 21.1"C - 1014 mbars
10 0.01 0.883(0.064) 0.105(6.30) 0.988(6.36) ' 0.0019 (rain.)
80 20 see. 10-4 g 10 0.64 56.6 (4.07) 0.040(2.29) 56.6 (6.36) 0.064
10 20see. 5x10"3g 640 0.01 56.6 (4.07) 6.74 (403) 63.4 (407) 3.37
640 0.08 453.0(32.6) 6.26 (375) 459.0 (407) 23.6 (max.)i
Experiment IX- Flow Boiling Tests at -3.3, 4.4, 12.2 and 20. 0"C
Fluid = Freon 11
t
_" I I0 0.005 0.102(0.032) 0.071(6.33) 0.173(6.30) o.0013(rain.)
28 40 sec. lO-4g [ 10 0. I0 4.90 _0.630) 0.062(5.73) 4.96 (6.36) 0.036
10 40see. 3.3xlO-2g 640 0.005 6.57 (2.04) 4.53 (405) 11.1 (407) 3.89
640 O. 10 314.0 (40.7) 3.96 (367) 318.0 (407) 48.3 (max.)
• -4Flow Prop. at-20.0"C 10 0.005 0.10210.032) 0.53 (6.331 0.63 (6.36)
(Mln. VoL FI wCase) [
!
4.2 TWO-PHASE FLOW BOILING
4.2.1 DESCRIPTION. The objectof thisexperiment is toverifyor develop analytical
expressions regarding two-phase flow boiling in low gravity. Several conditions which
might be examined are discussed in Reference 1. The fluid chosen for this experi-
ment was Freon 11 because of its desirable vapor pressure/boiling point relationship
which is such that it will be in liquid form when stored at the environmental temperature
of Spacelab and can therefore be readily vaporized with modest heat addition in the
test section. This provides convenient control of the liquid/vapor phase of the fluid
without undue complexity in control or excessive component design pressure differentials.
Use of the single fluid then will provide the desired two-phase flow relationship over the
quality range of interest.
4.2.2 METHOD OF OPERATION. After the Flow Pattern Experiments are completed,
the water tank is isolated from the system, the test loop is vented to the Spacelab vent
assembly and all water and air from the test section is removed. Freon-ll is then
introduced from the reservoir. This fluid uses the same recirculating loop as the
previous experiment. Two quality, meters (X 1 and X2) are used to monitor the quality
of the Freon-11 upstream and downstream of the test section. The flow through the
test section is set by regulators RI and R 2. Make-up F-11 is supplied through regulator
R3 which holds a set pressure value at the inlet to the recircuiation pump. As F-11 is
vaporized and vented during several experiments, the regulator will allow make-up F-11
to enter the test loop. The amount of F-I1 lost during testing at the maximum heat input
of 679 watts (Ref. 1) for 40 Seconds amounts to 0. 148 kg (0.326 Ib) or about 100 cc
(6.1 cu in) of liquid. This corresponds to a liquid level drop in the separator of
approximately 0.58 cm (0.23 in). Thus, over a number of runs, liquid will have
to be made up by the F- 11 supply reservoir.
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The design layout for Experiment 2 is shown in Figure 4-3. Although most of the
system uses the same components as Experiment 1, the layout is presented separately
for clarity as to where the additional components are located and to show dimensional
compatibility with the rack.
4.3 INSTRUMENTATION
Instrumentation requirements for Experiments 1 and 2 are shown in Table 4-2. The
commontest sectionis made from clear plastic for flow pattern observation. It contains
an integral heater with power monitored by W 1. Measurement of five fluid temperatures
(T3 - T7), six wall temperatures (T8 - T13), and other loop temperatures are required.
Thermistors are recommended for these measurements because of their high sensitivity.
The CDMS will be programmed to scan the thermistors and then acquire the re quired
temperature data.
Test section pressure differentials, as tabulated in Table 4-1, are extremely low during
low mass velocity experiments and will be difficult to measure. Selectable differential
pressure measurement transducers which cover vastly different ranges are indicated
for these measurements (/kp I through /kP4) to achieve maximum sensitivity. A
differential pressure transducer is also used to measure the liquid-to-gas differential at the
separator. Other flow system pressures are monitored as indicated in the flow schematic
by standard pressure transducers.
Flowmeters F 1 and F2 measure the water and air flow during Experiment 1. To
minimize the air line pressure drop, a hot wire anemometer type of flow meter has
been used. This type of meter has been fabricated at Convair from standard thermistors
for use in earlier testing and was very successful. The liquid flow measurements are
made with turbine type flowmeters. Data from the F 1 and F 2 sensors are sampled at
2 times/second by the CDMS. These measurements should be displayed in real time
in the vicinity of the experiment package to facilitate setting the quality of the flow
through the test section. Drag type flowmeters have been used with good results by
NASAiLeRC and are worthy of more consideration for both gas and liquid measurement
for the next phase of this program.
Quality meters X1 and X2 are used during the flow boiling experiments withF-11. The
quality meter consists of a turbine flowmeter to measure mass flow rate and a capacitance
sensor to measure fluid density. Available meters are 5.1 cm (2 in) in diameter, thus
requiring an enlargement in the approximately 1.9 cm (0.75 in) diameter tubing leadingto and from the test section.
The accelerometer package senses g-levels in the x, y, and z directions down to 10-4 g.
These g-levels are displayed, for camera recording, by three voltmeters.
A survey was made to determine sensor availability to meet these experiment require-
merits. A selective list of currently available instruments offered commercially is
included in Appendix A. These items represent the type, accuracy, size, and weight of
candidate hardware. The insL'rumenhation list of Table 4-2 reflects this information but
does not attempt to define or recommend a vendor.
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Figure 4-3. Layout - Flow Boiling Experiment
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Table 4-2. InsLrumenLation/ComponenL Requirements for Experiments 1 and 2, Flow PaLterns and Flow Boiling
I Measurement J "I", n,,n, Data
Resolution | Dur_ Sampling
m
L D. Dascription Sensor Type Range (Accuracy) I Nc Uon Rate Notes
TI F-11 or H20 Temperature Thermistor -3.3 - 30C 0.28 (4-0.28C) 138 352( 1/2 ace Quality meter temp. mean.
(26-86F) (0.5F (_0. {iF)) nee
tota:
T2 Air Blower Outlet Temperature Thermistor 21-38C 0.28 (4-0.28C)
(70-100F) (0.SF (*0.2F)) . " 1/2 ecc 37C (99F) for lscnt, comp.
T3-T 7 Test Section Fluid Temperature Thcrmintor -3.3 - 30C 0.11 (4-0.IIC) . " 1/2 sec
(26-86F) (0.2F (4-0.2F))
T8-TI3 Test Section Wall Temperature Thermistor -3.3 - 30C 0. U (40. I1C) " " 1/2 eec
(26-86F) (0.2F (4-0.2F))
T14 Ambient Temperature Thermistor 21-38C 0.11 (_0. UC) . , 1/10 sec
(70-100F) (0.2F (4-0.2F))
P1 F-n or !120 Inlet Press. Xducer 34.5-207.0 kN/m 2 1.4 (4-1.4 kN/m 2) " " 2 sec Quality meter press, meas.
(5-30 pain) (0.2 (_0.2 pain))
P2 Blower Outlet Air Pressure Xduccr 0-27.6 kN/m 2 1.4 (4-1.4 kN/m 2) " " 1/2 nee
(0 - 4 psia) (0.2 (xO.2 pals))
I P3 Test Section Absolute Press. (Inlet) Xduccr 34.5-135 kN/m 2 1.4 (4-1.4 kN/m2) " " 1 sec Display required near package
Co (5-20 psia) (0.2 (4-0.2 psia)) to set regulators.
P4 Cabin Presanre Xducer 0-136 kN/m 2 1.4 (4-1.4 kN/m 2) t, . 1/5 sec
(0-20 pala) (0.2 (_0.2 psfa))
L_['I-AP4 Test Section Diff. Pressure Xduccr 0.0014-300 kN/m 2 TBD " " 2 see 0.0002 psi = 0.0055 in W.G.
(0.0002-4.35 pale)
AP5 G/L Separator Liquid Outlet Pressure Xducer 0-34.5 kN/m 2 TBD , , 1 eec
(0-5 pslg)
F 1 Flowrncter, Blower Air Outlet, Into Calibrated 0.85-453 Zpm 0.057 tpm (0.002 " " 2 nec Range may require two meters.
Test SccUon Thermistor (0.03-10 cfm) cfm) for Lo Flow Real time display required.
(_0.002 cfm)
F2 Flowmcter, F-11 or 1120 Into Test 0.038-6.8 _pm 0.0038 (!-0.0019) " " 2 see Range may require two meters.
Section (0.01-1.8 gpm) _pm (0.001 • Real time display required. \
0.0005 GPM)
K1 & X2 F-II Quality Mean. in and out of Dielectric p 6.4-407 kg/hr 2%of nominal " *' 5 eec Instrument to perform tide
Test Section meas. plus (14-898 lb/hr) flow qu:d (4-Y_) measurement can be provided
turbine 0.02-0.01 gm/cc by Quantum Dynamics by special
flowmeter (l. 33-38.3 lb/ft 3 order.
Table 4-2. Instrumentation/Component Requirements for Experiments 1 and 2, Flow Patterns and Flow
Boiling (Continued) Page2of2
Meastiremoat Test ltuus Data
ScUUOf Resolution _tmpllng
!. D. Dcscrlntlon "l'ypo Range (Accuracy} Numler Duration Rate Notes
Test Section Aceelura- Acceiorom- (l-50)x .00001 (i .O0001) g 138 3520 nee. 10/see. Display for gx' gy' & ga re,qd.
gx,y,z lion Level otor 10 -.4 g Total
W1 Power to Ileater 'rBD 10.6-679w. 0.1 watt *.05 w. " " I/see.
COMPONENTS
Camera B&W,_16 mm_ 11_!Speed 200 frames/acc
Tank, Free= IAquid l,'rcon-II (1 rcqd) Positive ox- Freon Capacity obtained from Rof. 1
pulsioa or" capacity: HAS CR-135327.
capillary 14.0 kg
acquisition 26.6 litra
Pump Ik;eirculating 1120 or Small eentrt- 2.3-403 One same pump for 1120 & Freon-ll.
F-11 Pump - Variable fugal or gear kg/hr
St)cod Drive Motor pump
5, 7-406
Kg/hr
_-P _ 103"
d= kN/m
I Blower Air S:pply Blower for lligh aimed, 0.85-453 Ipn 28 volt I)C or 400 llz 115/200 volt
_D
Air/Water Flow Pattern multistage @ 30.C variable speed motor roqd. ilP-_ .75
Exp. Variable Speed centrifugal or (50% elf. ) _PWR = 0. 56 kw
positive dis-
placement 27.6 kN/m"
such aa alidlnl diff
vane tylx_,etc.
_parator G/L Separator [or Air/ Dynantic FLOW RANGE=
Water or F-I1 Scpa.rator AIII/WATER
Total Flow Range: 6.35 - 407 kg/hr
Air Flow Range: 0.063 - 32.6 kg/hr (0.88 - 445 Zpm)
Water Flow Range: 2.27 - 403 kg/hr (0.037 - 6.80 tpm)
FREON-II
Total Flow Bangs; 6.35 - 407 kg/hr
Gas FlowRange: 0.033- 44.4kg/hr (0.108- 343 Lpm
Liquid ][.low Range: 5.67 - 405 kg/hr (0.062 - 4.53 Lpm
Tank, Makmip Water, 1 Reqd. Dlaghragm 3.28 Iltre
Water Type capacity
BPR 1 Back Pressure 27.6-103 4-0.34 kN/m 2
Regulator " kN/m 2
4.4 COMPONENTS
The major components in these experiments are the pump, the blower, the separator, and
the tanks.
4.4.1 PUMP. The pump requirements are those of a low capacity,low head unit, for
which the maximum specific speed is about 500 rpm for a pump rotational speed of 5000
rpm. Specific speed is a term used to describe performance of a type centrifugal [cutup.
This speed is a constant for all geometrically similar pumps and defines the RPM necessary
to provide one gpm at one foot of head. The equation used is
Ns = N4-Q °'75
where
Ns = specific speed, rpm Q = quantity flow, gpm
N = actual speed, rpm _h = pump head, ft of fluid
This is quite low for a centrifugal pump and suggests the use of a positive displacement
type of pump such as a gear pump. Such a pump is self-priming and is the type used in
the package. The same pump can be used for both Experiments ± and 2 as long as seals
are compatible with Freon-ll.
4.4.2 BLOWER. The blower required is also of low capacity but has a relatively high
head requirement for a centrifugal type of machine. Thus, a positive displacement
type blower is needed and a sliding vane type is used. It will produce the required
27.6 kN/m 2 (4 psid)at '/550 cc/sec (16 cfm).
4.4.3 SEPARATOR. The gas/liquid separator proposed is of the dynamic type and
collects liquid around its perlme_er. The pressure of the liquid will depend on separator
size, liquid level and rotational velocity.
This pressure (P) consists of the two components, the static pressure resulting from
the centrifugal force field within the drum, and the dynamic head of the rotating liquid
impacting the end of the collection tube. These two terms are
p_2 r p V2P =Pstatic+Pdyrmmic p = -- d + --
g 2g
where
P = density
= angulardrum velocity
r = effectiveradiusoftheliquidrotatingwithinthedrum
d = liquidepthindrum
g= gravitationalconstant
V = velocityofliquidimpactingtheendofthecollection
tube-(assumedtobe equalto_r' where r'isthedrum
radiusatthepick-uptube)
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A pressure of approximately 1.3 kN/m 2 would correspond to the performance of the
separator used in previous testing and described in Reference 1. This assumes a
liquid depth of 2.5 cm (1 in) above the pick-up tube which is located at a radius of 14 cm
(5.5 in) and the drum rotating at 300 rpm. A similar separator, but smaller, is
recommended for use herein. This unit would have linear dimensions of half those of
the previous unit, and would reduce the envelope volume from 0.0504 m 3 to 0. 0062 m'3.
The rotational velocity corresponding to 1.3 kN/m 2 would have to be increased to
approximately 615 rpm.
4.4.4 TANKS
The tanks can be of the bladder positive expulsion type or capillary acquisition type.
The latter was selected in our previous study (Ref. 1) for the Freon-11 and is used
herein.
A 29.2 cm (11.5 in) diameter spherical tank will provide the required volume for the
18.2 kg (40 Ibm) of F-11 (Ref. 1). A small, high pressure nitrogen bottle will be used
for pressurizing the capillary Freon-11 tanks.
For the water, a spring loaded bladder type positive expulsion tank was selected. Its
capacity is 3277 ce (200 cu in) or 3.3 kgm (7.2 Ibm) of water. A cylindrical tank would
be about 20.3 cm (8 in) in diameter by 15.2 cm (6 in) long.
4.5 ANALYSIS
Pressure drops were calculated for both the constant quality, air/water _¢¢o-phase
flow and the Freon-11 flow boiling experiments. Compressibility of the gas phase
was included in the calculations. In the cases for both experiments, two models were
used to calculate pressure drop: a homogeneous and a separated two-phase flow model.
The homogeneous model is a straight-forward theoretical approach, whereas the
separated flow model requires experimental correlations for the void fraction a and the
two-phase friction multiplier ¢f2. The relationships of Baker and Lockhart-Martinelli
were used for these parameters. For given experimental conditions, the calculated
pressure drops were found to span a range of four orders of magnitude. It is
expected that the actual pressure drop will follow the results of the homogenous model
for lower mass qualities and follow the results of the separated flow model for higher
mass qualities. The pressure drops calculated using the relationships of Baroczy
seem to verify this transition between models.
4.5.1PRESSUREDROP FOR AIR/WATEREXPERIMENT 1
Homogeneous Model
Fluids for the constant quality two-phase pressure drop experiment are air and water.
The system temperature and pressure are assumed to be at standard conditions. The
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pressure drop across a test section of length L and diameter D can be calculated using
a homogeneous two-phase flow model. The equation governing pressure drop for this
model, neglecting the contribution of gravity and liquid compressibility, is the following
G2
_dP (2fTp "uf/D) [1 + x (Ufg/'Uf)] + G2 Ufg (dx/dz)
dz 1 + G 2 x (dUg/dP) (1)
where
G - mass flux,(kg/m2-sec)
x -- mass quality
uf = specific volume of liquid, (m3/kg)
Ug - specific volume of gas, (m3/kg)
_fg - _g-_f
fTP ---two phase friction factor
dUg/alP -- gas compressibility, (sec 2 - m4/kg 2)
The two phase friction factor is given by the Blasius expression
-1/4
fTP = 0. 079 (GD/_) (la)
where
1/_ =-(X/_g)+[(1- x)/of3 (lb)
0f - absolute viscosity of the liquid
lZg - absolute viscosity of the gas
When constant quality is considered, the term G2 _fg (dx/dz) is identically zero and
since no other parameters are functions of the longitudinal position, z, equation 1 can
be readily integrated to give the pressure drop of a test section of length, L. The
resulting equation is as follows
G2
2%p af L [ 1 + x (1)fg/_f) ]
- Ap=
D 1+G2x(d_g/dP) (2)
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Separated Flow Model
The separated flow approach te calculate pressure drops differs from the homogeneous
model in that the phases are assumed to travel at unequal mean velocities. Again
neglecting the contributions of gravity and liquid compressibility, the equation govern-
ing pressure drop for the separated flow model is the following
oO2o2. r dc_ (l_x)2of
_dP= D ¢_o + _z u _ -'(1-_) dx (1 __)2 (3)
dz 2
i+52 2 -.dP dP x (I-o_)
where
G, x, uf, ug, dUg/dP are as before and
ot - void fraction
ffo = friction factor when total flow is considered as a liquid
¢2fo -- two-phase frictional multiplier
Baker's formula (Reference 2) can be used to calculate _ as a function of x when the
criteria 7.5 =<y<=300 and G < 950 kg/m2-sec.
2 (yl/3 1) +x - - (4)
Y _ _(y _ yl/3)
or
|
(l+em) 2 +4abx - (l+cx)
= (s)
2a
where
a _ (yl/3 _ 1)
b -Y
c - (y _ yl/3)
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y - 0.021 (Ug/Uf)G 0"686
The derivative of a with x may also be found from the above equations.
d___= ..(1+ cx) (c/2a)+b c
(ix [ (I + cX)2 + 4 abxJ 1/2 2a (6)
For those flow rates which are high enough to give y > 300, Lockhart-Martinelli
relationships (Reference 2) are used to find a, dcc/dz. These equations are the
following
a= - [1 + (20/X)+ (1/X2) ]-1/2
+ 1 (7)
de _ [(10/X2)+ (1/X3)](u/uB:)1/2 (/._f/_g)l/8[x/(1_x)]1/8(7/9x2)
dx [ 1 + (20/X)+ (I/X2)]3/2 (S)
where X is defined below.
2
The two phase friction multiplier Cfo , is also calculated from an equation based on
the work of Lockhart-Martinelli which assumes both the liquid and the gas phases are
turbulent (Reference 2).
2 = ¢: )1.75Cfo (1- x (9)
where
2
Cf - 1 + (20/X)+ (1/X2)
X - [ (1 - x)/x] 7/8 (uf/ug)l/2 (pf/b{g)l/8
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As a check of the Lockhart-Martinelli equation for two-phase friction multiplier ¢2fo,
Baroczy's method given in Reference 2 was also used to calculate _2fo , for flow rates of
G = 320 and 640 kg/m2-sec. At mass qualities below 0.04, Baroczy's method gave
higher values of ¢2fo. Above X = 0.04, the results were nearly identical.
Equation 3 was integrated to give pressure drop. As noted earlier, dx/dz is identically
zero for constant quality flow. To make the integration tractable the term (d_/dP)[-} is
ignored. The resulting equation is the following:
2ffo G2 ufL ¢2
-AP = D fo (I0)
4.5.2PRESSUREDROP FOR FLOW BOILING,EXPERIMENT 2
4.5.2.1 Homogeneous Model. The homogeneous model for flow boiling pressure drop
is again based on Equation 1. As flow boiling occurs with a constant and uniform wall
heat flux, a linear change in mass quality is assumed to occur; i.e., dx/dz = constant.
Integrating Equation I gives the following equation.
(I+ _,i_Xo)"l X (i +_x o)
FX+ 1- A.V)_ ] _ (ii)
-aP: L +
where
_7 = 2"{Tp G 2 uf/D
8
l = Ufg/Uf
× = G2ufg
= G2 (d Ug/dP)
TTp - average friction factor over the test section
The expression for f"TP is obtained by evaluating the integral
[f:ox ]/xox
where fTP is givenby Equations la and lb.
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g
Separated Flow Model
Using the separated flow model of Equation 3 to calculate pressure drop is a more
complex problem. The integral is given by the following
2
i 2ffoG2UfL ¢2 +G2[(2x g 2(l-x)Uf)+_dff_ x _ .-)_i
fx- D(Xo_Xi) fo a (l-a) 2 -
/(l-x)2
- rx2 ax
(13)
Intheaboveintegral,oland d_/dxarecomplexfunctionsofx whoseformmay change
dependingonthemass flowrateG. The numericalintegrationprocedureusedwas a
compositetrapezoidalpproach.
4.5.3PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSIONOF CALCULATIONS. Forbothexperiments
1 and2thevaluesofmass flowrateG werechosentobeG = i0,20,40,80,160,320
and640kg/m2-sec.Qualitiesu edincalculatingAP fortheair/watersystem(Exp.i)
werex = 0.01,0.02,0.04,0.08,0.16,0.32and0.64.A summary ofinletandoutlet
qualitiesxi,xo fortheflowboilingsystem(Exp.2) isgiveninthefollowingtable.
Table 4-3. Inlet and Outlet Qualities - Flow Boiling System.
TSAT 20C (68F) 12C (54F) 4C (40F) -3C (26F)
xi Xo xi xo xi xo xi xo
G = 10 kg/(m2-sec) 0.0052 0.037 0.041 0.072 0.075 0.106 0.109 0.598
40
80 i ,1 0.354160
320 i i 0.231
640 _ _ _' _' 1 _ _ 0. 170
0. 140
Calculated pressure drops are presented in Figures 4-4 and 4-5. The most striking
feature of these results is that the range of expected pressure drops span four orders of
magnitude. Instrumentation to measure pressure drop over such a range is accomplished
by using selectable differential pressure transducers (see Figure 4-1 ).
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The results also indicate that the homogeneous model almost always predicts a larger
pressure drop than the predictions resulting from the separated flow model when the
Lockhart-Martinelli equations are used to calculate ¢2fo. The use of the Baroczy
relationships* in the calculation of $2fo, (done for G = 320, 640 kg/m2-sec in the
air-water system), accounts for the effect that G may have on the two phase
frictional multiplier ¢2fo. Therefore the pressure drops resulting from the use of
Baroczy's equations may be more realistic than those resulting from either the
homogeneous or Lockhart-Martinelli approach. It may be hypothesized that as mass
quality increases from one test case to another, the "true" pressure drop curve may
initially follow the results of the homogeneous model, undergo a transition, and
subsequently follow the results of the separated flow model. The results of the
Baroczy method would seem to indicate this.
4.5.4 WALL TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS FOR FLOW BOILING EXPERIMENT.
In the flow boiling experiment, wall temperatures as well as fluid temperatures will
be measured. Calculations were therefore performed to predict wall temperature for
various experimental conditions.
Figure 4-6 indicates the flow patterns and heat transfer mechanisms expected when a
subcooled fluid passes through a heated test section. In the experiments to be conducted
however, the fluid enters in a saturated state and the heat flux and flow rates are such
that liquid dryout does not occur. Therefore saturated nucleate boiling and forced
convection are the only heat transfer mechanisms that need to be considered. It remains
to assess the contribution of both heat transfer mechanisms to the total heat transfer
coefficient. The relative importance of one heat transfer mechanism to the other, for
any given position in the tube, is a function of mass flux, fluid properties and the gravity
level.
The effect of mass flux and fluid properties on both heat transfer mechanisms are
included in the approach of Chen (Reference 3). The effect of gravity is not considered.
• His equations are presented and subsequently wili be used in solving for the wall
temperatures. It may be hypothesized that the reduced gravity will allow for larger
bubbles to form at the nucleation sites and will reduce the frequency of bubble departure.
The magnitude of the nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient should therefore decrease.
It is expected that given identical test conditions, the wall temperatures initially
will be larger in the reduced gravity case and will approach the one-g values as
one traverses downstream. This gravitational effect on wall temperature should be
more pronounced for lower mass fluxes.
.... o
*The actual mass fluxes used by Baroczy are 678 and 339 kg/m2-sec. Therefore the
pressure drops calculated from this method are a little larger, (by 12%), than the
pressure drops that would h_ve resulted if G was equal to the values 640 and 320
kg/m 2- sec. 4-19
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The equation that Chen has derived to calculate the nucleate boiling and forced
convective heat transfer coefficients are given below. The factors which determine
the relative contributions of each mechanism, F and S, can be found in Figure 4-7.
,0'
. , , , ,.,i i , ! i ll|li i i i lilil 1!.
, £ ' 0.5
10
, L/ t 'Y
I o
_, /_ 104 10s I0 s
1 Retp:Refx F,'Zs *of data
I(_1 n I I ltlttl I t , }gi,l_ ! ! loin!
16' I 10 10z
1__**
x.
* Ref = G (l-x)D//_f
_= 112(_f/_g)l/8** xtt (1-x/x)7/8 (_g/_f)
Figure 4-7. Values of F and S as Used in Equations 14 and 15
hc= 0.023(G(1-x)D_f)0.8 (/!Cp/k)f0.4(kf/D)(F) (14)
.0.79 0.45 0.49
hNc B= 0.00122 kf Cpf _ f A- 0.24 0.75
c;0.5 0.29 .0.24 0.24 TSAT aPsAT
(s) (15)
. _f _fg Pg
where
r
Cpf = constantpressure specificheat ofliquidphase, (Btu/Ibm-F)
D = diameter of tube,(ft)
F = defined in Figure 4-7, (¢)
G = mass flux, (lbm/f_2-sec)
hc = convective heat transfer coefficient, (Btu/ft2-sec-F)
hNCB = nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient, (Btu/ft2-sec-F)
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ifg = heat of vaporization, 03tU/lbm)
kf = thermal conductivity of liquid phase, (Btu/ft-sec-F)
S = defined in Figure 4-7 (¢)
x = mass quality, (¢)
APSAT = difference in saturation pressure corresponding to ATSAT, (lbf/ft 2)
A TSAT = difference between wall and saturation temperatures (F)
_f = dynamic viscosity of liquid phase, (Ibm/it-see)
Pf = density of liquid phase, (lbm/ft 3)
Pg = density of gas phase, (lbm/ft 3)
o: = surface tension, (lbf/ft)
, The method of calculation employed to find the wall temperatures can be summarized
as follows. Given G, x, TSAT, q and fluid properties, find Tw such that when hc and
hNCB are evaluated, the following equation is satisfied as well.
q = (h c + hNC!3 ) (Tw - TSA T)
The values of the experimental parameters that were used in calculating the results
are summarized in Table 4-3 below.
The resulting wall temperature values were calculated at 25, 60 and 75 percent of the
test section's length and curves were fit through these points. The results are shown in
Figure 4-8. It can be seen that the decline of the influence of hNCB and the subsequent
increase in hc as one moves downstream, result in wall temperature that remain
approximately constant along the test section. Since Chen's equations are based on
experimental data generated in one-g, the wall temperature s calculated here are
applicable for one-g as well. The effect of a reduced gravity field on the wall tempera-
ture distribution were earlier postulated to increase the wall temperatures in the
region of the test section where nucleate boiling is significant. In the region where
forced convection heat transfer is dominant, there should be no effect of the gravity level
on the wall temperature.
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a
Table 4-3. Heat Fluxes For Wall Temperature Calculations.
q (j/m 2- sec)
xi = 0.0052 xi = 0.041 xi = 0.075
xo = O. 037 xo = O. 072 xo = O. 106 xi = O. 709
TSA T = 20C TSA T = 12.2C TSA T = 4.4C TSA T = 3.3C
G (kg/m 2-
see) =
10 240.8 238.4 242.0 3873.0 ( xo = 0. 598)
20 481.6 476.8 483.9 7746.0 (xo = 0.598)
40 963.1 953.5 967.9 15492.0(xo = O.598)
80 1926.0 1907.0 1936.0 15500.0 _xo = O.354)
160 3852.0 3814.0 3871.0 15500.0 (_o = O. 231)
320 7705.0 7628.0 7743.0 15500.0 (x o = O. 170)
640 15410.0 15256.0 15486.0 15500.0 (Xo = O. 140)
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POOL BOILING, EXPERIMENT 3
5. i DESCRIPTION
The poolboilingexperimentconsistsof12sealedcells(fourlargesizeandeightsmall
size)eachcontaininga singlewireelectricheatingelementimmersed ina liquid.The
cellsare storedina preconditioningchamber whichpreheatsand main_dns thefluids
closetothesaturationtemperaturedesiredforthetest.A typicalcellconsistsofa
closedbox withflatends and sides. The topis a formed sectionwithcompound
curvature leading to a standpipe in the top center of the box. An isolation valve in
the standpipe affords a means to connect to a line containing an adjustable back-pressure
regulator which is in turn connected to the Spacelab vent assembly. The top curvature is
such as to prevent vapor entrapment during vapor evolution in the course of the test. This
avoids square corners where capillary action could cause liquid encirclement of a vapor
bubble prevenGng vapor venting, and resulting in pressure increase in the cell which would
in hum change the fluid saturation temperature. The cell is equipped with opposed optical
windows to permit photography of the boiling within the cell and a means to provide back-
lighting for best photographic results. An internal heating wire, pressure ports, thermo-
couples and electrical connectors are integral with each cell. The cells are constructed
of high quality copper to minimize cell temperature gradients. Sufficient ullage is allowed
in the fill procedure to provide for fluid volume change for the maximum expected
terhperature excursion during shipment, handling, and transport to orbit conditions. The
vapor-phase thermocouple will be used as a filling hole.
The box will be heated to the normal boiling temperature of the liquid it is tocontain. A
tube will be inserted through the open port (with a little clearance) and directed into the
bottom of the box. Saturated vapor will then be blown through the tube. Most of it will
scavenge air from the box and some will condense. The liquid level in the box will be
adjusted to that desired by controlling the inlet temperature of the vapor. The scavenging
process will be permitted to proceed for an hour or so to remove almost all of the air.
Then the top thermocouple will be inserted and the box will be permanently sealed.
The preheating chamber is sized to hold the 12 cells. A chamber closure is optional but
not considered necessary at this time. Each cell bottom rests firmly on a strip heater
which provides the proper heat input to maintain the fluid at or near to the saturation
temperature desired during the test.
The cell configuration is shown in Figure 5-1 for the large cell. Both large and small
cells are geometrically similar.
5.2 METHOD OF OPERATION
The pool boiling experiment is located in the central portion of the rack. This is shown in
Figure 6-2. The packaging arrangement proposed dictates that this experiment be run
first. All experiments are initially mounted hi the rack with the bubble dynamics in a
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Figure 5-2. Pool Boiling Layout
stored position remote from the position in which it will finally be tested. The pool boil-
ing experiment is equipped with a single test section. Each cell is taken inturn from the
preconditioning chamber and placed in the test position in the test section, and test
connections are made for venting, power, and instnnnentation. Cameras are adjusted
and testing of the cell configuration is accomplished. The tested cell is returned to the
preconditioning chamber and another cell is selected for test. The process is repeated
until all testing is completed. The pool boiling apparatus is then removed from the rack
and stored in one of the available Spacelab storage compartments.
Whileinthepreconditioningchamber, eachcellisindividuallyheatedandmaintainedat
essentiallyconstantemperatureby individualtemperaturesensinginthecelland switch-
ingheaterpower on andoffby use ofthesensoroutputsignal.Becauseofhighthermal
inertia of the fluid/cell combination, the control need not be fast acting although accuracy
to maintain a narrow control band is desired. This same high thermal inertia is felt to be
adequate to allow a reasonable time lapse between removal of a cell from the precondition-
ing chamber and initiation of the test without undue drift of temperature or establishment
of significant fluid temperature gradients.
The testing to be accomplished for this experiment is summarized in Table 5-1.
5.3 INSTRUMENTATION
Instrumentation consists of one pressure transducer to set the backpressure regulator
and monitor cell pressure, thermocouples to record internal temperatures, heater
voltage and current, an accelerometer, and camera coverage. The instrumentation
location within the experiment is shown in Figure 5-1. An instrumentation list showing
required sensor characteristics and also detailing the significant experiment components
is shown in Table 5-2.
Table5-I.TestParametersforPoolBoilingExperiment
PRESS. iTEST FLUID TEMP kN/m2 CELL VOLTS A_MPS g
NO. C(F) I (PSI.A) SIZE ! LEVELI
1 H20 67(134.6)17.2(2.5) Small .843 15.5 1.0x 10-4
2 1.04 19.1 3.3x 10"-_
3 1.57 4.0 1.0× I0-4
4 , I, , 1.87 4.76 3.3×I0-_
5 CH3OH 39(102.2)33.4(4.85)Large 3.33 35.4 3.3xI0-_
6 Large 2.74 29.1 1.0 x 10-4i
7 Small .87 17.8 1.0x I0 -4
8 ,, _ [ j Small I.I 12.9 3.3x I0-3
i "9 F-113 36(96.8) 67.9 (9.85) Small .687 4.8 1.0x 10 -4I0 Small .837 5.35 3.3xi0-3
11 . I I Large 1.774 18.1 1. Ox 10 -4
12 _, I ', ! Large i 2. 155 22.0 3.3 x 10 -3
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Table 5-2. Instrumentation/Component Requirements - Experiment 3, Pool Boiling
Test Runs
Dura-
tion Data
Measurement Sensor Resolution Each, Sampling
I.D. Description Type Range (Accuracy) Number Sec. Rate Notes
T 1 to T6 Heater Temperature TC specified 15.6-538C t. 1C(-_1.1C) 12-24 45 l/see. T sensors are incorporatedby P.I. (60-1000F) 2F(_.2F)) in each test cell.
Chremel-Al.
iT7 to T 9 Fluid Temp. TC spec. by 15.6-65.6C _.56C(_-0.56C) 12-24 45 1/sec. Display of T8 during standbyP.I. 60-150F) (IF(±IF) isrequired.
Chrom. -AI.
Pl Vent Pressure Xducer 17.2-67.9 ±0.69 kN/m 2 12-24 45 1/sec. Display on experiment paclo*
ikN/m2(2.5 - -=-0.1psia) age required for pressure
9.85 psia) control adjustment.
V1 Htr. Voltage None Reqd. 0.69--3.3 v ±0,007 v 12-24 45 1/sec. This voltage can be directly(0-50 nora.) sampled by the CDMS RAU.
11 lttr. Current Ammeter 4-35.4amp 0.04 amps 12-24 45 l/see.(0-50 nora.)
gx, y,z g-level Accelerom- 10-4_ 10-2 10-5._10-5 g 12-24 45 10/see. Display to be monit, by Cam.
COMPONENTS
BPR 1 Back Press, Reg. 6,9-103 : _.0.89kN/m 2 Monitorthru P.
k_N/m2 _0.1 psla) 200 frames/sec
Camera B&Q 16mm, Hi Spd. (1-15 psla)
C1 ControllerforStrip
Htrs.0 12 reqd.,
On-OffTC Input
S 1 Relay, de, 24 v. For heater power control.
5.4 ANALYSIS TO PREDICT FLUID TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
Fluid in the pool boiling containers must be heated to near saturation conditions before
actual experimentation takes place. A convenient method of preheating the fluid is to heat
the container bottom at a sufficiently low flux that thermal gradients remain very small.
The containers are constructed of copper material (with glass dewing ports) which helps
to minimize temperature gradients. A thermal analysis was performed to determine
fluid temperature gradients occurring with the above preheating method.
Two sizes of test cell containers are used with three different fluids. Container dimensions
are defined in Reference 4 and are shown in Figure 5-3. Two thermal model approaches
were considered in setting up a nodal network for computer analysis. The first was a two-
dimensional approach for both the large and small-sized boxes. This approach disregards
the presence of the window and end effects but provides adequate results which simplify
preliminary analysis. To check the accuracy of the 2-D model a 3-dimensional model was
developed. Because this approach is more complex, albeit more realistic, and as the
thermal gradients are expected to be greater for the large box, the 3-D approach was done
for the large box only.
Heat transfer from container wall to the fluid was assumed to occur solely by conduction.
Forced conduction of ambient air surrounding the test cell was conservatively assumed
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Figure 5-3. Test Cell Configuration
to give a convective heat transfer coefficient of approximately 2.3 watt/cm2-K
(4 Btu/hr-ft2-F). Each analysis simulated an amount of heat addition to the container
bottom which brings the fluid from 293K to saturation temperature in eight hours.
Temperature distributions at the end of the eight hour preheating period were calculated
for each fluid/box size combination using the 2-D and 3-D approaches. The fluid tempera-
ku'e distributions as well as the heat rate necessary to achieve such distributions are
presented in Figure 5-4. It can be seen that the application of relatively low power
results in nearly uniform temperature distributions for all cases considered. The
largest deviation (2.4 percent) occurs when the fluid considered is Freon-ll3 and the
3-D model is used. The vertical thermal gradients in the smaller boxes, as expected,
are smaller than those in the larger boxes. The 3-D models show a requirement for
slightly greater heat addition indicating the additional heat loss from the container ends
not accounted for in the 2-D model.
A summary of heating requirements is shown in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-3. Thermal Analysis Results
PreheatingPower (Maximum, W)
Fluid Large Cells Small Cells
Methanol 3.15 1.45
Freon 113 2.40 1.21
Water - 2.89
Total Power Supplied to Warming Box (W)
Methanol Cells 2 (3.15) + 2 (1.45) = 9.20
Freon 113 Cells 2 (2.40) + 2 (1.21) = 7.22
Water Cells 4 (2.89) = 11.56
Total 27.98
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LIQUID REORIENTATION, EXPERIMENT 4
6.1 DESCRIPTION
The objective of this test is to obtain experimental data on the liquid reorientation
process when caused byeither constant acceleration or by a short duration impulse.
To evaluate the effect of geometry, two tank sizes were selected; one with L/D = 2,
and the other with L/D = 4. To allow commonality of fluids as far as possible, Freon
113 was chosen for the experiment. The tanks are made of clear Lexan so that photo-
graphic data of liquid movement and liquid front reorientation can be analyzed. The
schedule of tests to be performed is given in Table 6-1 with respect to fill levels,
g-levels, and test times.
Table 6-1. Test Parameters for Liquid Reorientation, Experiment 4
Tank # No. of Duration Liquid g-Levels Comment
Runs - -each.Run Levels
1 5 80 sec. 20- 70% 1.8 - 2.6 x 10-4 Steady G
2 5 80 sec. 5.6 - 7.8 x 10-4 Steady G
1 5 .3 see impulse 0.01 G Impulse
20 see. data
2 5 1.2 see. Imp. 0. 005 G impulse
20 see. data
The test setup is shown in Figure 6-1 and the design layout showing its position and
installation within the rack is shown in Figure 6-2. The reservoir shown is a
capillary acquisition tank and is sized to contain all the liquid necessary to fill both
tanks to the required level, the plumbing, plus a 10% reserve capacity.
6.2 METHOD OF OPERATION
Each tank is equipped with dual purpose isolation and fill and vent valves. The tanks
are connected in parallel so that each may vent to a gas/liquid separator. The gas
side of the separator connects through a back pressure regulator to the Spacelab
vent assembly. The liquid side returns liquid to the reservoir by pumping action of
the separator. The tanks as initially installed are filled with dry GN2 with a slightly
positive pressure with respect to sea level pressure and isolation valves closed to
maintain the sealed integrity of the tank interior. When it is desired to begin testing,
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Figure 6-1. Liquid Reorientation Schematic, Experiment 4
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and recognizing that the procedure will be the same for either tank, the procedure
using Tank #1 is as follows:
With the back pressure regulator set to a predetermined value of the probable
saturation pressure corresponding to the Freon temperature in the reservoir,
Valve V6, VS, and V4 are opened and Tank #1 evacuated to this regulated
pressure. Val_e V8 is then opened to pressurize the Freon reservoir and V2
then opened to admit Freon to Tank #1. Valve V7 is opened and the separator
started at the same time. As Freon flows into the tank, the pressure in the
tank will increase, the backpressure regulator will open to maintain the control
pressure and gas will be vented from the system. Ideally this gas would be GN2
but there is the possibility of some Freon vapor formation during the fill process
and also, because of the velocity imparted to the liquid entering the tank, some
liquid may also attempt to leave through valve V4. If this occurs the liquid will
be separated in the separator and returned to the inlet to the tank. The flowrneter
F 1 monitors and integrates the flow leaving the reservoir. When the required
amount has been transferred to satisfy the fill level required, valves V2 and V4
are sequentially closed. Valves V5, V6, V7, and V8 are then closed and the
separator turned off. After a short period during which the liquid in the tank will
assume a representative condition obtained in a vehicle coast phase, testing is
initiated and data are collected. Preparation for the next test is initiated in
the same manner as described above.
6.3 INSTRUMENTATION
Minimum instrumentation will be required for this experiment as most of the data
obtained will be visual and recorded by camera. Liquid movement, front relocation
and speed of travel, and geysering, if it occurs, will be the main items of interest.
To assist in analytical correlation, the fill level will be obtained by measuring total
flow with the integrating flow meter F 1. The acceleration during the experiment is
measured by the experiment common; triaxial accelerometer. Pressure and temper-
ature within each tank will be obtained and, when operating, the AP across the gas/
liquid separator will be obtained for indication that liquid is recirculating. The
instrumentation locations are shown in Figure 6-1. A list of instrumentation and
instrumentation characteristics is given in Table 6-2.
6.4 COMPONENTS
Major components are also shown in Table 6-2. Although a capillary acquisition tank
is shown in Figure 6-1, this tank could be either this type or a positive expulsion
bladder type. The size and weight of either would be acceptable and would be compatible
with the design layout shown in Figure 6-2. The Lexan tanks will be designed to with-
stand collapsing loads resulting from inadvertent venting to vacuum in the event of
failure of the back pressure regulator. Pressure relief is not considered to be
necessary because of the low vapor pressure versus temperature relationshiI_ of
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Table 6-2. Instrumentation/C0mponent Requirements - Experiment 4, Liquid Reorientation
Measurement Test Runs Data
Sensor Resolution Sampling
I.D. Dosciiption 'l_,l_ Range (Accuracyl Numl_r Rata Notes
T 1 Tank 1 IAq. Temp. Thermistor 10-32.2C 0.28C (O.SF) 5/St. G 80 1/5 see.
(50-90F) 6 Imp. 20 1/5 abe.
T2 'rank 2 Llq. Temp. Thermistar 10-32.2C 0.28C (O.SF) 5 St. G 80 1/5 sec.
(50--90F) 5 Imp. 20 1/5 see.
Pl Tank I Press. Xducer 34.5-138 0.69 kN/m 2 5 St. G 80 l/see.
kN/m 2 (0.1 psia) 5 Imp. 20 l/see.(5--20 psia)
P2 Tank 2 Press[ Xducer 34.5-138 0.69 kN/m 2 5 St. G tl0 l/see.
kN/m2 (0.1 pain) 5 hnp. 20 l/see.
(5-20 psia)
AP 1 Separator IJq/Gas Xducer 0-34.5 0.69 kN/m 2 5 St. G 80 l/sec.
Differential Pressure kH/m2 (0.1 psia) 5 Imp. 20 l/sac.
(0-5 paid)
F1 Tank Fill Rate 0-7.6 £pm 0.076 _pm 80lmr. _ 1 rain. f/see. For Frees 113 Integrate signal.
(0-2 g-pro) (0.02 gpm)
gx,y0 z g-Level Accel. 1.8-200 5×10 -6 g l0 80 10/see. Monitor display with camera.
×10 -4 g 10 20
COMPONENTS
BPR 1 Venting Back Press. 6.0-103 " :t:0.69 kN/m 2
Regulator kN/m 2 (_-0.1 psia)
(1-15 psia)
Camera, B&W, lt_mm, vhlco
111Speed° 1 Rcqd.
'rank Liquid Froon-ll3, Positive ex- Liquid
I Roqd. pulslon or Capacity:
capillary ac- 23.8 lltre
quisltlon (0.84 ft3)
type 37.6 I_
(82.8 lb)
G/L Sep. Separator to provide This separator In ldeaUcal to that
gas venting used in Exp. I & II.
Freon 113 and the maximum expected temperature ranges to which the tanks might be
exposed when partially filled with Freon.
6.5 ANALYSES, LIQUID REORIENTATION TIME
The liquid reorientation experiment, whose basic geometry is given in Figure 6-3 below,
is to be conducted on SPacelab in two modes of operation: in one, a constant acceleration
of approximately one minute duration is applied to the system, and in the other an
"impulsive acceleration" (constant acceleration of very short duration; tyically less than
one sec), is applied to the system. The objective of the experiment is to quantitatively
study the motion of the leading liquid edge and collection characteristics under both the
constant and impulsive acceleration modes for a variety of fill levels and tank geometries.
The purpose of the analysis is to predict the times required for fluid collection to aid
selection of accelerations and duration of application for the experiments.
A parallel effort in support of this analysis was accomplished by Lead Scientist Professor
T. E. Bowman of the Florida Institute of Technology. This effort resulted in a closed-
form method of solution for liquid propelIant reorientation velocity increments. This
development and resulting parametric curves have been provided as an adjunct to this
report and are included in Appendix B.
A B FR=2
Fineness Ra_o E ._--_._-_D ' _ C
[ 2 • R . Ac'] __ a cm/sec 2FR --" -_ "
FR=4
_ R = 7.62 em
Fill Level
FL =-[VOLL%.IEOF LIQUID]/[TAh-KVOLUIAIE]
Figure6-3. Tank GeometricsforLiquidReorientationA alysis
The test fluid is Freon 113. The relevant properties of this refrigerant are the
following.
f __ (_
p 1. 579 gm/cm 3 B ----- = 11.78 cm3/sec 2
@ 20"C _ = 18.6 dynes/cm P
tL = 0.7 CP (0.007 gm/cm-sec)
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6.5.1 CONSTANT ACCELERATION -- Different acceleration ranges are planned for
experimentation with each tank. For the large tank the acceleration is to range between
0.18 and 0.25 cm/sec 2. For the smaller tank the range is 0.54 to 0.76 cm/sec 2. The
percentage of liquid in the tanks is to vary between twenty and seventy percent. Having
specified the fluid properties, the acceleration ranges, the tank sizes and the fraction
of tankage volume occupied by liquid, it is now possible to calculate estimates of the
time required to reorient the liquid, using the method outlined in References 5 and 9.
Prior to the application of the reorientation thrust, the liquid configuration is assumed
to have reached its zero-g state. For freons this state is defined as having a constant
radius of curvature equal to the radius of the tank and as having a contact angle of zero
degrees. Equations will be given which will lead to the calculation of various time
intervals defined as the following.
t1 - time necessary for the liquid leading edge to progress from
point A to point B (Figure 6-3).
t 2 -- time necessary for the liquid leading edge to progress from
point B to point C
t3 - time necessary to settle remaining liquid (questionable accuracy)
t4 - time necessary for vertex of ullage bubble, point D, to progress
to point E
t 5 --- time necessary for the dispersal of liquid film on the walls
(questionable accuracy)
Because the drop tower test data used to generate the methods for calculating the above
times was limited to a maximum of three seconds, sufficient time was not allowed to
accurately formulate expressions for t3 and t5. It is hoped that the Spacelab experi-
ments will alleviate this problem. The equations used to find ti are now given in
sequential order.
Given a, FR, FL, R,
o
Bo - aR-/E (Bond number)
Vo = 0.48 (aR) 1/2 [ 1 - 10.84/Bo) Bo/4"7]
Li - [ 0.- Fz.,)(FR- Z/3)- 2/3 ] 2R
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VlL - Velocity. of leading edge @point C
= [2 an (Li +R)]z/2
We = V_ R/=. (Weber number)
tI = 2 (%)z/2(_+R)z/2/vL
t2 ----2(£i+R)[I-(_i/(-Zi+R))I/2_- (18)
(19)
t3 = 0.0516 B° We (R3/5) 1/2
(20)
t4 = (£c- _i )/%'o
!. --_[(FIR-I)-FL (FR- 1/3)+i/'3]2RJ
t.o = 2 (_ .R)/% L " _(21)
For the case where the fill level is sufficiently large that _i of Figure 6-3 would be
negative, the ullage actually takes on a spherical shape with a radius less than R and
the assumption of zero contact angle cannot hold. In this case t5 is zero, the total time
is given by t4 which is calculated as shown below and calculations for t1, t 2 and t3 are
disregarded.
VT = (Y'B. - l/S) 2 _ 1%3
I_ = (3V T (I- FL)/(4 _)I/3
_o = 2 (R_ -Ro)
t4 = _o,/Vo
The time necessary to totally reorient the liquid is given by either of the t_ sums:
tT _- tl+t2+t 3 or
tT --t4 + t.a, _nichever one is larger
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The change in velocity, of the accelerating system, (the Orbiter in this case),
is given by the following equation.
AV = at T
A minimization of this quantity over the given range of accelerations _ill minimize
the amount of propellant required _" the thrusting mechanism of the Orbiter. The
acceleration that accomplishes this minimization will be termed the optimal
acceleration for that given FL and FR.
An example of this method _ill now be demonstrated. As_me that FL = 0.20,
FR=4, a=0.61cm/sec 2andR=7.62cm.
B = (0.51 cm/sec _) 17.62 cm) 2/_11.78 cm3/sec 2)o
= 3.01
V = 0.48((0.67cm/sec2)17.62cm))1/2[1-(0.84/301)3"01/4"7n0 • -
= 0.577 cm/sec
aL = (3.8)(0.577cm/sec)2!(7.62cm)
= 0.1661 cm/sec 2
£i = E (i - 0.20) (4- i/3)- 2/3 ] 2 (7.62cm)
= 34.54 cm
V_ = [2 (0.1661 cm/sec 2) (34.54 cm + 7.62 cm)_ 1/2
= 3.74 cm/sec
We = 13.74 cm/sec) 2 (7.62 cm)_'11.78 cm3/sec 2)
= 9.06
t I = 2 (34.54 cm) 1/2 (34.54 cm + 7.62 cm)1/2/(3.74 cm/sec)
= 20.39 sec
t2 = 2 (34.54 cm+ 7.62 cm) _1 - (34.54 cm/(34.54 cm + 7.62 cm))1/2]/(3.74 cm/sec)
= 2.14 sec
t3 = 0.0516 (3.01)(9.06)((7.62cm)3/(11.78cm3/sec2)) 1/2
= 8.62 sec
t 4 = (45.72 cm - 34.54 cm)/(0.577 cm/sec)
= 19.36 sec
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_. = r(4-1) - 0.20 (4 - I/3) . i/3 ] 2 (7.62 cm)j -
= 39.62 cm
t 5 = 2 (39.62 ¢m+ 7.62 cm) / (3.74 cm/sec)
= 25.26 sec
tl+t 2 +t3 = 31.15 see ]
• . tT = 44.62 sec and_V =27.22 cmisec
t 4+t = 44. G2 secO
The AV values for three other discrete accelerations were found to be the following:
&V (cm/sec) 29.85 25.57 [ 28.17
a (cm/sec2) 0.54 0.68 I 0.76
A complete table following the calculations in the above example was generated for
four accelerations for each of the four chosen fill levels. Once the AVs are found for a
range of accelerations, the acceleration that minimizes the magnitude of AV is chosen
as the optimal one for that fill level and tank geometry. For the above example, a
parabola is fitted through the points associated with the accelerations 0.61, 0.68 and
0. 76 cm/see 2.
The minimum of this parabola is calculated and the corresponding acceleration and
duration time is found. The optimal accelerations and their duration times are
summarized in the following table.
F,  ssRATIOI  PTZ AL]  OTAL
0.2 2 0.18 cm/sec 2 60.47 sec
0.3 0.196 60.85
0.4 0.213 61.11
0.5 0.25 56.30
0.7 0.25 60.70
0.2 4 0. 676 37.90
0.3 0.76 37.96
0.4 0.76 42.86
0.5 0.76 49.76
0.7 0.76 61.34
NOTE: This table was developed under the constraints of 0. 18-0.25 cm/sec 2
acceleration limits for the large tank and 0.54 to 0.78 cm/sec 2 ltmtts for the
small tank. This rangecould be extended to define an optimal which minimizes
Orbiter propellant usage. 6-11
Weber number was also plotted as a function of Bond number for the two tanks and five
fill levels of the experiments and is shown in Figure 6-4. Minimum values for Weber
number, and thus the points for minimum propellant consumption, are thus identified.
6.5.2 IMPULSIVE SETTLING. The previous discussion concerned the case where an
acceleration was applied for the entire time that liquid settling was taking place.
Impulsive settling is defined as the reorientation process which takes place when an
acceleration is applied for a small fraction of the total resettling time. This process
is now considered for the same tank geometry, test fluid and range of fill levels as
before. The accelerations required, however, will be between the values 4.9 and
9.8 cm/sec 2. The acceleration imparted to the tank will cause liquid leading edge
acceleration for as long as the artificial g-field is imposed. Once the acceleration
is stopped, the leading edge will still propagate; but now (it is assumed) at a constant
velocity. This can be represented by a Weber number relationship.
We = V2 R/fl
2
= aL
The acceleration of the leading edge is denoted at aL, as before, and the burn time is
denoted by At. For Bond numbers greater than twelve, which is the case here, ar is
directly proportional to the imposed acceleration: a L = (0. 8755)a. It remains to choose
a Weber number criterion so that At's can be found for the given range of accelerations.
Using the criterion of minimizing propellants used by the thrusters, then for a given
acceleration, the burn time should be kept as small as possible. It is noted in Reference
5 that a geyser will form when the leading edge Weber numbers are greater than four
at the point of impingement. Therefore, the burn time, At, should be minimized for
both propellant savings and prevention of undesirable geyser formation. The con-
sequence of making burn-times smaller is to increase the amount of time necessary
to collect the liquid. A prediction of these collection times was not done, so a minimum
allowable We based on maximum allowable collection time was not made. For the
maximum We criterion, the value of four should be an absolute limit.
Rearranging the above Weber number equation results in the following:
We = a2 At2 R/fl
= (0. 8755)2 a2 nt 2 Rift
ant = "{We fl/R (1.1422) (22)
6-120
100,
90.
Figure 6-4. Settling Weber Number Versus Bond Number for
Various Fill Levels and Fineness Ratios
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This relationship is plotted in Figure 6-5 for the given range of accelerations, 4.9 to
9.8 cm/sec 2, for both tanks, (R = 7.62 and 15.24 cm), and for We equal to 2, 3 and 4.
A Weber number of near .to, but less than four is recommended to promote efficient
collection of liquid and to prevent excessive total collection time.
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BUBBLE DYNAMICS,EXPERIMENT 5
7.1 DESCRIPTION
The objectiveofthebubbledynamicsexperimentistoinvestigatetheinteractionof
a singlenon-condensibleisothermalbubblewithaliquid-vaporinterfaceina low-
gravityenvironment.Inthisexperiment,thebehaviorofnitrogenbubblesinethanol
andFluorcarbonFC-78was investigated.A schematicanda layoutoftheexperiment
are showninFigures7-1and7-2. A testcontainerwithanopentopisused,which
providesafreeliquidsurface.Thecontainerisenclosedinahousingtopreventany
possiblecontaminationfthecabin.Bubblesofvariousizesareintroducedinto
theliquidsinthetestcontainersandtheirbehaviorismonitoredbythree16mm high
speedcameras.
7.2 METHOD OF OPERATION
Thisexperimentisstoredintheoverheadportionoftherackandwillbethelastof
thefiveexperimentstobeperformed.Itwillbemovedtothecenterpositionas
showninFigure7-2andthethreecamerasnecessaryforthisexperimentpositioned
intheirespective,predeterminedlocationsonthecamerasupportrack.Thetest
containerisinitiallydryandwillbehandfilledbythepump syringeusedtotransfer
liquidfromthereservoirtothetestcontainer.
The testcontainerisfilledtoexactlytheupperlipofthecontainersothat
thereisnominiscuseffectattheedgesofthecontainerandtheliquid/gasinterface
isfiat.GN 2isintroducedintothebubblegeneratoruntilabubbleofthedesired
sizeisformedattheendofthecapillarytubeextendingfromtheGN2syringeinto
thebubblegenerator.A 3-wayvalveconnectingthebubblegeneratortoeitherthemain
liquidreservoirortoa smallerauxiliaryeservoirispositionedtoallowliquidfrom
theauxiliaryeservoirtobetransferredtothebubblegenerator.Theliquidmotionwill
dragthegasbubblefromtheendoftheGN2 capillarytotheopeninginthegenerator
communicatingwiththebottomofthetestcontainer.Thebubblewillthenrisethrough
theliquidbecauseofthesmallaccelerationapplieduringthisexperiment.Bubble
motionduringascentwillbe recordedintwoplanestodefinethe3-dimensional
motionofthebubble.Two camerasareusedforthispurpose.Thethirdcamera(with
higherframeratethantheothertwo)willrecordtheactionattheli41uid/chamber
gasinterfacewhenthebubblereachestheinterfaceandbreaksthrough.A smallline
isconnectedbetweenthetestchamberandthebacksideofthesyringeusedtotransfer
liquidtomovethebubbleinthebubblegenerator.Thiswillprovidea closedcircuit
forliquidtransferwithoutoverfillingthetestchamberwhichshouldremainexactly
filled.
i
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Q gx DISPLAYTEST gY DISPLAY
CHAMBER gz DISPLAY
® ]T , IRETURNTO (3REflD)RESERVOIR• N2 BUBBLESIN CH50H
• - . _ FORMATION
I CHAMBER ETHANOLLINE(FILL & VENT)
TESTS TO BE RUN
(WITH WATER & FC 78)
NO. OF DURATION g-LEVEL BUBBLEDIA.
RUNS (5EC) (9) (¢m)
3 60 10"3 0.05 TO 5
6 60 5X10 "4 0.05 TO 5
ETHANOLVAPORPRESSURE F.C.78VAPORPRESSURE
"r c r, _/m2 Tz c
18.9 5.3 -5.0 6.9
35.0 1.3.3 22.2 22.6
63.3 53. _t 34.4 48.3
78.3 101.4 42.2 69.0
50.6 101.4
_ =_
Figure 7-1. Instrumentation Schematic - Experiment 5 Bubble Dynamics
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Figure 7-2. Bubble Dynamics Experiment Layout
At present, the experiment is designed to test one fluid, either ethanol or FC-78.
No provision has been madeto run one fluid and then flush and clean the system to run
a new series of tests with a second fluid on the same flight.
7.3 INSTRUMENTATION AND COMPONENTS
Instrumentation and components are listed in Table 7-1. The temperature and
pressure of the liquid within the test container is monitored b y a thermistor and a
pressure transducer. The same accelerometer which is used in all the other experiments
will also be used here. The three cameras which are needed for this experiment can
be shared with the other experiments.
7.4 ANALYSIS OF BUBBLE TERMINAL VELOCITY
The ultimate aim of the bubble dynamic experiment is to study the motion of the bubble
as the free surface is approached and to quantify a criteron for bubble breakthrough
into the surrounding vapor phase. The fluid behavior that results is critically dependent
upon the bubble approach velocity. A knowledge of the approximate magnitude of these
terminal velocities will be useful in the choice of camera speeds, vessel geometry
and the design of the experimental package as a whole. The purpose of this analysis
is to estimate terminal velocities for various bubble sizes andacceleration fields.
7.4.1 FORCE BALANCE WITH A SUBMERGED GAS BUBBLE. With reference to the
figure below, the terminal velocity condition is reached when the buoyant force equals
the drag force on the bubble.
Table 7-1. Instrument/Component Requirements - Experiment
Versus Bubble Dynamics
Measurement Test Runs Data
Sensor Resolution Dura- Sampling
I.D. Description Type R,nge (Accuracy) No. tibn Rate
T 1 Ethanol or Thermistor 10-32 0.56C 9 60 1/5 sec.
F.C. 78 C (_0.28C)
P1 Ethanol or Transducer 0-103 1.38 kN/m 2 9 60 1/5 see.
F.C. 78 kN/m 2 (el. 38
Press. kN/m 2
gx,y,z G-Level Accelerom- 0.5-1 5 x 10-6 9 60 10 sec. Monitor
eter x 10-4 (10-4 - displays with
G 10-2 nora. ) camera.
Component
[400
Camera, B&W, 16 ram, frames/sec
High Speed, Three Required I
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The terminal velocity condition, FB = FD, can be stated in terms of a drag coefficient,
the terminal velocity, the g-level and fluid properties
3 (°o- a/3FB = 4 _ req
FD = CD (1/2 Po V2) TTr2
eq
• FB=F D _ CD =Sreq(1- Pi/Po)a/3 V2 (23)"" W
2
8 req a/3 VT for Pi << Po
Using the equation defining the Reynolds number and the equation given above, the
following relationship can be derived•
Re = 2 req VT/U o
i u are ] i/3VT = 4 o (24)3 C D ,
2
u 1/3
[ 3 ° CDRe2 ] (25)req = 32 a
Hence knowledge of drag coefficient dependency on Reynolds number can be used to
determine terminal velocity and equivalent radius. Under 1-g conditions, experiments
have been conducted which resulted in CD (Re) relationships for the case of the rising
gas bubble immersed in a liquid. Peebles and Garber, Reference 6, conducted such
experiments and successfully generated drag coefficient expressions for a wide variety
of liquids. Haggard and Masica, Reference 7, performed drop tower tests and
generated drag/Reynolds number data for reduced gravity. They compared their data
to the theoretical approach of Moore, Reference 8, and found fair agreement. The
balance of this analysis will address (1) 1-g predictions of terminal velocities for
various bubble sizes using the correlations of Peebles and Garber, and checking these
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values with Moore's theoretical predictions, and (2) using Moore's approach to predict
bubble velocities in reduced gravity and comparing these values with the data of Haggard
and Masica.
7.4.2 NORMAL GRAVITY CALCULATIONS. The equations used in Reference 6 to
predict terminal velocities for normal gravity, are repeated below for convenience.
2
(i) [ Stokes flow; infinite VT = 2 r ( P£- a/(9/_ £ ) (26)
boundary layer regime; eq Pg)
spherical bubbles ] C D = 24/Re for Re <- 2
1.28
(ii) [ finife boundary layer VT = 0.33 a 0" 76 (p£/_£ )0. 52 r (27)
spherical bubbles ] eq
CD = 18.7 Re -0. 68 for 2 =< Re =< 4.02 G-?" 214
(iii)[deformedbubblesof VT = i.35[_/(p_req)]0.50 (28)
ellipsoidalcross-
seetion3 CD = 0.0275 G 1 Re 4
for 4.02 214 < 0.250=Re =< 3.10 G
(iv) [ deformed bubbles of VT = 1.18 ((; a/P£ )0.25 (29)
mushroom shape ]
CD = 0.82 GO.25 11 Re for Re ->3. i0 G 0.250
where G I ---(a _4 ) / (p£c;3)
As noted earlier, proposed experiment fluids are nitrogen gas and anhydrous ethanol as
the liquid. The relevant liquid properties are summarized below
P£ = 0.789 gm/cm 3
c; = 22.3 dynes/cm (gm/sec 2)
_= 1.2CP
= 0.012 gm/cm-sec
Calculations were made using the above equations for bubble radius ranging from 0.04
to 0.20 cm. The results are summarized below.
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- -0. 214
a = 980.Tcm/sec = 4.02G 1 = 2S3.0
-9 = 446.5GI= 2.3242 i0 3.10G1-0"25
i
req(Cm ) 0.04 0.06 0.08 Ii 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 i 0.20
VT(Cm/sec_,- 8.87 14.91 21.54 ,i 22.70 20.72 19.18 17.94_ 16.92 16.05i
C D 1.370 0.731 0.4681! 0.507 0.730 0.994 1"29811
1.643 2.029
400.4 422.1
j _ s
Region (i.i) Region (iii)
These results are contained in the (VT vs req) and (CD vs Re) graphs in Figures 7-3
and 7-4, respectively.
Although ethanol was not among the fluids used by Peebles and Garber in their
experiments, an examination of the parameter, G1, (which delineates between
regions (ii), (iii) and (iv)) indicates that the correlations developed can be used
for ethanol.
It can be seen from Figures 7-3 and 7-4 that the comparison between the
predictions of Peebles and Garber and Moore's theory for the drag coefficient and
the terminal velocity is fairly good. In both approaches, the parameter _: o_/P_c3
was proposed as the parameter through which the effects of a variable gravity field
will influence the results. Since the correlations of Peebles and Garber were
developed from one-g data, it remains to compare the results of Moore's theory
as outlined in Reference 8, to the reduced gravity test data of Haggard and Masica.
7.4.3 REDUCED GRAVITY CALCULATIONS. Moore's theory for predicting bubble
drag and terminal Reynolds number is summarized by the equations below. The
distortion parameter, x, is confined to be between the values of one and four
and the Reynolds number must be greater than fifty.
CD = 48G (x) [1 + H (x)/(Re)l/2]/Re (30)
1
1 4/3 1)3/2 (x2_1) 1/2 - (2-x 2) see- (x) (31)
G(x)==3 x (x2- [2sec (x)- ]- 1 (2_ 1)1/2 2
4 Re 4 M/We 3 (x) (32)CD =_
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Figure 7-3. Terminal Velocities For Various Acceleration Levels
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Figure 7-4. Drag Coefficients for Various Acceleration Levels
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x-2) _x2 -i (X2, 2We (x) -- 4x-4/3 (x3 + see (x) - 1)1/2 (33)(x2 _ i)3
where
M - _4 a/P_ a3 andH (x)isa tabulatedfunction
The method of solution is not straightforward. Given M and x, the Reynolds number is
varied until the equations for the drag coefficient yield the same value. As x is varied
between 1 and 4, a relationship for CD as a function of Re is generated. The reduced
gravity fields considered in ttB calculations were 0.01, 0.0075, 0. 005, 0. 0025 and
0.001 times earth normal gravity. As Figure 7-4 shows, fhe CD vs. Re curves
are shifted downward as the applied acceleration field is reduced. A similar downward
shift is observed in Figure 7-3. Measured reduced gravity data from Reference 7
having M values in the range used for MooreTs theoretical curves are presented in
Figures 7-3 and 7-4 for comparison.
7.4.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. The theoretical method of Moore was found to
give good agreement with the 1-g correlations of Peebles and Garber. In reduced
gravity, the theoretical approach gave fair agreement with the measured data
of Haggard and Masica..Moore's solution tended to over predict the drag coefficient
for the lower Re portion of the curves and to under predict the drag coefficient for
higher Re (Figure 7-4). Conversely, Moorers solution under predicted terminal
velocity at lower Re values and over predicted terminal velocity at higher Re
(Figure 7_3). On the whole, however, Moore,s solution gives a useful approximate
estimate of terminal velocities.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DATA RECORDING
8.I CAMERA REQUIREMENTS
Photographic coverage is planned for all experiments. The design of the integration
and installation of the five experiments has allowed room for both the cameras and
film cartridges and the lighting necessary to provide the picture quality necessary to
provide engineering data. It is believed that one camera will provide adequate cover-
age of all experiments except the bubble dynamics experiment. Provisions are made
for installation of three cameras for this experiment to photograph, not only the
bubble/liquid interface phenomena, but also bubble motion in orthogonal planes from
bubble generation to surface contact. The cameras will be hard mounted in prelocated
positions with different locations as dictated by the experiment in test.
The pressure drop and flow boiling experiments may prove difficult as the length of
the flow section may be excessive for a wide angle lens especially if the camera location
is kept within the confines of the rack. Two options are available to resolve this
potential problem. One is the use of two cameras. This leads to a time correlation
problem which, although not insurmountable, is not desirable. Space is available
however, to do this. The second is the use of mirrors to split and overlay the top and
bottom half of the experiment section. This would probably provide clear pictures
without requiring a field of depth necessitating the location of the camera external to the
rack. This is a system which would require development of the proper technique
through testing.
For proper focusing of each experiment it is considered to be necessary to use dif-
ferent lenses for the experiments. The lenses would be tagged and stored in a
separate compartment and selected and installed as required for each experiment. A
second choice, but one leading to possible experimenter error, would be the use of a
zoom lens which could cover all experiments. This is probably undesirable because
it increases the installation volumetric requirement and also increases the criticality of
the payload specialist's alertness in establishing the proper setting for each experi-
ment.
The camera recommended for this application which is readily available is the Photo-
Sonics Model 16 mm- 1 PL. A photo of this camera is shown in Figure 8-1 which
also shows two of the three magazines which can be used with the camera. An outline
drawing of the camera with magazines is shown in Figure 8-2. The camera, by itself,
fit an envelope approximately 14. 0x 11.4× 20.3 cm (5.5x 4.5x 8 in). The additional enve-
lope dimensions to accommodate the magazines are shown in Figure 8-2. It is seen that
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Figure 8-1. Candidate Photographic Equipment
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Manufactured by Photo-Souics, Inc., Burba...'_, CA
Figure 8-2. Photographic Dat_ Recording
this is a highly compact camera installation with frar_:_; rate capabili_ from 10 to 500
frames per second(FPS). The framingrateiseasilyaccomplishedby adjustmentofthe
[raze ratecontrolon thecamera (seeFigure8-1). The magazinescanbe quicklyloaded
andunloadedandfreshandusedonescanbe storedseparatelyfrom therack. For simplifi-
cationoftestingandtominimizethework loadon thepayloadspecialist,itisrecommended
that the film/magazine be handled as an integral unit rather than attempt toload film into
the magazine and camera for each new roll of film required.
The camera events can be synchronized to physical data acquisition and recording signals
with event timing through a time code generator and imposing ]:RIG standard format time
codes on the film. The suggested format and sample of the format is shown in Figure 8-3.
The camera has a variable shutter angle of 7.5 ° to 160 °. The exposure time is related by
shutter angle and framing rate by:
t = shutter angle/(360 x framing rate)
Performance characteristics of the 16-1P camera and specifications are shown in Table
8-1.
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FORMAT B: 100-PPS,S0-BITBCD TIME-OF-YEAR/17-BITBINARY
TIME-OF-DAYCODE
Figure8-3. IRIGStandardFormatTime Codes
Table 8-1. Photosonics Camera Model 16 mm - 1 PL
Performance Characteristics,16-1PL-
Thecamerawasdesignedand developedtoobtainhigh- TheKB-21Cwas testedintemperatureconditionsranging
speed,high-qualitymotionpicturesat frameratesfrom10to from --65°F to+ 160°F.TheKB-24C wasoperatedandper-
500 framespersecond,andinvariousvibrationand formedtodesignrequirementsduringthesetests.Withthe
accelerationloadconditions. 16mm-1PLhavinga largerheaterinstalled,operationinthe
Itisdesignedtowithstandaccelerationfrom 10to 25Gs, lowertemperaturerangeshouldpresentnoproblems
vibrationof5 to7 Hzat0.7" d.a.and17to4000cpsat providedawarm-upperiodof3 minutesis allowedprior
10Gs(notapplicableto the1200'magazine), tocameraoperation.
Thecamerasystemissimilarindesignandconstruction
tothe KB-21CCamerasystemfurnishedtotheAirForce.
Standard specifications, 16-1PL --
Frame rate: 10to500 fpsbytransistorizedspeedcontrol. Motor: 28VPC, 8ampsmaximumat 500fps; 115VAC50/400
Accuracy=1% or -,-1 frame,whicheverisgreater. Hzmotoravailableuponrequestatnoadditionalcost.
Aperture size: .296" x .410,' (USAPH22.7-1964). Weight: 6 Ibs.
Film specillcat/on: Usesboth.3000" pitch(USAPH22.5- Mounting: 3,;'a-16withI/4-20 insertfortripod;top,bottomand
1953)and.2994"pitch(USAPH22.110-1965),both4-and sidemountingprovisions.
6-railwithnoadjustments. Lensmount: "C" (USAPH22.76), threadedso thatfocusing
Film capacity: 200,,400,and1200,daylightloading andirisindexalwaysappearontheleftsideof thecamera.
magazines. Heater: 115VAC or VDC,300watts,thermostatically
Film transport: Intermittent,tworegistrationpinsandtwopull- controlled.
downpinswithfilmheldcaptiveinaperturegateatall times.
Shutter: Fixed90°, substitutionof onefixed 7.5° to 160°
availableatno additionalcost.
Timing lights: Two,oneeachsideof filmoutsidepicturearea:
usesNE2Jlamps.LEDsmaybe substitutedat timeof
purchaseatnoadditionalcost. Specifications subject to ct_inge without notice.
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8.2 LIGHTING
Space and weight provision for lighting has been made but definite arrangements, and
wattage required can only be determined by real or prototype mockup. The heat
generated by the lighting will be a function of both the lighting arrangement and the
radiated energy or wattage dissipated. Since this is indefinite at this time, no thermal
analysis was done. Because the duration of a single test point is short, it is not
believed that the thermal effects of the lighting on the experiment will be significant.
This, however, must be a subject of consideration as the program moves into the
hardware phase.
8.3 DATA RECORDING
A summary of photographic data recording requirements is shown in Table 8-2. For
some experiments video tape recording will be adequate and is therefore stipulated
rather than film. This reduces cost and storage requirements. The frame speed
shown is believed to be adequate to record the experimental phenomena and leads to
the estimate of film footage required and thus the number of film magazines required
for the total experiment package.
Table 8-2. Photographic Data Recording
Total Film Speed
No. of Filming Frames/ Feet of
Experiment Cameras Time-Sec Sec Film
1. Pool Boiling 1 540 200 2,700
2. Pressure Drop 1 I, 800 Video Video Tape
3. Film Boiling 1 I, 520 200 7,600
4. Liquid Reorientation 1 1,300 Video Video Tape
5. Bubble Dynamics 3 540 400
26,500
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The five experiments considered in this study have been extensively analyzed to deter-
mine the major characteristics of each experiment. The experiments were then designed
with instrumentation necessary to collect test data to analyze fluid behavior and heat
transfer in a low gravity field. These experiments were packaged, along with the
associated instrumentation and data recording elements, to be installed collectively in
a double experiment rack in the Space Shuttle Spacelab payload module. This packag-
ing arrangement is shown in Figure 9-1 to illustrate that the five experiments are
physically compatible with the rack dimensional constraints. This installation was found
to be practical and has been accomplished in such a manner that each of the five experi-
ments can be performed using the integrated double rack design installation. The ex-
perimental procedure proposed requires that the pool boiling experiment be run first.
The pool boiling experiment elements are removed from the rack subsequent to experi-
ment completion and stowed in external Spacelab compartments.
The bubble dynamics experiment is initially installed in a stowed condition in the upper
portion of the rack. It must be relocated within the rack for testing. Since it must be
placed in a test position which would obstruct camera view of the other experiments, it
is preferable to run this experiment last. Either the liquid reorientation experiment
or the flow pattern/pressure drop experiment may be run second. The order of test
preparation and making of test connections would make it desirable to run the flow boiling
experiment following the pressure drop test. This is because it is planned to evacuate
the water from the experiment section by connecting to the Spacelab vacuum vent and
holding a vacuum on the system ur_il dry. The vacuum vent would be left connected for
venting of the halon from the flow boiling ecperiment.
Installation, testing, data collection and recording of the pertinent data appears to
present no more than normal development problems. There are two major problems
associated with the actual conduct of the experiment. The first is merely one of limited
expendables with respect to the amount of RCS thruster fuel available. As shown pre-
viously, under the most optimistic assumptions the amount of fuel required to complete
the test program is nearly equal to the total available for the full complement of
experiments used for the selected shuttle mission. This is perhaps permissible if the
Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer facility was the only user of RCS fuel but, even so,
the amount of fuel available is considered to be marginal. As a supplement to the RCS
fuel, there is approximately 909 kilograms of fuel available from the orbital maneuver-
ing system (OMS). This is not an online capability however, as special provisions mast
be made to provide intereonnection and transfer capability between the RCS and OMS
tankage. At present, this is not incorporated in the shuttle design.
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Figure 9-1. General Installation of Five
Experiments in Spaeelab Double Rack
A second, more serious problem, is the attainment of the proper thrust level with
the RCS. This system can provide approximately true translational motion only by
firing several thrusters simultaneously to counteract the rotary motion caused by the
line-of-thrust not being directed through the vehicle center of gravity. The primary
thrusters have a thrust of 870 lbs each. The vernier thrusters provide 24 lbs thrust
each but are not suitable for attaining translation in the desired axis. From Table 2-2,
translation in the z- axis results in the most efficient use of the thruster fuel and
the experiments have been packaged to take advantage of this fact. Because of the fixed
thrust level of the thrusters, only one discrete level of acceleration can be obtained by
firing the RCS in a sustained mode. It is possible that intermittent firing might produce
a satisfactory quasi-acceleration if the pulse duty cycle could be programmed adequately.
There are problems associated with this concept also. The first is the physical limi-
tation of 48 ms for the primary thruster valve to respond. If this is overcome, the
system becomes software limited to 40 ms by the autopilot computer limit. An ad-
verse effect acting in conjunction with eitbe r of the above time limitations is the thrust
build-up and tail-off effect of the thruster itself. This is illustrated in the following
Figure 9-2.
LSEWIDTH
--MAX STEADY-STATETHRUST
--EFFECTIVE THRUSTLEVEL
THRUST
% ,,/
TIME
Figure 9-2. Primary Thnzster ON-OFF Pulse
From the sketch it is Seen that both the pulse-width and the start and stop transients
influence the effective thrust level. Theoretically, it should be possible to set a
duty cycle in such a manner as to provide an average thrust level which would be very
close to the desired steady-state level. This condition is illustrated in Figure 9-3.
MAXSTEADY-STATETHRUST
TIME
Figure 9-3. Primary Thruster ON-OFF Pulse
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If it were not for the valve characteristics or the computer load sharing time limita-
tions, the average steady-state thrust can be made to very closely approximate a con-
tinuous thrust level. This short cycle pulsing does not appear to be possible, however,
in the present shuttle configuration. Some pulsing is possible but only in a manual
mode and subject to the time limitations stated above. This would result in a poor
approximation of a steady-state acceleration environment for levels below about
3 x 10-3 g and, in the opinion of the lead scientist advisors on this contract, would not
be satisfactory for the conduct of their tests. The RCS thrusters do provide a satis-
factory controlled acceleration at a g-level of about 3 x 10-3 g and therefore a part of
the desired test spectrum can be covered with the existing shuttle RCS design and
experiment definition presented herein.
Professor Bowman indicated that redesign of the reorientation experiment tankage
could be accomplished and testing redefined within the present system constraints to
allow collection of suitable data. This redefinition was not incorporated because neither
the remaining study time nor the scope of the contract was sufficient to do so. There
exists the possibility to include an experiment peculiar thrusting system which could be
pallet mounted and chargeable to the experiment. With pre-mission planning to define
the probable location and excursion limits of the vehicle center of gravity, a system
could be designed and optimized to provide vehicle acceleration independent of the RCS
or as a supplement to the RCS capability. With such a system, located to provide
thrust in the proper direction through the center-of-gravity, any desired acceleration
could be achieved as long as the requirement is greater than the inherent acceleration
caused by vehicle atmospheric drag.
A secondary problem exists in the effects of g-jitter as defined by Table 2-1 of this
report. The only experiment which appears to be significantly sensitive to this pertur-
bation is the pool boiling experiment. Professor Lienhard has expressed concern over
this effect disrupting and invalidating results of this heat transfer phenomenom at the
low gravity levels required for his experiment. He suggests, as an alternate to a
separate thrusting system, a centrifuge concept. His initial estimate of a probable
satisfactory centrifuge would have an approximate radius of one meter and would have
to be extremely well shock-isolated to prevent g-jitter effects. Further definition of
this concept was not pursued. Based on the results of this study it is concluded that:
1. The five experiments defined herein can be packaged and installed together within
one double experiment rack.
2. The experiment system components necessary to run meaningful tests are avail-
able within the framework of existing manufactured components.
3. The instrumentation with necessary accuracy and sensitivity can be readily
obtained with the possible exception of a suitable fluid quality meter.
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4. Photographic techniques must be evaluated based on mockup to identify proper
lighting, camera field depth, focus, film and framing rates.
5. A completely adequate range of g-level testing is not possible using the existing
shuttle RCS alone but a major portion of the experiment £esting can be accomplished.
6. Solutions exist and should be further defined for more precise attainment of experi-
ment acceleration control.
7. Sufficient analysis and design has been accomplished to allow proceeding to a hard-
ware procurement and development phase.
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EXPERIMENT FACILITY COSTS
Preliminary cost estimates for the two-phase Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer
facility for Spacelab were generated to provide an aid to budget planning and to identify
high cost areas where potential cost reductions may be made.
These data represent preliminary top level estimates that can only reflect the program
definition work performed to date and, therefore, cannot be considered complete or
final. They do, however, represent a reasonable estimate based on information
available at this time and are usable for concept comparisons and planning purposes.
As the program proceeds and more detailed definition of specific hardware becomes
available, increased accuracy of individual cost element estimates can be attained.
i0.I ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY
Initially a cost work breakdown structure was developed that includes all elements,
chargeable to the Experiment Facility Project for each of the program phases, i.e.,
development, production, and operations. This cost WBS then sets the format for the
estimating model, the individual cost estimating relationships (CERs), cost factors
or specific point estimate requirements, and, finally, the cost estimate output itself.
Cost estimates are then made for each element, either at the WBS breakdown level
shown or one level below in certain cases. These estimates are then accumulated
according to the WB S to provide the required development, flight article production,
and first flight operations costs.
t
The estimating methodology varies with the cost element and with the availability of
historical data or vendor quotes. For new non-off-the-shelf hardware, parametric
CElls are used. These CERs were developed during past cost analysis activities
performed by Convair on space experiment systems and were used during the Space
Transportation Systems Payloads and Data Analysis (SPDA) study (Contract NAS8-
29462). These CERs have been derived for various categories of hardware and
many subcategories representing differing levels of complexity or technology families.
These CERs are derived from available historical cost data or detailed estimating
information and relate cost to a specific driving parameter such as weight, area,
power output, etc. For example, the various facility structural mechanical items,
mechanisms, control systems, etc., were estimated using such CERs. In some
cases relating to existing aerospace type non-flight qualified an estimating procedure
was used that was developed from the Rockwell International study "Analysis of
Commercial Equipment and Instrumentation for Spacelab Payloads (NAS8-30541).
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Point estimates were used for specific pieces of equipment where the definition data
was sufficiently detailed or the hardware item was existing equipment and cost data
was available. Certain electronic equipment and instrumentation were estimated in
this manner. In another example of point estimates, several task areas in ground and
mission operations consist of all labor and, therefore, manloading estims_es were
made and converted to cost.
The remaining "floating item" cost elements such as system engineering and inte-
gration, program management, etc., are estimated using simple cost factors con-
sisting of appropriate percentages of the applicable related program effort.
I0.2 GROUND RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
The following general ground rules and assumptions were used in estimating the
Experiment Facility project costs presented herein.
a. Costs are estimated in current/constant FY 1980 dollars.
b. No prime contractor fee is included.
c. Costs are estimated for nonrecurring, recurring production, and recurring
operation phases. The costs include all facility payload-related costs incurred
from the start of Phase C/D (development phase) through a single (first) Spacelab
launch of the facility including experiment orbital monitoring and data acquisition.
d. All facility level development and qualification testing is conducted using the
flight article.
e. All purchased components are assumed close to or aerospace flight qualified and
only minor modifications or testing are required. Fabricated components require
normal design, analysis testing and qualification.
f. A multipurpose high fidelity Spacelab rack mockup will be required as a dimension-
al tooling aid, integration mockup, test stand, and experiment shipping structure.
It is assumed that no flight rack will be provided prior to Level IV integration.
Cost estimates also include the cost of one dedicated Spacelab flight double rack.
g. It was assumed that only standard and available test equipment and servicing
equipment (water and Freon) was available and the only experiment chargeable
GSE may be some special tools and shipping related items.
h. No heat exchanger interface with Spacelab is required.
i. NASA IMS and Program Office costs are excluded.
j. This cost data is for planning purposes only.
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I0.3COSTESTIMATE
The resulting nominal cost estimates for the experiment facility is detailed in Table
10-1 through 10-4 for the experiment hardware complement and summarized for the
complete facility in Table 10-5. The costs are constant FY 1980 thousands of dollars
and exclude prime contractor fee. The experiment hardware estimates identify costs
for both component development (design, modification, test article procurement, and
component test and qualification) as well as experiment level design analysis and test
for each major component or group of components. In addition, the procurement and/
or fabrication cost of the hardware items for the flight article is included under the
production column. All plumbing (lines and fittings), secondary structure mounting
provisions, etc., cabling and harnesses, data management (signal conditioning), and
software are accumulated and estimated at the facility level. The experiment total
including the basic direct costs of the experiment hardware components but more of
the overall costs of integrating it into the facility, which are estimated at the total
facility level in Table 10-5.
The costs for the combined Experiment I and II are shown in Table 10-1. It will be noted
that the subsequent cost tables for Experiment HI, IV, and V (Table 10-2, 3, and 4)
include certain items with asterisks. This indicates that the basic development, modifi-
cations, qualifications for that particular component has already been accounted for in
the Experiment I and II estimate. The total cost of these latter experiments (IH, IV
and V) does not reflect the total cost of that experiment if its development was con-
ducted independently because of the common use components. These hardware costs
will, however, sum correctly for the total facility estimate.
This total facility estimate is shown in Table 10-5. This facility level includes all
secondary structure, fluid lines and fittings, wiring harnesses, data management and
signal conditioning, and software as noted above. Also at this level is flight support
equipment FSE and Ground Support Equipment (GSE), and initial spares. Other
Wraparounds include facility level design and analysis, system engineering and inte-
gration, facility level testing, and project management. The operations costs
include support operations and logistics, ground operations (Spacelab Level IV, HI,
II, I) and post-mission operations, and Mission Operating (mission control data
handling/processing and mission support) post flight maintenance and refurbishment
have been excluded in this estimate.
No required facilities were identified chargeable to this experiment.
As may be seen, the nominal nonrecurring development cost is $2.53M and the flight
unit about $l.24M including a dedicated double rack cos_.g $0.68M. Operations cost
for a single flight is about $4.2M including $3.9M for STS user charges. (In this case
user charges were calculated as a simple pro rated share of a double rack in a full
long module Spacelab. ) The resulting nominal cost of this facility project including
one flight is $8.0M.
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Table 10-1. Preliminary Experiment Hardware Cost Estimate
Experiment 1 and 2
Experiment I _low Pattern and Pressure Drop and
Experiment II Flow Boiling
(Cost In 1980 KS)
ASSEMBLY/COMPONENT WT_ KG (LB) DEVELOPMENT Q'rY UNIT PRODUCTION
Test Section Assy 9,1 (20,1) 75,1 1 19,5 19,5
Separator/I_otor Assy 6,0 (13,2) 52,2 1 6,3 6,3
Blower/Motor Assy 6,5 (14,3) 20,0 I 4,0 4.0
Pump Assy 2,0 (4,4) 10,0 1 2,0 2,0
Freon Tank 3, 8 (8,0) 45,1 1 4, 0 4, 0
Water Tank 0.9 (2.0) 8.4 1 1.7 1.7
Valves & Controls 10.0 - - 10.0
Transducers 99.4 - - 42.2
Quality Meter 10, 0 2 25, 0 60, 0
Acselerometer 20, 0 1 50, 0 50, 0
Displays 5, 0 1 3, 0 3, 0
Photo System 5.0 - 15,._._1
Ilardware Subtotal 360.2 207, 8
Experiment Level
Development 108.2
Test Article 103.9
Test 72.._.___2 ..
Experiment Total 644, 5 207, 6
Table 10-2. Preliminary Experiment Hardware Cost Estimate
Experiment 3
Experiment III Pool Boiling
(Cost In 1980 KS)
ASSEMBLY/COMPONENT WTTKG (LB) DEVELOPMENT QTY UNIT PRODUCTION
Preconditioning Chamber 5, O I 2, 0 2, 0
Test Chamber/Light 5, 0 1 1, 0 1, 0
Test Cell (Large) 14.0 4 2.5" 10.0
Test Cell (Small) 9,0 8 2,0 16,0
Controls 19.0 - - 9.0
Transducers 19.5 - - 6,1
Photo System (,) _ - - (,) -
llardware subtotal 71, fi 44,1
Experiment Level
Development 28, 3
Test Article 22.1
Test 18, 9.
Experiment Total 140, 8 44,1
(*)Front Exp. I & II
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Table 10-3. Preliminary Experiment Hardware Cost Estimate
Experimenl;4
EXPERIMENT IV. LIQUID ORIENTATION
(COSTIN1980$K)
WEIGHT
ASSEMBLY/COMPONENT KG (LB) DEVELOPMENT QTY UNIT PRODUCTION
Tank (Large) 5.3 (11.6) 20.4 1 4.2 4.2
Tank (Small) 3.2 (7.1) 15.9 1 3.1 3.1
Freon Tank 5.7 (12.6) 28.2 1 5.9 (*)5.9
Gas/Liquid Separator (*) - - - (*) -
Controls (,) - - l.O 1.0
Transducers (,) . - - "8.5
Photo System (*) 5.0 - - (*) 2.0
Hardware Subtotal 69.5 24.7
Experiment Level
Development 66.9
Test Articles 12.4
Test 44.6
Experiment Total 193.4 24.7
(*) From Exp. I & II
Table 10-4. Preliminary Experiment Hardware Cost Estimate
Experiment 5
EXPERIMENT V. BUBBLE DYNAMICS
(COSTIN 1980K $)
WEIGHT
ASSEMBLY/COMPONENT KG (LB_ DEVELOPMENT QTY UNIT PRODUCTION
Test Chamber and Bubblo 13.6 (30) 45.9 1 19.1 19.1
Generator
Transducers (*) - (*) 1.7 (*) 1.7
Controls (*) - (*) - (*) -
Photo System - (*)22.1
tlardware Subtotal 45.9 42.9
Experiment Level
Development 28.9
Test Article 21.5
Test 19.2
Experiment Total 115.5 42.9
(*) From Exp. I & H
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Table10-5.PreliminaryTwo-PhaseFluidMechanicsandHeatTransfer
FacilityProjectCost
Cost 1980 KS
Development Flight Unit Operations
Experiment I t, H 644.5 207.8 -
Experiment HI 140.8 44.1 -
Experiment IV 193.5 24.7 -
Experiment V 115.4 42.9 -
Suconda_, Structure 32.1 16.1 -
Fluid Lines/fittings 43.4 23.7 -
Wiring Harness 29.5 9.2 -
Data Mgmt./Slg Conditioning 42.6 18.4 -
Project Level Eng & Support 404.8 52.8
System Eng/IntegraUon 353.3 - .
FSE/GS E 140.0 10.0 -
Installation &Assy. 44.0 -
Software 40.0 _ _
System Test 157.2 44.0 -
Support Cps/Loglstlcs
- 57.0
Initial Spares 72.5 - _
Ground Ops - 64. 0
Mission Cps - - 175.0
Facilities _ _ _
Dedicated Double Rack 0 680.0 -
Shuttle Transportation _ - 3900.0
Project Management 120._.__5 26.._._9 14.8
Project Total 2530.1 1244.6 4210.8
Grand Total #985.
This experiment facilityisnecessarilyat a very early staleof definitionand itwas not
possibletolookinde_ailatoff-the-shelfcomponentusabilityand detaildesignsof
unavailablecomponents. For thisreason,itwas desiredtoexaminetheestimate
from theviewpointof assumptions as to taskdifficultyand ma_tude. Accordingly,
theestimateswere re-runfora minimum program withoptimisticprojectionanda
highlyconservativeestimate in additionto thenominal estimate presented above, the
resultsare shown in Table 10-6 for therange ofuncertaintyexamined.
Table 10-6. Cost Estimate Range
Cost(FY 1980MS)
DevelopmentFlightUnitTotal
Minimum 1.28 i.16 2.44
Nominal 2.53 I.25 3.77
High 3.92 I.30 5.22
10-6
In the minimum case, it is assumed that this project is austere and success oriented
(i. e., little or no development problems), the hardware is as currently defined, and
maximum use is made of existing components (i. e., little or no modification or
testing). System level ground testing is conducted using the flight article.
The nominal case includes provisions for more extensive modification and tests for
existing components and more conservative estimates for new components. Alsp
some lattitude was allowed for unidentified components in the facility definition. The
concept of a single facility for both ground and flight test was retained.
In the high estimate component costs were retained from the nominal estimate but an
even more conservative approach regarding definition data and facility level require-
ments. In addition in this case an all up ground test unit was added.
10-7
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APPENDLX A
INSTRUMENTATION/COMPONENT HARDWARE DESCRIPTIONS
A survey was conducted to determine availability, size, cost, and performance of
instrumentation and component hardware suitable for the experiment facility items
identified in the study. A preliminary specification was then prepared for each item
giving the information shown below:
Preliminary, Specification Sheet Format
1. Item Name
2. Purpose & Requirements
3. Hardware Status -- Gives status of items such as off-the-shelf,
specially fabricated, etc.
4. Description -- Gives general description of equipment, model number,
weight, size, power and cost.
5. Applicable Experiments
This Appendix presents the preliminary specification for each item followed by vendor
supplied catalog information. The facility hardware items covered are listed
alphabetically inTable A-1.
Table A-1. List of Instrumentation/Component Items Surveyed
Accelerometer ......................................... A-4
Ammeter ............................................. A-14
Back Pressure Regulator .................................. A-15
Blower (Air) .......................................... A-18
Controller, Heater ...................................... A-25
Differential Pressure Transducer ............................ A-33
Flowmeter, Air ........................................ A-37
Flowmeter, Liquid ...................................... A-43
Gas/Liquid Separator ..................................... A-49
Pressure Transducer ..................................... A-52
Pump ............................................... A-58
.... A-61Quality Meter .....................................
Tank, Freon .......................................... A-66
Tank, Water ........................................ A-6"]
Thermistors ....................................... A-68
Thermocouple Reference Junction ........................... A-74
A-3
ACCELEROMETER
PURPOSE & REQUIREMENTS
To monitor g-levels at the experiment package during testing. Measurements in
three orthogonal directions and a display compatible with the 16 mm camera are
required.
Sensitivity ± . 0001 g
Freq. Response- 0-100 Hz
HARDWARE STATUS
No off-hhe-shelf accelerometer is available with the required sensitivity (Ref.
Endevco Corp., 714/831-9200). A special unit is available from Sundstrand Data
Control, Inc., Redman, Washington, 206/886-3711. Displays compatible with the
dc voltage output of this unit are readily available. Bell Aerospace Textron has
developed a unit with high sensitivity for use in future Spacelab experiments.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Attached sheets from both firms describe the Sundstrand triaxial accelerometer
and the Bell Aerospace triaxial aecelerometer packages.
Sunds_mnd Accelerometer
Size: 7.62 x 8.89 x 6.36 cm (3 x 3.5 × 2.5 inches)
Weight: 0.45 kg (1 lb) (est.)
Power: 5 watts(est.)
Cost: $50K (est. by Sundstrand)
Sundstrand Display, Digital
Size: 327.7 cm 3 (20 in3)
Weight: 0.45 kg (1 lb)
Power: 5 wa_ts (est.)
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS
All.
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• SundstrandData Control,inc.
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TECHNICALDESCRIPTION
t
The proposeddesign for the MBB Space LaboratoryExperimentpackagewill
consistof three QA-1200Q-Flex accelerometersmountedon a commontriad
structure,as shown in FigureA-I.
The structurewill be an enclosedcube with flangeson two sides and the
con_nonpowerand signal connectormountedon the bottom to simplifybuild
and calibration.
The top of the supportstructureWill hold a printedwiringboard where the
sensorload resistorsand the additionaloutputamplifiersrequiredfor all
three output channelsare located. A separateprintedwiring board will be
used to containthe necessaryinput power filteringand conditioningfor
+ 15 VDC and - 15 VDC power
The power filteringand conditioningwill consistof passivecomponents
sized to meet the EMC requirementsfor the package.
The 3-channeloutput amplifierPNB will containcomponentsfor the following
functions(allthree channels) :
• .Sensorload/read-outresistors
• Scale-factortrim selects
• Null bias trim selects
• Precisionoutput amplifierwith associatedcompensation,
filteringand gain setting
• Resistorsfor voltageoutputof the sensor temperature
monitors
ElectricalDescription
The main electricaldesign trade-offwill be the voltagescale factorand
voltagegain establishedat the sensor load resistorversts the outputampli-
fier gain.
The QA-1200with currentoutput allows for stableopez:ationover a wide range
of resistorvalues (voltagescale factors). This factorwill reduce the out-
put amplifiergain requirementsand associatedamplifiercausederrors.
A-5
SundstrandDataControl,Inc.
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As an example,with a 15 Kohm sensor load (read-out)resistor,the sensor
voltagescale factorwould nominallybe approximately20 mV/mg (@ 1.33
micro-amps/milli-g).
To achievean output scale factorof 1 volt/mg,the output amplifiergain
requiredwould be 50, which is reasonablefor a precisionoperational
amplifier. A full scale of i0 volts for I0 mg will be easily achievedwith
the + 15 VDC and - 15 VDC supplyvoltages.
Becauseof the high signal gain requiredat 1 volt/mgoutput,additional
filteringmay be requiredoutside the QA-1200electronics. The filtering
would be establishedduring the developmenttestingof the outputamplifier.
Duringcalibrationand acceptancetest proceduretesting,the output voltage
scale factorwill be increased (reducingread-outresistorvalue from i0
volts/10milli-gto I0 volts/ig to allow testingper normalmethodson a
dividinghead in a ig field. The i0 volts/10milli-gscalingwill be
operationally(notperformance)checkedat i0 mr or 0.57 degreesfrom verti-
cal to verifythe +/- I0 volt output signal range. This approachwill
reducetestingtime and actuallyimprovethe calibratedaccuracyof the
unit.
A basic Error Budget is presentedfor the sensorand electronicsin TableA-2.
MechanicalDescriotion
The supportstructurewill consistof a triadmountingblock that is attached
to the separateflangedbase. This design approachwill allow for mechanical
alignment,if required,throughthe use of shims.
The cover will be securedto the base with £our cornerscrews. A Cannon 26
pin miniatureconnector (MS 27499EI6A26P)will be mountedin the base for
ease of manufacturing.
The dimensionsof FigureA-I may be reduced,as determinedduringthemechanical
design and lay-outof thepackage.
DAA:bp
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TABLE A-2
ERROR BUDGET
Standard QA1200-AA08 performance characteristics are assumed, unless
otherwise stated.
Frc:quency Response (~lO%) >800 Hz
Excitation/Power Supply
Voltages
:>
I
00
Characteristic
Scale Factor Accuracy:
Linearity 100ug-lOmg)
Temperature Coefficient
Bias: (In1 tial)
Temperature Coefficient
Thermal Hysteresis
Accl~leration Hysteresis
Resolution
Threshold
Alignment (in Support
Structure)
Output Resistance
POHer Supply Quiescent
Current
External Temperature
Monitor:
Repeatability
Sensor (Untrimmed)
180 ppm/oC
± 3 mil1i~g (Typ)
±10 milli-g (Max)
10 ug/Oc
1 ug
1 ug
0.001 gig
15 rna
Per Supply
Per Channel
External Electronics
°100 p~ml C
o0(10 ugl C
1 ug
1 ug
100 ohm
TBD
<5 rna
Per Supply
Per Channel
Total Trimmed Sensor
with External Electronics
.1\ Full Scale
<200 ppm;oC
200 ug
15 ug/Oc
100 ug
10 ug
1 ug
1 ug
0.01 gig
100 ohm
TBD (To be "Determined
+ 15 VDC + 5% and
- 15 VDC + 5\
<20 rna
Per Supply
Per Channel
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BELL AEROSPACE TEXTRON INERTIAL MEASUREMENTS GROUP
ACCELERATION MEASUREMENTS
(IN THE RANGE OF 10-2 TO 10-9 G)
INTRODUCTION
ThisdocumentdescribestheBellMiniatureElectroStaticA_ccelerometer(MESA),
designedtomeasure accelerationi therangeof10-2 to10-9 g. Thisinstrument
representstheresultsofover20yearsofcontinuousdevelopmentand thousandsofhours
ofon-orbitusd. The primaryapplicationisinspacecraftand spaceresearchand tech-
nology.The MESA may be configuredforeithersingleor threeaxismeasurement.
ACCELERATION MEASUREMENT
Conventionally, high precision acceleration measurements are made by determining the
force required to constrain a proofmass against an unknown input acceleration applied to
the enclosing case. Instruments of this type are force rebalance accelerometers and are
an application of NewtonVs second law of motion. F = Ma, where M = mass of the proof-
mass, a = acceleration, and F = force required to accelerate the proofmass. Force
rebalance can be accomplished by a number of methods. Typical examples are a spring,
a string under tension, or a force which continuously nulls the motion or deflection of
the proofmass with respect to its case through a feedback amplifier. This force can be
generated electromagnetically, electrostatically, or some other way. Conventional
force rebalance accelerometers are electromechanical devices with their scaling and
environmental capabilities fixed at the time of fabrication. They must be capable of
surviving without performance degradation, the extreme environmental conditions of
' spacecraft launch, and staging. Typically, this could include steadyostate accelerations
of 10 g's and up to 10,000 g's peak during stage separation using pyrotechniques. Within
seconds after experiencing these extreme acceler_ions they may be called upon to
measure inputs as small as 10-6 g's. In addition to surviving the very large in-flight
dynamic range, the accelerometer must be capable of being tested and calibrated in the
normal steady-state 1-g environment of the laboratory. The Bell MESA meets all these
requirements by the use of a unique mechanical design combined with electrostatic forcing.
E LE CTROSTATIC FORCING
Electrostaticforcinghas a propertywhich makes itidealfor proofmass rebalance. It
always attwactsregardlessofpolarityor frequency. This means _heforce due toa
potentialdifferencemay be developedby theuse ofunipolaritypulses, bi-polaritypulses,
d-c or eitherpolarity,sine waves of any frequencyand a-c signalsof any wave shape.
This characteristicallows theforcingand positionsensingsignalstobe applied
simultaneouslytoa singleelectrodewithoutcouplingby using differentfrequenciesfor
each function. A-9
PROOFMASS
The proofmass is a flanged cylinder made of beryllium. Its inside diameter is a nominal
0.5 inch and weighs I gram. The proofmass cylinder is suspended radially by a slightly
smaller diameter electrode carrier which fits inside the cylinder. The electrode carrier
is ceramic with a pattern of eight deposited electrodes that act against the inside wall of
the cylinder and form the X and Y axes. Facing both sides of the flange are two ceramic
discs which have a three ring electrode pattern that acts against the flange and forms the
Z axis. The gap between the flange and ring electrodes is a nominal 0. 0037 inch, and is
maintained by a ceramic ring shaped spacer centered over the edge of the flange. The
gap in the X and Y axes is a nominal 0. 0013 inch, and is established by the difference
between the inside radius of the proofmass cylinder and the outside radius of the carrier.
MESA SPECIFICATIONS
Three Axis Ranges Available. 3 from 10-2 to 10-4 in X & Y
3.5"×5"×8.5" 3 from 10-2 to 10-5 in Z
Weight: 5.5 Lb Environment:
Powe__..__r: 8 Watts (Nonoperating)
Temperature: -25F to 185F
Sensitivity: Z Axis 10-9 g Shock: 50 g, 8 msec, 3 axes
X &Y Axis 10-7 g Vibration: Sine: 20 to 2000 Hz,
_-Full Scale : Z Axis 10-5 10 g's peak
(Lowest Range) X & Y Axis 10-4 g Random: 20 to 2000 Hz,
20 g's rms
_- Full Scale. All Axes 10-2 g Pyre: 6000 g's
(Highest Range) Acceleration: lSg, 3 axes
Accura_: 1%of Full Scale Altitude: Space
(Worst Case) (Operating)
_tuut.. :_8 Vdc = _-Full Scale, Temperature: -10F to+160F
All Ranges Altitude: Space
Cos...__t: ApprQximately $100K
APPLICATIONENGINEERING
Potential users of low-g accelerometers always face the obvious problem of matching
requirements against available instruments. This task is usually complicated by two
factors: (1) lack of precise knowledge of all the environmental and acceleration inputs
which the instrument is expected to experience throughout its life, and (2) lack of precise
definition by the accelerometer manufacturer of all its characteristics and performances
in terms that match each user requirement.
The questions which the user should ask himself in attemptiug to select an accelerometer
generally fall into the following categories: (1) Maximum available power, weight and
size ? (2) Single axis or 3 axis sensing ? (3) Range of input acceleration expected ? (4)
Maximum frequency of input acceleration to be measured ? (5) Accuracy required ? (6)
Command and data interface requirements ? (7) Environmental conditions such as
temperature range, launch acceleration, pyro shock, electromagnetic interference levels,
etc. (8) Delivery schedule and rates? (9) Dollar budget? The accelerometer manufact-
urer, on the other hand, must characterize the ins_'ument in these terms plus present
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possible options to each requirement which may be considered to accomplish the
measurement in the most efficient manner. The instrument characteristics and some
available options are described for each accelerometer type in the appropriate section.
Some of these can only be described in general terms. Precise electrical interface
circuits involving dam rates, voltage levels, impedances, etc., must be customized
for each application. Typical applications in which these instruments have been used
or could be used are: ion engine thrust measurement, air density, solar pressure,
navigation & guidance, fuel venting accelerations, mass attraction, gravity gradient,
attitude control, vehicle acceleration monitoring, and vehicle angular acceleration.
A single package containing the mechanical instrument assembly and its associated
elecbrostatic force rebalance cons_rainment loops represents the minimum hardware
which can be purchased. Various accessories are available which may be added to this
basic hardware to perform a variety of functions. These generally fall into the six major
categories. They can be added to either single or three axis configuration. (1) Power
input conditioning. (2) Signal output conditioning. (3) Multiple ranges. (4) Temperature
control. (5) in-flight calibration. (6) Special packaging.
1. Power Input Conditioning - This converts any available input volt,age to the voltages
required to operate the constrainment loops. Total conditioning would normally include
an EMI filter on the input line, a regulator, and a transformer coupled DC to DC converter
followed by the normal power supply filter for Bach of the five d-c voltages required.
2. Signal Output Conditioning - This converts the normal _-8Vdc voltages which represent
4-full scale to the desired output voltage and impedance level. It can also convert the d-c
output to a serial digital dab stream and filter and average the output either in analog or
digital form.
3. Multiple Ranges - The constraimnent loops may be switched to set full scale input
limits at three different levels or ranges. Range selection may be by external command
or by an internal autorange circuit. The later will automatically adjust each axis to the
appropriate scale required to accommodate the input acceleration level experienced at
that particular time.
4. Temperature Control - This maintains the accelerometer case within * 1F or a pre-set
temperature. It is normally used if the environment temperature range is large and scale
factor temperatu_re coefficients established during calibration cannot be used to correct the
output data.
5. in-flight Calibration - This is used in special applications where the full scales
selected are lower than permitted by ground calibration. An alternative is to use higher
scales to permit ground calibration and utilize a longer averaging time per data point to
ob_in the required resolution and sensitivity.
6. Special Packaging - The accelerometer may be packaged in various form factors. The
instrument and its attached preamplifiers, ff packaged separately, would occupy a box-
shaped volume with dimensions of 3.5" × 5" × 4". The instrument loop electronics, ffA-11
packaged separately, is 3.5" x 5" x 5". If combined in a single package the total volume
is slightly less as shown on the specification sheets. If packaged separately the constrain-
ment loop electronics should not be more than 10 inches from the instrument package. The
accessory circuits described in 1. through 6. may be located up to 48 inches from the
constrainment loop electronics. A single package co_ation is always the most efficient
from the standpoint of cost, volume, and performance.
MESA- CUBE PROOFMASS
The proofrnass is a cube made of Beryllium. Its outside dimensions are a nominal 0.5 inch,
and its weight is 1 gram. Facing each of the six sides is a dual electrode assembly. The
individual electrodes together with the one on the opposite face form one of the six constrain-
ment loops. The electrodes are oriented to provide constrainment against six degrees of
freedom and are insulated from each other and the metal base by a ceramic insulator.
The gap between electrodes and proofmass is a nominal 0.002 inch and is maintained by the
cylindrical shaped cage into which all six electrode assemblies are mounted. The cage
assembly fits inside the hermetically sealed hexagon shaped housing, with the 12 electrode
terminals exiting radially through both ends. The six preamplifiers are attached to the
external housing flats to provide short direct connections to the internal electrode. The
output of the preamplifiers is at a low impedance, high signal level for connection to the
rest of the constrainment loop electronics. The instrument case has three mounting pads
which are used to attach it to the vehicle structure at which the input acceleration is to be
measured. The instrument case is hermetically sealed and filled with a mixture of 90%
dry nitrogen and 10%helium. The pressure is a nominal one atmosphere (15 psi in
vacuum). This gas provides the viscous dumping required for s_able loop operation as
well as protecting the proofmass during the unpewered high-g launch environment. The
materials used have been selected for easy machining, matching temperature coeffdcients,
and require no special plating or finishes. A small amount of radioactive material is
located within the gap cavity to provide a means for removing any charge which might
accumulate on the proof.mass during the unpowered and initial phase at power turn-on.
MESA SPE CIFICATION
Type." Three Axis - Cube Proofmass Ranges Available: 3 from 10-2 to 10.6
Size: 3.5"×5"x9.5" Environment:
Weight: 6 lb (Nonoperating)
Power: 9 Watts Temperature. -25F to 185F
Shock: 50 g, 8 msec, 3 axes
Sensitivity. 10-10 g 0 Vibration: Sine: 20 to 2000 cps 10 g's
* FullScale: 10-6g Random: 20to2000cps20g'srms
(Lowest Range) Pyro: 6000 g's
Acceleration: lSg, 3 axes
* Full Scale: 10-2 g Altitude: Space
(Highest Range) (Operating)
ACcuracy: 0.5% of Full Scale Temperature: -10F to +160F
(Worst Case) Altitude: Space
_tput: :b 8 Vde = :_ Full Scale Cost: Approx. $100K
All Ranges
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DATA OUTPUT
The acceleration signal originates as a bipolar analog volh_ge at a point in the constrain-
ment loop just prior to amplification before being applied to hhe forcing electrodes. The
levels at this point are normalized to -_8V dc represenbLug _-full scale output on all
ranges. The resolution is determined by sample time, full scale A/D conversion
frequency, and full scale constrainment loop capability. The relationship between these
variables is shown in the resolution graph on the next page. The example shown illusbra-
tes typical values which could be used. Example: Full scale constrainment capability
= _- 10-4 g, Full scale A/D conversion = _- 10 kHz, Sample time = 100 sec. For these
values the signa[ resolution in terms of i bit change per sample perbd would be 10-10 g.
The equation for resolution is: Ag = [ [full scale (g's) _ / [full scale A/D (khz) ]] x
[ 1 / [sample time (sec)] ]. The bidirectional counter capacity is also shown. The
example would require 20 bits storage per sample period.
I
•" •FullScaleI ResolutionIbitchangepersampleperiod
i
10-4 II0-i0 "" I0-9 I0-8
_o-5 _o-n _o-lO _o-9
_io ;
s.
E
3
-- Required bi-directional counter capacity
1 3 .10 100 300
RESOLUTION GRAPH
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AMMETER
PURPOSE & REQUIREMENTS
To measure dc current to the heaters of the cells o _the Pool Boiling Experiment,No. HI.
Range: 0-35.4 amps
Interface: CDMS
HARDWARE STATUS
Simple electronic elements can be assembled to provide a voltage signal to the
CDMS which is proportional to current.
TECHNICALDESCRIPTION
Weight: O. 05 kg (0.1 lb) (esg.)
Size: 160 cm 3 (10 inS) (est.)
Power: 0
APPLICABLEEXPERIMENTS
Experiment No. III, Measurement I.
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BACK PRESSURE REGULATOR.
PURPOSE & REQUIREMENTS
To providecontrolledpressureventingofgasfrom variousexperiments.
Pressure Range: 6.9 - 103.4 kN/m 2 (1-15 psia) (nominal)
Accuracy: (± 0.35 kN/m 2) kN/m2 (_ 0.05 psia)
HARDWARE STATUS
Off-the-shelf hardware is available.
TE CHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Model: KendalModel10132BP, PrecisionBack
Pressure Regulator
Weight: 0.68 kg (1.5 lb)
Size: 7.6 × 7.6 × 15.2 cm (3 x 3 x 6 in.)
Cost: $50
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS
ExperimentNo. ComponentNo. No.Reqd.
II BPR1 1
HI BPR1 1
IV BPRI i
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BACK PRESSURE
REGULATION
HIGH FLOW-
HIGH SENSITIVITY
• SENSITIVEBACKPRESSUREREGULATION.The
Kendall Model 10 BP can be set to 1,,8inch of water.
Fast response to controlled system pressure changes
results from high ratio of diaphragm area to valve
seat area.
• HIGH FLOWCAPACITY.Flow of 40 scfiaacan be
attained (depending on set'point pressure and port
size).
• LARGEEXHAUSTPORT.Excessive system pressure
is exhausted through the main control valve port,
not a small, low capacity, relief port.
• STANDARDCOMPONENTS.Service proven basic
components from Kendall Model 10 pressure regu-
lator are used in this instrument.
• FLOWCOMPENSATION.Back pressure control is
assisted by the compensating action of the ven-
turi type velocity-pressure tube which adjusts valve
opening in accordance with velocity wpressure
variations of the flow from the controlled system.
• SIMPLIFIEDMAINTENANCE.Unit construction
eases servicing. Regulator can be serviced and
maintained without removing it from the line.
There are no fine restrictions to be kept clean.
SPECIFICATION
Flow capacity .........................................................40 SCFM max. ',O
l ttSensitivity .....................................................................V8 of water
System Pressure ........................................................500 psi max.
Mounting .....................................................................pipe or panel
Ambient Temperature Limits .... -40°F to + 200°F
Material
Body: aluminum alloy.
_ Trim: Brass.
Diaphragms: Buna and dacron, convoluted.TO SYSTF_
AgMOSPHERE Pt|SSUR|
Regulator is shown with valve open permitting sys-
tem pressure to exhaust to atmosphere. When de-
sired system pressure is reached spring force will
move diaphragm and valve assembly down and
MODEL10 BP shut off relief port.
FOR TOTAL CONTROL...
WHEN THE PRESSURE'S ON ,
F',AIINh[: IiL.I "
IN_U,_'r, IqI,,AI. ImFCOg_UC$"T8 _IVI_.IONNo statementcontained hereinshallconstituteor
# ;$01 FAIRCHILO ORIVE. WINSTON-_u_LEM, N.C, 271(_
beconstruedto constituteawarrant, expressedor r_. g*_-787.8o*0 _'elex.-8o-_.2S
Implied, with res!:ect to the products descril)(_l. L.itt_o In U S.A Rev. $-78
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BLOWER_ AIR
PURPOSE AND REQUIREMENTS
To provide air flow for Experiment I, Flow Patterns and Pressure Drop
PressureOutput: 27.6 kN/m 2
Flow: 0.85-453 lpm (0.03-16 cfm) at 1 atm & 30C (86F)
Power Input: 28 watt dc or 115/200 volt 400 Hz
HARDWARE STATUS
Off-the-shelf hardware with minor modifications can be used.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Blower: Model: Airborne Mfg. Co. Model 441CC
Type: Sliding Carbon Vane
Weight: 14. kg (3.1 lb)
Size: 10.5 cm dia x 16.1 cm long
(4.12 in. dia x 6.35 in. long)
Blower Motor/Controller: The variable speed motor which was used by Convair
during the aircraft flight testing of fluids in zero-g, Ref. 2-2, was a Minarik
permanent magnet motor. This motor was easily modified to operate on 400 Hz
power. Such a motor should be suitable for driving the blower. The motor below
has a maximum speed of 2400 rpm which is marginal for the high flow, high quality
test run of Experiment I. If higher speed blower operation is required, a slight
increase could be provided with a small gear box.
Motor P/N : 504-36-140
Speed Range: 30-2400 rpm
Power: 746 watts
Weight: 15.4 kg (34 lb)
Size: 38.7 x 17.8 x 17. 8 cm (15 x 7 x 7 in.)
Cost: $230
Speed Controller No. : N 280
Weight: 2.15 kg (4.75 lb)
Size: 7.6 x 11.4 x 25.4 cm (3 x 4.5 x 10 in)
Power: 230 volt input, 0-180 volt output, 9 amp output
Cost: $184
EXPERIMENTAPPLICATION
Experiment I
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dry air pumps vacuum/pressure >__::. 7:,._ _'_. .])+positive displac ment, engine driven ,
mLET++omT
The complete Airbornelineof light-weight :_,_:_=_' +I_ ! '+--'D i
dryair pumpsoriginally wasdeveloped i ,, !i +11 ) "for gyro instrument,deice, and cabin " _, _rL____ -s--o,t °+,,.aircraftindustry.Thisqualitylineofpumps _ ,,,,o,_
is now the standard of the entire light ;,"_ I '_ :--x__L "+:a,rcraft,ndustry,up+rigsome,5per ','+
oentofitsneeds. ' i11 +
Airborne+dryairpumpsutilizethe inherent +
dry lubricationof theircarbon rotorsand
ylvanes.They requirenomess ubrication -- +++------_-....u
nor oil separationsystems,ever. Con-
structedof tough,lightweightaluminum, __ ,,, . ,,_.., °
all are of aircraft quality, but are price-
competitiveinthe industrialmarket. Models211CC/211CO-9/212CW/212CW-6
The innovation,experience,andtechnical
excellence reflected in Airborne dry air Ideal for gyros-only applications on
pumpsisnow recognizedandapprovedin normally-aspirated and turbocharged Model211CC-- Counterc!ockw_serotationas
broad industrialclassifications, aircraft. Ultra-light, rugged construction viewedlook=ngat theengineoad.
Fourbasic sizes are available: assures excellent performance and ser- Mode1212CW--Ctockw=serotationasviewed
vice life. looking at the engine paa,
Lowcapacitypumpsweighingas littleas PressureSystems- Model211CC-9-- Verticalmount-
1.8 poundsdeliver 10 CFM at 6 in. Hg. Two gyros and optional low pressure counter-clockwiserotationas
vacuum or pressure at 3500 RPM. pneumatic autopilot normally operat- v,ewedbooking uu me enginepad
Maximum load is 5.5 PSI or 11" Hg. ing at 2.5-5.0PSI(5"-10" Hg.)atgage.
vacuum. ('Pressure systems are especially Werght ........................... 18 Ibs
Low capacity, higher pressure units, recommended for turbo-charged air- Overhang Moment .............. 37 '.b.-;n
weighing2.3 pounds,containcoolingfins craft.) MountingPad ................. AND20000
and deliver 12 CFM at 11 PSIGand3750 Vacuum Systems - TypicalPumpToraueRPM.
Two gyros and optional low pressure 3000RPMand5" Hg.Suction
Medium capacity units, weighing 3.1 vacuum autopilot operating at 5"-8" Load ......................... 9 Ib-_n
pounds, deliver 21 CFM at 11 PSIGand Hg. 4000RPMand10"Hg SuctionLoad ........................ 12 b -,n
3750 RPM. Maximum Recommended Operating MaximumContinuousSuction
High capacity pumps, weighing 6.5 Cruise Altitude Pressure (to t5.000 ft.) 11 in. Hg,Vpounds, deliver 47 CFM at 11 PSIG and ........
3500 RPM. Model Vacuum Pressure MaximumCon!+nuousOischarge Pressure
Maximum continuous pressure for any 211CC/211CC-9 15,000 ft. 24,000 ft. ,to 24000ft; .................. 55 ;s=g212CW/212CW-6 15,000ft. 24,000 ft. MaximumCcntTnuousTota!
pumpwithcoolingfins is12.5 PSIGwhile Pressure 55 us)intermittentpressuresup to 22 PSIGare .......................
acceptable. Maximum allowable dis- MaximumStaticShearTorque of
charge air temperature is 375°F. Maxi- i i ! Couoling..................... 250Ib-+n
mum continuous speed 4,000 RPM. _+--PERFORMANCE _ Max)mumContinuousAllowaoleE×naust
MODEL+212CW S!N 1085662- ' _ ...........Maximum intermittent speed is 5,000 _ Air Temperature 300Degrees
RPM. : ,2 ! i : _' _ Maximum Ambtent Air
"_'z - . ! _i Temperature ........... 200 Dearees+ F
Whateveryour problem,your need, your _ _oapplication,you can rely upo Airborne _--f/-../'///+1" DewPointLimitBasedon80%_,Ilowabte
__ Wear at 1,000 Hrs,. 8" Hg, 10000technical development know-how. To _ s Feet ....................-'0 DegreesF
+s,+.,,+ore°++ ,oo+,es- -T--sional design staff, thoroughly knowl- o ; Max)mum Soeea- Ccntinuous 4000 RPM
edgeable in the needs of industry. Our ++ L//-J 'o_.._+,+. Max,mumSpeeo -- !.-:erm,,ten: +000 qpX.+creativestaffissupportedbymodern,fully+ m_ : 20+
equipped development laboratories to .2".,,//." --= _o.oooF _LT-
conceive, design, develop, test and ;_ ;; i ! i i Tyc,cal Soeedat,,n,cn 4":- _g 'vacuumormanufacture more reliable and less a
_ooo 2.oo0 _ooo ,_ooo pressure _sObtained wrtn 2 gyros
expensiveproducts. PUMPSPEEDR.P.M. (4 SCFMt .................. 1500 ,qP_,,_
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Models241CC1242CW Models441CC1442CW
For high performance aircraft frequently Similar to the 240 series pumps but with
operatingat systemdifferentialpressures increasedflowcapacity to meetthe needs
up to 11 PSI. The 240 lightweight- of aircraft with inflatable pneumatic
aluminum design series can be used as surface deicing boots. Rugged and
either a vacuum pumpforgyroinstrument Mo_el241CC_ Counterclockwise rota!_on lightweight, the 440 series pumps are
and autopilot operation or a dry air as wewedlooking at theengine0ad suitablefor turbochargedandpressurized
pressure pump to operategyrosand high Model242CW_Clockw_serotation,asv_ewe_ aircraft. The 'floating' end plate design
pressure autopitot servos. !OOkingat _heengine!0ad. and housing body cooling fins insure
The 'floating' end plate design and Weight .......................... 2.3_bs optimum pump performance and service
housingbody cooling fins insure optimum Overinang Moment 51 Ib.-,n life, even in severe operating environ-pump performance andservice life,even .............. merits.
in severeoperating environments. Mounting Pad ................. 4ND20000 A variety of 440 series pumps are
A variety of finned pumps are available ' TypicalTorqueRedu_rement availablewith slabbedfins andcut-outs to
3,000.PIPMand3psi Total allow for proper fit and clearance onwhich have sections of the fins removed Differential................... 13!b.-_n
tO allow clearance for other engine 4000 RPMand12ps,Total nearly allLycoming,ContinentalandPratt
mountedaccessories.ContactAirborne,'s Differential " 23 ib-in & WhitneyAND20000 engineaccessory
drives. Special configurationsare availa-
Sales Departmentfor details. MaximumContinuousSuct:onPressure hie on request. Just contact Airborne's
Capacity: See. performance chart for (3.000ft.) .................. 15,n Hg.V SalesDepartmentwithyour requirements.241CC/242CW pumps. (20,000 ft.} .................. 8 in Hg.V.
Maximum Recommended Operating MaximumContinuousDischargePressure Capacity: See performance chart for
Cruise Altitude: to 30,000 feet within (to 24.000!t.) ................. 125 ps,g 441/442 pumps. Maximum Recom-
performance specs. MaximumContinuousTotalPressure mended Operating Cruise Altitude: to(to24000ft.) .................. 125 ps_ 30.000 feet within performancespecs.
6 ps{ and above Continuous Operation
i Requires Blast Cooling _ : ,, i
MaximumStaticShearTorqueof _" --I=_RFORMANC_' _ ,
Coupling ..................... 250 lb.-in =_ MODEL 4410C SIN 10B526
<
Z '2 Maximum Continuous Allowable Exhaust uJ
z Air Temperature ......... 300 Degrees g _;
_o Maximum Ambient Air _ _o
Temperature " 200DegreesF.
DewPointLimitbasedon80%allowable -_'_
u wear a! 1.000 hrs. 8 in. Hg.. o
10000ft................. -70 DegreesF . ,2
Maximum Speed-- Continuous 4000 RPM o
Maximum Speed -- Intermittent 5.000 RPM
Typical Speed at WhiCh 4',,_"Hg vacuum or ! :
_.ooo 2.000 3.000 ._ooo . pressure _sobtained will'12 gyros 2.000 3o0o 4c.o.o
PUMP SPEED e.PM. (4 SCFM) .................. 1400 R[DM P--UM_SPEED R P M.
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ApplicationChart
ForBestSystemPerformanceandExtendedPure0Life... FollowTheseRecommendations
SelecttheAirbornepumpcompatiblewithyouraircraftsystem'sperformancerequirements.
ConsultAir0ornefor specificapplications.
MAXIMUM NORk_I.
PUMP CRUISE CONTINUOUS CRUISING ALTITUDE SYSTEM
MODFJ. RPM Ap AT PUMP UP TO FLOW uMrr
NO. CONSTRUCTION (PSI) (Vacuum--_m) (INLET CFM) SPECIAl. CONSIDERATIONS
211 & 212 Fixed End Plate 3.000-3.500 55 t8000 24000 7 Gyros only
211CC-9 NOFins
i 241 & F,nned 3.000-3.500 t I 0 22.000 30.000 7 Gyrosh_'t pressure auto-
242 Roaring End Plate pilots Door seals
441 & Finned 3.000-3.500 110 22.000 30000 14 GyroshK_t_essure auloodots
442 FIoatln_ EnORate Oe_ceOoot!LDoorseals,
8 i 2 6 2 8 80 000 33 Forcadre pres urization
842 Roaring End Plate 0e_ce Coots.pressure auto.
I=dOtS.gyros. 0OCt seals
I
Designing the system Comparativeoperatingcharacteristicsof
1. DeterminepneumaticloadinCFM. Mod.
a 2. Determinemaximumcontinuousdifferen.211/212 ";_.... _ _ t I "
tial pressure required at tne pump. iili i _ X _
FC 3. Determinealtituderequirements. 241/242 :o
4. DeterminepadspeedandpumpRPM 441/442
O; .5.UseApplicationChartto selectpump 841/842 _2, iU_ which meets all recluirements. "
ah 6. Select yst m components and line sizes " I I {
forlowpressuredropandflatregulation x m 211/212
eil 7. Provide protecti n fr m for ign aterials = _, z4_2.'2
i _ a41/442
P" m _41,842 I
i
pr 8. Provide blast coolingfor pumps operating _.
above 6 psi ZIP across the pump _ I i I
pr 9. "Breadboard" the system to determine ,-_ ' '
TP thatperformancepressuredemandsate ; !
within design goalsor ask AirbornetOdo it i [hC for you. 6 f I
pL 10. Call Airborne ... benefit from our expe- s T2 _ _o ._4 ;3 _2 -6 ,a _,
in rience. PUMP INLET AIR FLOW <_,3.000 R.P.M. - O.F M.
A
W_" _ "tO . /
CI ..... o,=,
_1 oes,gn QU_-I_V • tow €OlT Aim • C.tR•O_ 'hi
_eve_s_,n¢ a¢clslo__ ar_wne,,
co-o*,_l_m_ ladAN0.20000 May_ u_<l_ • t
i Dry air pumps are a product of Airborne innovation:a continuous,independently-motivatedprogram dedicated to
anticipating and solving the problemsof aircraft functional systemsas operational demandsincrease.
=. Relyingheavilyuponoriginaltechnicaldevelopment,Airbornemaintainsa largedesignstaff,thoroughlyknowledgeablein
_-2- the needs of generalaviation.They are supportedby one of the industry's finest developmentlaboratoriesto conceive,
= design, develop, test and manufacture more reliableand less expensivepneumatic and fuel system componentsfor
-: general aviation.
Airborne'sability to comprehendindustry problemsandconceivepracticalsolutionsisconfirmed by all leadingairframe
manufacturerswho are using Airbornecomponentsas original equipment.
.T.
Airbornehas establisheda world-wide networkof authorizeddistributorscapable of providingtechnicalinformationand
product support.
In North America,exchange programsproviderapid,low-cost service.Factory-approvedoverhaul facilitieshave been
establishedin other partsof the world.
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BLUE CHIP II MOTORS
Blue Chip II Motors recognized under the Component Program
of Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., File Number E64416.
k.
BLUE CHIP II MOTORS PMTYPEfor use with BLUE CHIP II CONTROLS 115vAc.5o/60
..... 90 VOC HERTZ INPUT
SPEED TORQUE MINARIK MOTOR TYPE DIM MINARIK CONTROL
RANGE IN POUI_D HP TYPE/FRAME OF DRWG. STOCK MODEL
RPM INCHES ' NUMBER_ ENCLOSURE __ NUMBER NUMBERS
30-1800 8.75 i 1/4 48X TENV A3 504-06-006
30-1800 8.75 1/4 1/4 56C8 TENV 83 504-06-027
30-1800 8.75 1/4 56C8(XP) EXPLOSION 03 504-06-032; PROOF
30-2400 6.56 1/4 56C824 TENV B3 504-06-036
(_ 30-1800 11.69 1/3 48X ,, TENV A3 504-(J6L0i 0
30-1800 11.69 1/3 1/3 56CB TENV 83 504-06-028 BC90
30-2400 8.75 1/3 56CB24 TENV B3 504-06-037 BC90UD4
.....30--i g(30 .... 17.5 1/2 48X TENV- ...... A3 50_,-06-0i_,- BCR90
30-1800 17.5 1/2 1/2 56CB TENV B3 504-06-029 N80
30-1800 17.5 1/2 56CB(XP) EXPLOS=ON NRB0PROOF i C3 504-06.033
30-2400 13.13 1/2 56C824 TENV 83 504-06-038
30-1800 26.25 " 3/4 56CB TEFC F3 504-06-030
30-1800 26.25 3/4 3/4 56CB ODP D3 504-06-018
30-2400 19.69 ! 3/4 56C824 TEFC F3 504-06-039
BLUE CHIP II MOTORS PMTYPEfor use with BLUE CHIP II CONTROLS 230VAC,-=;0/60
180 VOC HERTZ INPUT
, i
30-1800 17.5 i ; 1/2 56C8 TENV i 83 504-36-029
30-2400 13.13 ; 1/2 I 1/2 56C824 TENV" B3 504-36-038 BC290
-30:1800-_2°6--25 i 3/4 1 3_-4--5-6-CB- i TENV E3 504-361i3-35- BC290UD4
30-2400 19.69 ! I 3/4 56C824 i TEFC F3 504-36-039 BCR290
30-1800 35.0 t ! 1 56C8 TEFC G3 504-36-131 N280
30-2400 26.25 " ! 1 ! 1 56C824 TEFC G3 504-36-140 NR280
/. 30-1800 52.0 1½ i 1½ 56CBPM TEFC G3 504-36-041
'_AII 5668 and 56C824 motors are NEMA-SS C-faced with removable _Motor dimensions and weights are pages 34 an_i 3_.bases• II 56C8(XP) motors are NEMA C-faced with welded bases, Class 1,
5/8"Gr°uPsdlameterCand O.shafts.All48X mOtOrS ere NEMA 48 base dimensions but have NOTE:- For extra cool running motors use the "SLF" Series of filtered
controls shown on Page 63.
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KNOCKOUT
MOTOR DIMENSIONS
% through 1~2 H~
911tl--1 1'9/32 -ll~ \1132~"3116 II1'5/6~34
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCH§.§
J 16" SQ. :<EY . : J S" LONG
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
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,;2 ,,'.~. -,.0. ,I ,.," ~~,~ --l :'0.5-1"-0.34 Ihwfrg" Appro;fmate Shipping
0.85+ .,.0",=,;':;_ c""jl- 3.0~ I CONOUIT Weight = 24 pounds _r--6.5. 1 -4.0~
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7"N" and "NR" CASED MODEL "SEALED" ADJUSTABLE SPEEDCONTROLS for PM MOTORS t
FEATURES
( • TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION _ ADJUSTABLE IR COMPENSATION
LINE VOLTAGE COMPENSATION • ADJUSTABLE CURRENT LIMITING
) LINE STARTING and STOPPING _ 2% REGULATION TYPICAL
,) ADJUSTABLE MAXIMUM SPEED _ SMOOTH MOTOR ACCELERATION
ADJUSTABLE MINIMUM SPEED _ FULL WAVE ARMATURE SUPPLY
SPECIFICATIONS
' Controls include speed knob, Off-On power switch and
external fuse post with fuse. Reversiblemodels alsohave
Forward/Dynamic Brake/Reverselever actuated switch. _b _i
Caseis 16 gaugesteel, totally enclosed,constructed and
gasketed similar to NEMA 4 and 12 to sealout dust,
moisture and oil.
MODEL NUMBER;: i INPUTI OUTPUT '
---0-_1- i REVER-i MOTOR I 50/60 i
! DIREC- SIBLE i HP ARMATURTIONALI iHERTZ I E,
, UNIDIRECTIONAL REVERSISLE
NS0 NRS0 i¼thru¾! 115 0-90VDC@ MODELS MODELSVAC 9ampsmax I ",!S0ar,d N280 NRS0and NR280I
N280 NR280 1½thru 1½i 230 0-180VDC @! Approximate Shipping Approximate Shipping
VAC 9 amps max j Weight . 4.75 pounds Weight .. 5.0 pounds
Motors for thesecontrols are listed on page29.
"N" and "NR" CASED MODEL DIMENSIONS andCONNECTION DIAGRAM l
I ,6q/la
MIN MAX IR TO.
1
CONTROLLER, HEATER
PURPOSE & REQUIREMENTS
To controlthetemperaturesofthetestcellsofthePoolBoilingExperiment,No.
Ill,whiletheyareinthestandbymode. One ofthefluidthermocouplesofeach
cellwas assumedtobe used forthesignaltotheheatercontroller.
ControlMode: On/Off
Accuracy: _I.IC (±2F)
HARDWARE STATUS
A number of off-the-shelf T.C. controllers exist but these units would generally
require modification to minimize weight and size requirements. A typical con-
troller is shown in the attached catalog sheet and includes cold function compensa-
tion, a set point adjustment control, and a read-out. Since the Pool Boiling ex-
periment set point temperatures will be predetermined, the set point adjustment
would not be required. Also, although 12 controllers are required, simultaneous
temperature read-out is not. For the above reasons, specially built controllers
are recommended. They would take thermocouple readings as corrected by a
reference cold junction and provide on-off power control to the standby heaters.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Reference Junction
Model: Omega OM 101 Reference Junction modified for 12
rather than 10 T.C. channels
Weight: 0.45 kg (1 lb)
Size: 15.5x8. Ix3.0cm (6.1x3.2×1.2 in.)
Power: 0.5 watts, 28 voltdc (e14 voltdc)
Cost: $500
SolidStateControllers(speciallybuilt)
Weight: 0.23 kg (0.5Ib)(est.)
Volume: 164 cm3 (10in3)(est.)
Power: 1 watt (est.)
Cost: $200 ea. (est.)
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CONTROLLER, HEATER (Coat'dI
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENT
One referencejunctiona d12controllersequiredforPoolBoilingExperiment,
No. HI.
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I0 tO999= F I=F Single 4001JF $215
Iron/Constantan 0 to 500 = C 1=C 40OIJC
J (Ironvs
Col0per-Nickel) 0 to999= F I=F Dual 4002JF $260
0 to500= C 1°C 4002JC
Chromel/Alumel 0 to1990=F 1°F Single 4001KF $215
K (Nickel/Chromium 0 to999° C 1=C 4001KC
vs
Nickel/Aluminum) 0 to1999=F 1=F Dual 4002KF $260
0 to999= C 1=C 4002KC
RTD PlatinumRID
o_= .00385ohms/ohm/=C Tobeavailablearly1979,pleaseconsultfactoryforpriceanddelivery.
General: Model4002 DualSet-Point Controller $ 260
TheOmega4000 seriesdigitalcontrollerdistinguishes Thefirstset-pointofthe Model4002 incorporatesthe
itselfbyfeatures,constructionandoperationonewould samefeaturesas theModel4001 andalsocanbe
expecttofindonlyincontrollercostingmuch,much orderedwiththeoptionalTriacor4-20 maoutpuL
more.Bright,easyto read,LEDdigitsyieldan Thesecondset-pointmaybesetat anyvaluewithinthe
unambiguoustemperatureindicationwhichis not fullspanof thecontroller.ItenergizestheSPDTinternal
achievablewithananalogcontroller.Thestandardunit relay(3ampresistive120VAC)whichcan beusedas
includesadjustableproportionalband,manualreseL eitheranon-offcontrol,a highlimitalarm,ora lowlimit
plus a metalcasewithfull plug-inconstructionallowing alarm.Foranalarmwithlatchingfeaturesanexternal
frontremovalof theentirecontrolunitwithoutdisturbing latchingrelayandpushbuttonto resetare suggested.
thecase andits rearwiring.Series4000 Controllersare Thesecondset-pointissetanddisplayedusingthe
availableinsingleanddualset-pointmodelswithrelay sameprocedureasfortheModel4001 exceptthe
•outputsas a standard.Triacor4-20 maoptionaloutputs switchisdeflectedtotheleftandtheleftadjustment
are offeredonthefirstpointat noadditionalcost. knobis used.Models4001 and4002 lendthemselvestoa broad
spectrum ofcontrolapplications:singlepointcontrol,
dualset-pointcontrol,andsinglepointcontrolwith Option"T" TrlacOutputNo AdditionalCharge.
eitherhighorlowlimitalarm.Trulya qualitybuilt Option"T" replacestherelayoutputonthefirstset
controllerata remarkablylowprice, pointwitha solidstateplug-inTriacwhichyieldstime
proportional,or on-offswitching.TheTrlacis ratedat 2
ampscontinuousand10ampsinrushforboth120/240
VACservice.ForhigheramperageloadstheTriacmay
Model4001 SingleSet-PointProportional $ 215 be used to drive higher rating solid state relays orand On-Off Co troll r
mechanicalcontractors.Specify"OptionT" afterthe
Thisversatiledigitalcontrollercan beoperated bothas modelnumberwhenordering.
a proportionaloron-offcontroller.Set theadjustable
bandwidthat up to5%offullscaleandit'sa prop=r- Option"F" (4-20 ma Output) No AdditionalCharge.
tionalcontroller.Withthebandwidthadjustmentset ThisoptionIsapplicabletothefirstset pointonlyandis
fullycounterclockwise,it'sa "on-off" controller.The usedtodriveproportioningdevicessuchasSCRpowerset-pointtemperatureis alwaysavailable.Simplypush controller,motorPos_lonersorelectropneumatic
thespringloadedset-pointswitchtotherightandthe actuators.The 4-20 maDC outputsignalcanbe
set-pointisdigitallydisplayed.Tochangetheset point, connectedtoa maximumof 1000 ohmresistanceload.
withtheswitchdeflectedtotheright,adjusttheknobto Thissignalis 20 maat the lowtemperatureendofthe
therightoftheswitchuntilyougetthedesired_'eading. proportionalbandandis decreasedlinearlythruthe
ThestandardModel4001 hasan internalSPDTrelay bandto4 maatthehightemperatureend. Ifthedriven
(7ampresistiveat 120VAC).This modelis alsoavail- deviceisnotisolated(ungrounded)anungrounded
ablewithoptionalTriacor4-20 maoutputinplaceof the thermocouplemustbeusedwiththeSeries4000 which
relay.Theseoptionsarecovered intheOl_tionand isdesignedforonlyonegroundinthesystem.When
Specificationsections, orderingcallout"OptionF" afterthemodelnumber.
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Thermocouples......................... Type"d" &"K"
Max.T/C leadresistance................. 100ohmfor ratedaccuracy
Coldjunctioncompensation.............. Automatic-- electric
T/C Breakprotection.................... Builtin,upscaleonopensensor
CalibrationAccuracy .................... ±0.4%ofspan over10to90%ofrange
Commonmoderejection..... ............ Maxerror ---1°C with240V, 60Hz appliedas commonmodesignalbetweensensorinputand chassisground.
Seriesmoderejection............ • ....... Max error± 1° withseriesmodesignalof 100MV PK-to-PKat60 Hz
1st. Set.Point (Adjustabletimeproportionalor on-off)
Relay(StandardModel).................. SPOTrelay 7ampsresistiveat 120 VAC,5amps resistiveat 240 VAC
Option"T" (Triac) ....................... Solidstateplug-intriacrated 2amp holdingand 10amps in-rush
Option"F" (CurrentProportional)......... 4-20 ma(DC)into1000ohm max
2nd.set point
Relay(on-offonly)....................... SPOT,rated3 ampsat 120 VAC
ProportionalBand (gain) ................. 0-5% of span
ManualReset(off-set)................... Adjustable
Cycletime.............................. Automaticallyadjustswithbandadjustmenttogive leastwearwith
minimumripple(10 sec. minimumtotaltime).
Temperature............................ Filtered LED,3 or31/2digits,2 readingper secondupdate. Readability isI°F or 1°C.
Set-Point ............................... By spring loadedswitch, 1st or 2nd set-point isdisplayed in placeof
temperature.Set-Point adjusted by 25turn pot. ,1°F or 1°C Setability
Outputs ................................ LEOindication for both 1st and 2nd set-points. LEDare "on" when
output drive signal present. "On-off" indication on relay and triac model.
Proportional intensity for option "F".
Temperatureoverrange .................. Red LEDindication.
Resolution.............................. 1°F or 1°C
Repeatability ........................... _+0.1%to+0.2%of span
Adjustment............................. By25 turnpot.See "Set Point" under"Displayand Indication"section.
Power.................................. 120/240 VAC(. 10%,- 15%),50/60 Hz. Powerconsumptionlessthan 5
watts.
Operatingtemperature................... 30-130°F
Weight ................................. 2 lb.
t/,LDINCase............................. Metal,full plugin,withscrewterminalonrear.Adjustablebracketsfor
panelmounting.Panelcutout is3.622" verticalandhorizontaldimensions.
DiscountSchedule:
1 to 4 units...... Net 11 to 24 units .. 10% 50 plusunits ... 15%
5 to 10 units.... 5% 25 to 49 units .. 12%
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HOW IT DOES IT ..,
Every OMEGA reference junction is an elec- through a signal conditioner produces a preci-
Ironic design combined with a thermal one sion lmV/C output signal. The silicon sensor
(Fig. 1). An aged silicon temperature sensor has a long-term stability which rivals platinum
which is electrically isolated from all thermo- and a linearity exceeding that of platinum,
couple terminals, but thermally coupled to A user zero adjustment is provided as a
them, sensesthe instantaneous temperature of convenience,
a carefully configured isothermal assembly and
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DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TE.&NSDUCER
PURPOSE & REQUIREMENTS
To measure differential pressures along the test section of the Flow Patterns/
Flow Boiling Experiments, I & II, and at the gas/liquid separator.
Pressure Range: 0. 0014-30.0 kN/m2 diff (0. 0002-4.35 psid)
(test section), 0-34.5kN/m2diff (0-5 psid)
(separator)
HARDWARE STATUS
An off-the-shelf transducer to measure the low test section pressures was not
found. The best units that were located are described in the attached catalog
sheets. For a transducer range of 0-0.35 kN/m2 (0-0.05 psid) as indicated below.
and with an accuracy ofmorethan5percent full scale, a minimum Ap of 0.017
kN/m 2 (0. 0025 psid) can be realized. This leads to elimination of testing in the
flow regime below 40 kg/m2-sec and mass quality of 0.1.
TECHNICAL DE SCPJPTION
Transducer
Model: Celesco Model P109D
Ranges: 0.35, 1.72, 6.90, 34.5 kN/m 2
(0.05psid, 0.25, 1.0, 5.0)
Accuracy: <5% F. S., 0. 017 kN/m 2 diff (0. 0025 psid
(1.8 mm (0.07 in. (W.G.))
Weight: 0.10 kg (0.22 lb)
Size: 3.6 x 2.9 x 1.6 cm (1.4x 1.13 x 0.62 in.)
Pressure Ports: 3.2 mm (1/8in.) O.D. Tubing
Bleed Provision: Bleed Screws
Cost: $350 ea.
Power Supply
Model: Celesco CD 32, Carrier-Demodulator
Input Power: 22-32 VDC, 20 ma
Output Power: 0-5 VDC
Power Consumption: 0.5 watts
Weight: 0.20 kg (0.44 lb)
Size: 3.8 cm din x 8.5 cm long (1.5 in dia x 3.35 in
long)
Cost: $320
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DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCER (Cont'd)
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS
Experi-
men_ Number l_equired
No. Measurement No. Xducer Power Supply
I & II _P1A - AP4A 0-0.34 kN/m 2 diff (0-0.05 psid) 4 4
I & ]I AP1B - _P4B 0.34-1.72 kN/m 2 cliff 4 use above
(0.05-0.25 psid)
I & II APIc - AP4c 1.72-6.9 kN/m 2 cliff (0.25-I psid) 4 use above .
I & II _PID - hP4.D 6.9-34.5 kN/m 2 cliff (i-5 psid) 4 use above
I & II _P6 0-34.5 kN/In 2 diff(0-5 psid) 1 1
17 5
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FEATURES
• MINIATURE-WEIGHS3.5OUNCES.
• RANGESOF'--_0.05TO_15 PSID.
• HIGHSENSITIVITY.
• WIDEDYNAMICRESPONSERANGE.
WITHSTANDSEXTREMESHOCKAND
VIBRATION.
DESCRIPTION
Model P109D Miniature SensitiveDifferential PressureTransducersop-
erate on the variable reluctanceprincipleand are intended for installa-
tionsinvolvingminimum spaceandweight. Liquidsaswell asgasesmay
beadmitted to either port at pressurelevelsfrom vacuumto 15 psi. Pres-
sure differenceis appliedacrossthe magneticstainlessdiaphragmresult-
ing in proportional deflection and consequentchangein inductance
ratiobetweentwo pickoff coils imbeddedinthe caseon either side.The
embeddedcoilsaresealedoff with a non-magneticstainlesscoversothat
both pressurecavitiespresenta stainlessexposureto the workingmed-
ium. Full scalepressureresultsin an inductancechangeof 5% in each
coil, equivalentto a full scaleoutput of 25 mv per volt of excitation in
bridgecircuit operation. The ModelP109D may beusedin mostcarrier
systems.When operatedwith the ModelCD32 Miniature Carrier-Demod-
ulator, a DC output of 0-5 volts isdeliveredto the associatedrecording
or telemetry system. Vent valvesfacilitate complete liquid filling for
dynamic measurement.
SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum error (from room temperature) above
Ranges:_0.05 to ___15psi differential, compensated range: 1 psi and above <3% F.S.
Linearity: -+-1,/2% F.S. best straight line. Below 1 psi < 5 % F.S.
Hysteresis: 1/2% F.S. pressure excursion. "O" Rings: Buna N -- other materials on special order.
Overpressure: 200% of range in either direction with less Pressure Cavity Volume: 3 x 10 3 cubic inch.
than 1/2% zero shift.t Volumetric Displacement: 3 x 10-4 cubic inch, full scale.
Line Pressure: 1OOpsi, maximum. Acceleration Response: Most sensitive axis (across dia-
Output: 25mv/v full scale nominal, phragm ). "
Inductance: 20 mh nominal, each coil, zero balance with-
in I0% full scale. Range Static Vibratory Nat. Freq..
=0.05 psid 1%/g 1%/g 3K HzExcitation: 1,000-20,000 Hz, 15 volts max. at 3,000 Hz.
Coils available for 400 Hz and other frequency re- =1 psid 0.2%/g 0.2%/g 5K Hz
quirements. =15 psid 0.03%/g 0.05%/g 8K Hz
Working Fluids:Liquids, materials and gases, both sides. Installation Details: See drawing on front.
Compatible with 400 seriesStainless standard models. Weight: 3z/2 ounces.
_Acceleration response any axis in diaphragm plane 1%
Temperature: Operational - 65 ° to +250°F of value listed in table.
Compensated - 15 ° to + 165°F tFactory preconditioning for higher overpressures on spe-
cial order°
The Model CD32 Miniature Carrier.Demodulator operates
on unregulated 22-32 VDC at 20 ma with Transducers
to provide a 0-5 or -----5VDC full scale output for voltage
controlled telemetry and other DC systems. Transducer
excitation is 5 Volts at 5 K Hz. Frequency response is
flat --+---5%,0-1,000 Hz. Encapsulation in a small, light-
weight aluminum case assures reliable performance
under extreme shock and vibration. Static acceleration
is 100 go Ambient temperature range is --65°F to
+250°F. Weight is 7 ounces and Size is 11/2" dia. x
33,_" overall length.
A small Carrier-Demodulator, designed for operation on
95-125 Volts, 60-400 Hz at 5 watts, the Model CD10
L.RRIEITO[ operates with Variable Reluctance Pressure Transducers
in DC systems. Transistorized for reliability, it is compact
(may be mounted inside many recorders) and provides an
output of 0-10 VDC (0-2.5 ma maximum current) or -+-10
VDC full scale. Transducer excitation is 5 Volts at 5 K Hz.
Frequency response is flat _5%, 0-1,000 Hz. Regulated
against input voltage variation, it operates reliably over
an ambient temperature range of 40°F to 1200F. Long
term stability is ___z/2%. Weight is 34 ounces and Size is
31/4" wide x 3" deep x 5z/4" long.
REPRESENTEDBY
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F LOWlV[ETER_ AIR
PURPOSE/REQUIREMENTS
This flowmeter is needed to measure airflowin the Flow Patterns/Pressure
Drop Experiment, No. I.
Flow Range: 0.85-453 Ipm (0.03to 16 cfm)
Accuracy: ±0. 056 lpm (*0. 002 cfm)
HARDWARE STATUS
A standard thermistor will be used to fabricate a hot wire type of flowmeter for
this application. This type of meter was used successfully during Convair's
previous aircraft flight test program, Ref. 2-2. It has a very low pressure drop
compared to the turbine type of flowmeter.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
For information on the thermistor sensor, see the Thermistor specification sheet.
Estimated proportion of the flowmeter, including a low voltage power supply and
electronic circuitry, is:
Weight: 0.91 kg (2 lb)
Size: 1.42 litre (0.05 ft 3)
Power: 115 volt, 400 Hz, 5 watts
Cost: $2,000
APPLICABLE EXPE RINIENTS
Exp. I.
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CONVAIR AIR FLOW METER DESIGN
An air flowmeter was designed, developed and fabricated at Convair for aircraft
flight testing of fluids in zero gravity. The finalized air flow sensor circuit
design is given in Figure A-2 and includes zero balance and adjustable gain
functions. The two sensing thermistors are Fenwal GC32L1. They are
purchased as a matched pair and are mounted in the Fenwal G126 probes
shown in Table A-3. For insertion into the air stream, the probes were
assembled into metal housings. Except for the thermistors, all of the electronic
components shown in Figure A-2 are mounted on printed circuit cards.
The gain and zero balance of the air flow sensor amplifier was adjusted to
give 5 volts output for 56.64 dm3/sec (120 cfm) and zero volts for no flow• The
sensor was calibrated at the GDC Gas Dynamics Lab with the sensor located
at its normal site in the air duct. The calibration data are shown in Figure A-3.
• The output, as noted above, is non-linear with a greater sensitivity to the lower
air flows. The air flow meter display has a non-linear display face. Normally,
for data reduction, the sensor output voltage was recorded and flow obtained by
using Table A-4. The overall accuracy of the sensor was estimated to be within
5 percent.
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!
A1, A2,A3 FRCH LD 7741393 R8 5.23K
R1 20.5K R9 1.6K, WW 1%
R2 10.2K R10 1.6K, WW 1%
R3 10.3K Rll 10.2K
R4 20.5K R12 10.2K
R5 5K R13 49.9K
R6 20.5K R14 5K
R7 102K G126 Fenwal GC32L1
: Figure A-2. Air Flow Sensor Electronics
TABLE A-3
IV TCHEDTHERNESTORCHARACTERISTICS
Specificallydesigned for use in GasChromatographic Equipment and other Thermal
ConductivityGas AnalysisInstruments.
The-G-112, G-126 and G-128are _ pairs of _ermistors with each bead
mounted on a special hermetically sealed stem. The higher resistanceunits should
beused at higherambient temperatures for maximum sensitivity.
TYPE 0OI Ol&
GLASS SEAl. PT°IR WlRte FOI4 GI.J_S COATtrO TNF..RMISTOFI BF.AO\/ /-030 OIA. I_NNt¢O
L_,. _, I1_ N' IrE Att..OY
186380
CHARACTERISTICS G126 Gl12 G128 /JIRoat25"C 2000__25% 8000_z=20% jlOO.OOOa=2o_
Roat O'C (approx) 4900 _ 23,200 P. 355,000 _Z
Roat 50*C (approx) 890 .'2 3,200 P. 34,000 _
Ratioof Re 0"/50*C 4.95 to 6.95 6.56 to 7.99 9.45 to 11.20
Beta Nominal at 25"C 3000*K 3495"K 4115"K
Temp. Coeff.at 25*C --3.4%/*C --3.9%/*C --4.6%/*C
T,C. Still Air 1 Second 1 Second I 1 Second
D.C.Still Air 0.16 MWI *C 0.16 MWl *C 0.16 MWl *C
I
D.C.Helium 0.5 MWI*C 0.5 MW/*C 0.5 MW/*C
4
PowerRating,Air 15 Milliwatts 45 Milliwatl_ 45 Milliwat't.s
PowerRating,Helium . 60 Milliwatts 140 Milliwatts 140 Milliwatts
€
! Max. Temp. Ambient 100*C 250"C ! 250"C
Max. Tamp. Operating 150"C 300"C 300"C(incl. self-heat)
R=at Max. Temp.
Operating 88_ 25_ 110_
Pair Matched R=at 25"C 5% 2% 5%
El PairMatching Still Air at 25"C Helium at 25*C Helium at 25°C
to 15 Millivoits to 35, 25, 20 to 100 Millivolts
at 5.10 and 15 and 20 Millivolts at 0.8, 1.5, 2.5
Milliamps at 2, 5, 10 and and4 Milli-
15 Milliamperes amperes
TIME-CONSTANT:(T.C.}equalstime requiredbya thermistortochange63%of the
differencebetweenits initialand final temperaturemeasuredwiththermistorsus-
pendedbyitsleadsinspecifiedenvironment.
DISSIPATIONCONSTANT:(D.C.)equalspowerin milliwattsrequiredto raise_er-
mistortemperature1"Cmeasuredwith thermistorsuspendedwithleadsinspecified
environment.
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Figure A-3. Air Flow Sensor Calibration Per_rmed at Gas DynamiesLabora_ry,
General Dynamics/Convair. Date: 8 Auguat1973.
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TABLE A-4
AIR FLOW SENSOR CONVERSION CHART
Flow Flow Flow
Voltage _pm cf___mm Volt_e _pm _fm Voltage _pm Cfm
0 0 0 3.14 821 29 3.99 1642 58
0.45 28.3 1 3.18 850 30 4.01 1671 59
0.75 56.6 2 3.22 878 31 4.03 1699 60
1.0 85.0 3 3.26 906 32 4.08 1756 62
1.25 113 4 3.30 935 33 4.12 1812 64
1.40 142 5 3.34 963 34 4.15 1869 66
1.63 170 6 3.37 991 35 4.19 1926 68
1.73 198 7 3.40 1019 36 4.22 1982 70
1.82 226 8 3.43 1048 37 4.26 2039 72
1.95 255 9 3.47 1076 38 4.30 2095 74
2.03 283 10 3.50 1104 39 4.33 2152 76
2.14 312 11 3.53 1133 40 4.36 2209 78
2.23 340 12 3.56 1161 41 4.39 2265 80
2.32 368 13 3.59 1189 42 4.43 2322 82
2.39 396 14 3.62 12 18 43 4.46 2379 84
2.45 425 15 3.65 1246 44 4.50 2435 86
2.51 453 16 3.67 1274 45 4.53 2492 88
2.58 481 17 3.70 1303 46 4.57 2549 90
2.63 510 18 3.72 1331 47 4.60 2605 92
2.69 538 19 3.75 1359 48 4.63 2662 94
2.75 566 20 3.78 1388 49 4.66 2718 96
2.79 595 '21 3.81 1416 50 4.69 2775 98
2.84 623 22 3.84 1444 51 4.73 2832 100
2.89 651 23 3.86 1472 52 4.75 2888 102
2.94 680 24 3.88 1501 53 4.78 2945 104
2.99 708 25 3.90 1529 54 4.81 3002 106
3.03 736 26 3.92 1557 55 4.84 3058 108
3.07 765 27 3.94 1586 56 4. 867 3115 110
3.10 793 28 3.97 1614 57 4.89 3172 112
4.92 3228 114
4.94 3285 116
4.97 3341 118
5.0 3398 120
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FLOWMETER I LIQUID
PURPOSE/REQUIREMENT S
To measure the water flow rate during the Flow Pattern/Pressure Drop Experi-
ment, No. I, and the Freon-113 flow from the storage tank in the Liquid Orientation
Experiment, No. IV.
Range: 0.038-6.8 lpm (0.01-1.8 gpm (180/1)(Exp: I & H)
1.9 lpm ( ~ 0.5 gpm) (Exp. IV)
Accuracy: 0.0038 Ipm (0.001 gpm) (Exp. I & II)
0.038Ipm(0.01gpm)(Exp.IV)
HARDWARE STATUS
Off-the-shelf hardware is available. Two turbine type flowmeters were success-
fully used in the zero-g aircraft flight experiments for liquid [low measurements.
Two were required in order to cover the flow range. The same type of turbine
flowmeter is used here. An Omniflo meter available from Flow Teclmology is
described below. Two meters have been assumed for Exp. I & II in order to
cover the required flow range without excessive pressure drop. They will be
plumbed in parallel with appropriate isolation valves.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Transducer
d
Model: OmnifloTurbineFlowTransducer
Total Range: 0.0038-18.9 Ipm (0.001 - 5.0 gpm)
Weight: 0.45 kg (1 lb) (est.)
Cost: $630
Pulse Rate Converter
Model: PRC- 101
Weight: 0.23 kg (1/2 lb) (est.)
Size: 7.6x7.6x 1.9cm (3x3 ×0.75in)
Power: i watt, 28 vole do
Cost: $290
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FLOWMETER_ LIQUID(CONT'D)
APPLICABLE EXPE BIiVIENTS
No. Required
ExperimentNo. MeasurementNo. Xdueer Converter
I &II F2 2 2
III FI I I
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PRODUCTDATA
fromFLOWTECHNOLOGY,INC.
4250EASTBROADWAYROAD• P.O.BOX21346 • PHOENIX,ARIZONA85036• PHONE(602)2684776 • TELEX668-344
OMNIF LO®TURBINEFLOWTRANSDUCERS
FLUIDFLOWRATESAS LOWAS 0.001 GPM
MEASURESEITHERGASESOR LIQUIDS
, PULSESIGNALOUTPUT
AVAILABLE IN A WIDE VARIETY OF MATERIALS i
\
EXTREMETEMPERATURERANGE .. o::
OF --430 °F to +350 °F
HIGH PRESSURECAPABILITYTO 5000 PSi
I PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
Flow Technology's "Omniflo" representsan outstand- a speed which perfectly characterizes the velocity of the
ing achievement in the realm of ultra-low-level fluid flow flowing fluid. A magnetic pick-off coil, located externally
measurement. The "Omniflo" turbine flow transducer but adjacent to the rotor, has generated within it an
is an in-line metering device utilizing a bladed rotor to electric current whose frequency is directly proportional
generate digital flow information. There is an obvious to the rotation of the rotor and in turn proportional to
similarity between the "Omniflo" and conventional tur- fluid flow. The frequency of the generated pulses is pro-
bine flow transducers; however, the "Omniflo" differs portionat to the flow rate, and the sum of the pulses
in several important aspects in its mode of operation, corresponds to the total fluid volume measured. These
Within the "Omniflo" meter a precision orifice di- pulsescan be fed directly into digital totalizers, frequency-
rects all of the measured fluid tangentally past the under- to-DC converters, and, in fact, into any one of many
side of a paddle bladed rotor. The rotor responds by frequency indicating, recording and control devices avail-
rotating in a plane in line with the fluid's motion in much able within the field.
the manner of an undershot water wheet.'The "Omniflo's" The unique character of the "Omni_lo" is its ability to
turbine rotor, being freely suspended and of low mass, measure very low liquid and gas flow under high tempera-
has effectively no ability to either absorb energy from, ture and pressure conditions and to do this with accuracy
nor inject it into the moving fluid, so it must rotate at and reliability.
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• I,IIIIIIGENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY OUTPUT MATERIALS
The output of the "Omniflo" is a seriesof electrical pulsesgenerated _tandard "Omniflo" housings are fabricated of 316 stainless steel.
within its pick-off coil. The frequency rangeof these pulseswill normally Transducersto meet special requirements have been fabricated of aluminum,
be within 2 to 1,000 Hz., supplied at a minimum level of at least 15 mill- 316 and 347 stainlesssteels, Hastalloy, K-Monel, and PVC. An exten-
volts peak-to*peek, sivaselection of bearing materials and types are available -- graphitar
or carbide journals, ball bearings, or yes-jewel pivot bearings, for ex-
CONNECTIONS ample.
Standard fluid end fittings of the "Omniflo" are ½" AN-10050-8 or PRESSURE
½" female NPT. The electrical pick-off connector mates with an MS3106- Fluid end connections are the governing factors in determining the "Grad
10SL-4S two pin connector. The mating connector is furnished. Special niflo's" pressurelimitation. The standard transducer can operate with a fluid
connectors for either the fluid or electrical connections can be furnished pressureof 5,000 psi at 100°F with the AN-10050-8 fitting option.upon request.
LOW FLOW- SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
TEMPERATURE In order to sense and measure flow rates below 0.01 GPM liquid or
0.05 ACFM gas, the "Omniflo" must utilize an LFA (Low Flow Ampli-
Standard "Omniflo" transducers may be operated over a temperature tier.) The LFA is normally supplied within its own enclosure and is used
range of --430°F to +350°F. Temperature rating to +750°F available as a preoamplifier between the "Omniflo" pick-off and the readout. See
with reduced performance, bulletin REA for details.
 3MEASURENtENT CHARACTERISTICS. .................................
LIQUID GAS
REPEATABI LIlY REPEATABI LITY
Within a normal 10 to 1 liquid flow range, the "Dmniflo" will operate The basic repeatability of the "Omniflo" transducer in gasservice is
with a repeatability to within +0.1% of reading. +0.2% at all points within a normal 10 to 1 actual-volume flow range;
LINEARITY however, when referring this measured volume to standard conditions, it
The performance of an "Omniflo" turbine meter is inherently non-linear, must be remembered that the repeatability experienced becomes a
The degree of non-linearity is dependent upon the range of the particular function of the precision of the temperature and pressure measurements,
meter selected and upon the viscosity of the fluid in which it will operate, in addition to the actual volume of flow.
Linearity characteristics for low viscosity fluids, (approximately 1 centistoke
am shown on bulletin T0-023. LINEARITY
While "Omniflos" are basically non-linear, the linearity characteristics
Opt|onal premium lineeritiesare available for ballbearing "Omniflos" with of "Omniflo" meters in gas are dependent upon the density of the gas asflow rates above 0.1 GPM and ranges no greater than 10 to 1 operating in
fluids with viscosities less than 3 centistokes, well as the flow range of the individual meter, Typical linearity character-
istics for air at standard conditions are shown in bulletin TD-025. NO
FLDW RATE RANGE EXTENDED RANGES ARE AVAILABLE EXCEPT AS SHOWN OF
The overall measurement capability of the "Omniflo" series covers TD-025o
the entire flow range of 0.001 to 5.0 gpm. Individual transducers are
normally supplied to measure any specified 10 to 1 segment within the FLOW RATE RANGE
0.001 to 5.0 gpm flow range. The "Omniflo" transducer being a volumetric measuring device senses
VISCOSITY only the actual-volumeof the measuredgasat the measurement point (at the
"Dmniflo" transducers are calibrated with MIL-C-70248 calibration turbine rotor). The overall actual-volumetric-flow rate range for gas is from
fluid and furnished with calibration data. Calibration at other viscosities 0.0015 to 1.0 ACFM, with individualtransducers being supplied to cover any
and fluids can be furnished upon request. Maximum viscosity varies from specified 10 to 1 segment of this range. When calculating the relationship
5 to 50 centistokes depending upon flow range, between the actual and standard condition volumetric flow range, normal
temperature and pressure corrections must be used. Temperatures and
PRESSURE DROP pressures for the "Omniflo" should be taken immediately down-stream.The pressuredrop, based on water, will not exceed 10 psi for the max-
imum normal flow rate of any given "Omniflo" transducer, but will vary as a PRESSURE DROP
function of density and viscosity. Pressuredrop requirements can be met by The gas density and viscosity largely determines the maximum pressure
proper sizing of the transducer. See TD-024. drop, however, under average conditions this should not exceed ½ psi. SeeTD-024.
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PULSERATE CONVERTERS
ALLSOLID-STATEFREQUENCYCONVERTERS
MODEL PRC-101 MODEL PRC-104
I
• ACCEPT ALL TURBINE FLOWMETER • +_.0.2%LINEARITY
INPUT PULSES
• SOLID-STATE RELIABILITY
• ANALOG VOLTAGE (PRC-101)
OR CURRENT (PRC-104) OUTPUTS
• COMPACT DESIGN AND
• IOV PULSE OUTPUT FORM FACTOR
.... : DESCRIPTION  i
The Pulse Rate Converters Model PRC-101 and flowmeter. Two variations of the PRC-104 are
Model PRC-104 are all solid-state, miniaturized available: (a) the PRC-104B produces an output
frequency converters designed for use with FTI current of 4 to 20 ma, while (b) PRC-104C output
turbine flowmeters, is 10 to 50 ma.
Featuring the compact reliability of modern All models also provide a pulse output of 10
integrated circuits and solid-state design, they are volts peak-to-peak with the same frequency as the
potted into enclosuresmeasuringonly 3"x 3"x ¾". input. A 1 to 5 VDC signal is also present.
The Model PRC-101 is a frequency-to-voltage Power required for all units is normally 28 VDC
converter producing a 0-to-5 VDC output whose at 20 ma, plus load current.
voltage level is a function of the input pulse fre- The outputs of these units can be used to drive
quency from the flowmeter, indicators, meters, totalizers, or process control
The Moclel PRC-104 is a frequency-to-current equipment. Their primary application is to inter-
converter that provides an analog output current face FTI turbine flowmeters with existing read-out
proportional to the input pulse frequency from the and control equipment.
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OUTPUTS:
PRC-101 PRC-104B PRC-104C
AnalogVoltage: 0-5 VDC 1-5 VDC 1-5 VDC
Output Current: 10 ma max. 4-20 ma 10-50 ma
Output Pulse: 10 v gnd. base 10 v gnd. base 10 v gnd. base
Linearity: _+0.2% _+0.2% _+0.2%
Load Impedance: n.a. 1000 ohms 400 ohms
@ 28 vdc @ 28 vdc
Adjustments: Span Span & zero Span & zero
Span Adjustment: 2 to 1 2 to 1 2 to 1
Zero Offset Adjustment: optional standard standard
SIGNAL INPUT:
eueca10000ue 0°selected at factory .to order)Input Level: 10 mv to 10 v peak-to-peak 2.5"
POWER REQUIREMENTS: (_)-- --(_)1 _
Voltage: 22 to 32 vdc
Current:options: 22020115mavAC,VAC,+ load6050currentHzHZ • "i" "'II : ": i 2.5" 3.0"(mating connector supplied)
CASE SIZE: 3" x 3" x ¾"', PRC-1O4ONLY _ 3/16" HOLE
+28 VDC unit only _ = _
r! I I" _ I_ _ I I 3/4"Options: JIC Box 3" x 4" x 6", I_ I I f
115, 220 VAC unit.
Explosion-proof enclosure,
all units.
GAS/LIQUID SEPARATOR
PURPOSE/REQUIREMENTS
This item is used to separate gas/liquid mixtures in the zero-g environment.
Mixtures of water and air of varying qualities, and of gaseous and liquid Freon 11
of varying qualities, will be handled.
Flow Range:
Air/Water
TotalFlow Range: 6.35 - 407 kg/hr
Air Flow Range: 0.063-32.6 kg/hr (0.88-445Ipm)
Water Flow Range: 2.27 - 403 kg/hr (0.037- 6.8 lpm)
Froon-ll
TotalFlow Range: 6.35 - 407 kg/hr
Gas Flow Range: 0.033 - 44.4 kg/hr (0.108 - 343 Ipm)
LiquidFlow Range: 5.67 - 405 kg/3_r(0.062 - 4.53 Ipm)
Pressure: 34.5-101.3 kN/m2 (5-14.7 psia)(-9.7 to 0 psig)
Temperature: 26-70°F
HARDWARE STATUS
This item will require special design and fabrication and two companies were
contacted to inquire into applicable designs and hardware. These companies
were AiResearch Division of Garrett Corp., and Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corp. In the past, gas liquid separators were made by those
two companies for various spacecraft applications. It was found that AiResearch
is not doing any work in this area, and are not making any separators. Hamilton
Standard, however, is making two separators for the Space Shuttle, and also can
specially build a model of their old separator which was" used on Skylark. However_
these units are smaller than required for the fluid experiment package applica-
tion and would require redesign.
The following technical description is based upon Convair's separator design
which was used successfully in the Aircraft Flight Testing of Fluids in Zero-
Gravity Experiments, Ref. 2-2. The unit has been reduced in size, however.
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GAS/LIQUIDSEPARATOR (CONT'D)
TECHNICAL DE SCRIPTION
Weight: 13.6 kg (30 lb)(es_.)
Volume: 11.3 lltre (0.4 ft 3 (est.)
Power: 150 watts (est.)
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS
The separator will be used for Experiments I &II.
/7
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Gas/Liquid Separator
PART IDENIq_ICATION AND NONIINAL DIMENSIONS:
A - Mixture inlet 3.8 em ,diameter
B - Inlet baffle rotating with drum
C - Rotating drum
D - Outlet air baffle rotating with drum
E - Air outlet 3.8 cm diameter
F - Liquid pick-up tube
G - Liquid outlet 0.97 cm diameter tubing
H - Pick-up tube splash baffle
J - Pick-uptubesupport
K - Unitheight20.3em max.
L - Unitwidth 15.2cm max.
M - Unit depth 20.3 cm max.
N - Drive motor
P - Drum bearing supports
Q - Drum rotating part liquid seal
REQUIREMENTS:
Design rotational speed of drum 725 rpm maximum.
Nominal static liquid volume approximately 819 era3 (storage volume).
Design fluids: water or Freon 10
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PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
PURPOSE/REQUIREMENTS
Various liquid and gas pressure measurements. Several different pressure
range transducers will be required, see below under APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS.
HARDWARE STATUS
Off-the-shelf hardware is available.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
A typical transducer for this application is
PressureTransducer
Model: Celesco. Model PLC
Weight: 0. 086 kg (0.19 lb)
Volume: 32.8 cm3 (2 in3)
Pressure Port: 0.64 cm (1/4 in.) NPT, MALE
Cost: $165 ea.
Power Supply
(Celesco Carrier-Demodulator dc Output, Single Channel)
Model No. CD10
Weight: 0.97 kg (2.13 lb)
Volume: 836 em 3 (51 in 3)
Cost: $325 ea.
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS
Hardware Required
Experiment Measuremen_ Power
Number Number Xducer Supply
I & II P1 1 required, 0-206.8 kN/m 2 (0-30 psia) 1
I P2 1 required, 0-103.4 kN/m 2 gauge (0-15 psig) 1
I & H P3 1 required, 0-137.9 kN/m 2 (0-20 psia) 1
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PRESSURE TRANSDUCER (CONT'D)
Hardware Required
Experiment Measuremen_ Power
No. No. Xducer Supply
I & II P4 1 reqd, 0-137.9 kN/m 2 (0-20 psia) 1
III P1 1 reqd, 0-103.4 kN/m z (0-15 psia) 1
IV P1 & P2 2 reqd, 0-137.9 kN/mZ (0-20 psia) 2
V P1 1 reqd, 0- 103.4 kN/mZ (0-15 psia) 1
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FEATURES ..........................
• LOWCOST - Pricedwith the lowest for industrialand commercialuse. -. .
Largediscountsfor OEM users.
• ACCURATE - Lownon-linearityandhysteresis.Nomovingparts _v._.s_.__'_
assuresinfiniteresolutionandlongtermcalibrationstability. _o_,_ _.t
• INTERCHANGEABLE WITHOUT RECALIBRATION - All units _._'_-_ _ :;_
permanentlycalibratedandadjustedto givethe sameoutputsignal.
• RUGGEDCONSTRUCTION - Withstandshighvibrationand rough _
field handling. .._ ;
• SMALLSIZE - Fitsin tight places.Allowsdirectmountingto pres-
sureport....... _.. " ' " " " .... ... ";_
• TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED- Eachunit compensatedwithin ...... _ _: _ ":_. _: ,:!: _;,i
dose limitsovera widetemperaturerange.
• WEATHERPROOF- Designedfor outdoorinstallationsin any climate.............. :j :_ -_:_ ,_._:_;:i_._;._,_'_,_:_/_
APPLICATIONS
• Aircraft -- Air, hydraulic,oil pressuremeasurements. • Hydraulic and PneumaticSystems- To replacepressure
• OEM Equipment - Air conditioningequipment, pumps, gauges,switches,or other transducersfor upgradingor
engines,compressors,machinetools, automation.
• Laboratory- Generalpurposepressuremeasurements. • ProcessIndustries- Steel, oil, petrochemical,chemical,
• Automotive - Intake manifolds,diagnosticsystems,fuel food, andmanyothers.
systems.
DESCRIPTION
The Model PLCPressureTransducersetsnewstandardsfor The PLC meets a wide variety of generalpurposeand
the industry in terms of performance,low cost, and rugged industrialneedsand is availablein nine standardrangesfrom
dependability. It is a smallhigh-accuracytransducerthat uses 0-15 to 0-5000 psigaugeor absolute. With an unusuallyhigh
semiconductorstrain gaugesbonded to a flat diaphragmto resonantfrequencyand largeoutput signal,this transduceris
form a Wheatstonebridge. Conservativelydesigned,it will wellsuitedto highvibrationenvironmentsuchasdirectmount-
providemillionsof cyclesof servicein eitherlaboratoryor field ing to enginesor othervibratingequipment.
applicationsand Celescoadvancedmanufacturingtechniques
permit the lowestpossibleprices,especiallyfor largequantity For manyvolumeapplications,the ModelPLCcanbe offer-
users, ed at a pricelow enoughto replacedial pressuregauges,con-
ThePLCtransduceris temperaturecompensatedandmatch- ventionalpressureswitches,potentiometerpressuretransducers,
ed for output sensitivity,so all units are completely inter- etCo By incorporatinga regulator,amplifier,or other appro-
changeablewithout recalibration.Also, formostapplications, priatecircuitry insidethetransducer,it canbeoperateddirectly
nocalibration ormaintenanceiseverneededforthe life of the from a battery or other voltagesourceand drive a meter or
unit. This ruggedtransduceriscompletelyrain andweather- recorderwithout additionalsignalconditioning.
proof, dustproof,resistantto mostcorrosiveatmospheres,and
insensitiveto mountingtorque. With no movingor sliding Specialpressureranges,materials,signalconditioning,and
partsto wear out, it .will deliver the samehighaccuracyfor other modificationsto meet individualrequirementscan also
manyyearsof continuousservice, beprovidedat customerequest.
IINSTALLATION DRAWINGS "
:i ------_ + OUTPUT
I ] - EXCITATION
STANDARD
PRESSUREPORT 4 PIN CONNECTORBENDIX ,
1/4 - NPT # PTIH_-4P OR EQUIV.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Mechanical: Environmental:
Maximum TemperatureRange: --65=F to +300°FStandardPre_ureRanges:0 to 15, 20, 50, 100, 200,
500, 1000, 2000, and5000 psigaugeorabsolute. Performance:
Overpressure:2 X full scale. Output: 10mV/V --.1%
BurJtPre.ure: 10 X full scaleor 10,000 psiwhichever Accuracy(linearity,hysteresis,and
is less. repeatability): -+0.5%of full scale
PressureCavityVolume: 0.037 in3 ZeroBalance:±1.0%of full scale
Weight: 3 oz. TemperatureRange:0 - 1300F
ConstructionMaterials: Stainlesssteel: ThermalZeroShift -+0.01%/°F
Thermal SensitivityShift +0.01%/° F
Electrical: TemperatureRange: --20°F to 2500F
Excitation: 10 to 20 V, d-cor a-c. ThermalZero Shift +-0.02%/°F
Input Impedance:500_ rain. ThermalSensitivityShift +-0.02%/°F
Output Impedance: approx.500_ Resolution: Infinite
Output/Input: non-isolated,floating,4 wire. Life: Millionsof cycles
HOW TO ORDER
PLC - 100 - G2
ModelNo./ /Pressure 2 = standard4 pinreceptacle
Range(psi) G= gaugepressure 6 = 2 foot cable(pigtail)
A = absolutepressure
SlOeciflcations subject to change without notice.
SPECIFiGATIUHS
PowerRequirements:95-125 Volts, 60-400 Hzat5 watts. Stability:_-z/2%, longterm.
Output:0-10 VDC(0-2.5 mashortcircuitcurrent)or -----10 Ripple:10 mymax.rms.
VDC full scale. Regulatedagainstinput voltagevari. TemperatureRange:40°Fto 120OF.
ation. AmbientThermalEffect:Zero,.01% / ° F.
OutputImpedance:2,000 ohms,nominal. Gain,.02% / °F.
CarrierFrequency:5 KHz. InstallationDetails:Seedrawingonfront.
FrequencyResponse:Fiat0-1,000 Hz,within----.5%. Weight:34 ounces.
RACKMOUHTEOVERSIONSOFCDlO
SingleChannel-- CDll DualChannel-- CD12
fSPAN ADJUSTMENT ZEROAOJUSTMENT ,.pOWER INOICATORLIGHT
/- POWERINDICATORLIGHT CHANNEL1 "_ / r- SPANAOJUSTMENT• _,,.,oJ,,,.E.,,\ / / zC.,t.,_u_,.E.,/ / Fz_°_'"=_' _.EL_\ X / / F o.,,.E,
WK-.1,,325
CHANNELI
REPRESENTEDBY
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FEATURES
• OUTPUT_10 VDC
• COMPACT-MOUNTSINSIDERECORDER.
• REGULATEDAGAINSTLINEVOLTAGEVARIATION.
• TRANSISTQRIZEDFORRELIABILITY.
DESCRIPTION
The Model CDIO Miniature Carrier-Demodulator, designed for operation
on 95-125 volts, 60.400 Hz at 5 watts, operates with Variable Reluctance
Transducers in DC systems for dynamic as well as steady state measure-
' ment. Excitation of 5K Hz is applied to a bridge including the two induc-
tance ratio arms of the transducer. A solid.state amplifier and demodulator
converts the bridge output to DC. Response is uniform from steady state
to 1,000 Hz. Small enough to be included in the case of most receiving
and recording instruments, the Model CDIO is regulated against input
voltage variation and will operate reliably over an ambient range of 40°F
to 120°F.
INSTALLATIONDRAWIN6
PUMP
PURPOSE & REQUIREMENTS
To circulate water and Freon-ll around the test section loop of the Flow Patterns
and Flow Boiling Experiments, Nos. I & If.
Flow: 0.038 - 6.74 lpm (0.01- 1.78 gpm) water
0.061- 4.39 lpm (0.016 - 1.16 gpm) Freon-ll
Ap: _ 103.4 kN/m2 diff (15 psid)
HARDWARE STATUS
Off-the-shelf components are available.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
A Lear Siegler, Romec Division pump can be used for this application.
Weight: 1.27 kg (2.8 lb)
Power: 115/200 VAC, 3 phase, 400 Hz power required. Power
input is approximately 300 watts at 103.4 kN/m2 gauge
(15 psig) discharge pressure.
Size: 15.2x 6.35x 10.2cm (6x 2.5x4 in.)
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS
Experiment I & H can use the same pump.
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I COOLANT PUMP
PERFORMANCE CURVE "-_ MODEL RG17400BI
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ENGINEERING DATA
TYPE Rotation ........... CW viewing drive end
Duty cycle .............. Continuous
Fixed clearance, spurgear type positive displacement, elec- Electrical connection ..... PT02 Pl 4-5 P receptacle
trio motor driven coolant pump. Providedwith integral re-
lief valve for pressure regulation. Designed for pumping PORT SIZES
coolant fluids, but capable of pumpingother fluids.
Inlet and Discharge ........ 9/16-18UNF-3 B
DISPLACEMENT .......... 0.0385 cu in/rev per ANDIO050-6
PERFORMANCE PRESSURE REGULATION
(PumpingMonsanto "Cooianol -45 '°Dielectric Coolant Integral relief valve adjustable for full by-pass pressure of
Fluid at 1750 F.) 170 to 225 psig. Preset for customer specification and
Rating ......... 1.75 gpmminimumat 50 psig Iockwired.
Fluid temperaturerange....... -65 ° F to +l 750 F
Ambient temperature range...... -65°F to +200°F MOUNTING ........ See sketch, reverse side
Du_ycycle .............. Continuous
MOTOR DATA UNIT WEIGHT ............. 2.8 Ib
Type...... _ ........... Direct drive TYPICAL APPLICATION
Rating (continuous) ...... 0.18 hp at 11,300 rpm
].15/200 VAC, 3 phase, 400 cps Cooling system1groundsupportequipment
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...... _ 112-4 j
if MODEL RG1740OB ILLUSTRATED -_
LEAR SIEGLER,INC. ROMEC DIVISION
_1 SOUTH ABBE ROAD
ELYRIA,OHIO _035
9X6-323-3211
DOMESTICAREA OFFICES
• LOSANGELES,CAUFORNIA • ELYRIA.OHIO • DAYTON.OHIO • WALTHAM.MASSACHUSETTS
J
REPRESENTATIVE
AIVE]_,ANAVlTRON.INC.
RYE. NEWYORK
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QUALITY METER
PURPOSE & REQUIREMENTS
To measure the quality of the Freon 11 fluid upstream and downstream of the test
section in the Flow Boiling Experiment, No. II.
HARDWARE STATUS
Available on special order from Quantum Dynamics.
TE CHNICAL DESCRIPTION
The following estimates are based on information fromDr. Frederick F. Liu of
Quantum Dynamics. Their quality measurement unit consists of three parts: (1)
a turbine type flowmeter, (2) a dielectric (density) measurement device, and (3)
an electronics package to process the signal from these instruments and read out
quality and flow rate.
Flowmeter
Weight: 0.91 kg (2ib)(est.)
Size: 7.6 ×7.6 × 5.1 cm (3x 3 x 2 in.)
Density Meter
Weight: 4.5 kg (10 lb) (est.)
Size: 5.1 cm dia x 50.8 cm long (2 in. dia x 20 in. long)
Sisnal Processor
Weight: 4.5 kg (10 lb) (est.)
Size: 35.6 cm wide x 12.7 cm high x 30.5 cm deep
(14 in. wide x 5 in. high x 12 in. deep)
Power: TBD
The cost of the total three part package, as provided by Quan_arn Dynamics, was
estimated at $16K by Dr. F. Lin of Quanhun Dynamics.
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS
Experiment No. II, 2 reqd.
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Figure 1. Liquid/sugercritical Hydrogen Mass
Flowmeter with Vacuum Jacket R_a'Q2. 3 IL Unid Ilydtel_ Ftewmetlw
INTRODUCTION ousyet meticulouslyengineeredfor efficientfield process.Theleastamountof perturbationin the
Moderncryogenictechnologyposesmanynew applicationswith liquid and super-criticalhydro- fluids'thermodynamicpropertiesis realizedthrough
problemsin measurementtechniques.Not only pen,helium,nitrogen,fluorine,oxygen,andother the maintenanceof favorableflow impedance,2
shouldinstrumentsbe usableundera varietyof gases, whereuponthe pressuredropis also reducedto
extremeenvironmentalconditions,but alsothey a minimum.Designedfor usewith eventhemost
mustbe designedwitha highdegreeof theoreti- VOLUMETRICFLOWMETERS corrosivefluids,suchas liquidfluorine,thesefea-
cal rigor commensurablewith reliability and syso (ForMeasuringMassFlowrate,VolumeFlow. tures are responsiblefor the durabilityand ac-
tern engineeringconsiderations.Withoutthese, rate,TransientFlowrate,andTotalizedFlow curacyof the QLflowmeters,whichhavethe cot-
accuracyand usefulnessunder extremelylow OfLiquidandSuper.CriticalGaseousFlows) rosive-cavitationaleffects greatly minimized.temperaturesand cryogenicfluid-dynamicondi- Thesedeliberatedesignefforts, while note-
tion becomeimprobable.Moreover,in the face DESCRIPTION worthy,are of particularimportanceto modern
of the highcostand laboriousprocessesinvolved TIlE QUANTOMICS.LIU(QL)seriesof cryogenic propulsionand industrialapplicationswherecu-
in cryogeniccalibration,manymeasurementin- flowmetersis specificallydesignedfor measuring mulativeline-dropandsysteminstabilitiesare to
struments-- basedon conventionalconceptsof the flow of liquidandsuper-criticalgases,New be minimized,Whereas,in conventionalgeneral.
"brute-force"calibration-- are of dubiouscost conceptsandrigoroustheoriesare usedin these purposeflowmeters,it has been the practiceto
effectiveness, flowmeters,taking into accountthe characteris- achieve low-rangeperformancethrough "brute.
Cognizantof such considerations,QuantumOy- tics andcomplexphase(liquid,vapor,and solid force" constrictionof the entranceor rotor sec-
namicshas developednew cryogenicinstrumen- notexcluded)structureof the cryogenicfluidsand tion for favorableReynoldsnumbereffects,such
tation for the high-resolutionmeasurementof includingknowledgeof bothnormalandabnormal methodscan be detrimentalto cryogenicapplica-
flow (mass,volumetric,and transientflowrates), cryogenicflow phenomena(Fig.5). Oesignedwith tions.In the QLflowmeters,accuracyovera wide
density(steadyand transient),and temperature an awarenessof the relatedproblemsand veri- flow rangeis achievedthroughuse of novelde-
(steadyand transient)of liquidand super.critical fled throughprolongedexperimentaltesting,the sign features-- featuresbasedon knowledgeof
gasesat highaccuracyandsignallevels.Original QLcryogenicflowmetershavebeenconfirmedfor cryogenicfluid dynamicswhich,due to the dif-
andtheoreticallysoundapproachesare appliedto their conceptualndperformancesuperiorities, ferent characteristicsof liquid gases,cannotat-
t_e instrumentdesign,Comparedwith conven. A minimumof constrictionis preferredin ;he ways be dealt with in the same manneras in
tionalgeneral-purposemeasurementdevices,Quan- QL flowmetersto anticipateandaccommodatehe ordinaryliquid flow.
turn Dynamics'cryogenicinstrumentationrepre- often unstablecharacteristics of cryogenic fluids -'Flow impedance is defined as the ratio of pressure
sentsa lineof productsthat is conceptuallyrigor- and to insurea smoothand stableflow-through variationto ftowratevariation.
_L_ QUANTUME DYNAMICS
ELASTRONICS 19458VenturaBlvd.,Tarzana,California91356
LABORATORIES QUANTOMICS, INC. Phone:2!3.345-6828
MailingAddress=P.O.Box865,Tarzana,California9135_
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NEWCONCEPTUALFEATURES ............... _ ' •
1. Highly responsive,near-frictionless."piggie-
back"bearingprincipleof longoperatinglife.
2. Conceptofmatchingflowimpedances. _J
NG: i' !::!;:,i;3. Feedbackeffectsdueto positiveand negative .;._; :bladeconcept. _ , ..... , : ....
5. High-resolution,lineardensitysensingwithout
6. Nnnretardinganddraglesscryotronicpickup. :_:
7. Anti.seizuremechanicaldesign.
8. Exactelectronicomputingofdensityandmass _m.=,_ _
flow. -':
ritm=_80
In termsof generalphysicalfeatures(Fig.5), methodwhichdiffers drasticallyfrom the con- _ = KQ(1--e-t/r) is the output frequencyof the
the QLflowmeterconsistsof an "indicating"tur. ventionalmagneticfrequencypickups.Thegreatly flowmeter,
bine whichrides "piggie-back"on the rotating increasedmagneticouplingof conventionalpick- KandCareconstants,
shaftof a slaveturbine.Bothturbinesrespondto upsadverselyaffectsthe accuracyof cryogenic QLflowmetersof all sizes,in considerationof
thesameflow at approximatelythe samespeed, flow measurementbecausethe fieldincreasesby accuracyand reliability,havealwaysemphasized
so the relativemotionbetweenthe indicatingtur- tensor hundredsof timesat very low tempera- transientresponse.LargeQLcryogenicflowmeters
bineandits bearingshaft is maintainedat near tures.Recentliteraturealsoindicatesthat near areoftencustomdesignedfor specificoperations.
zerolevel. In totality,this arrangementthenrep- the critical points,radiatingmagneticfieldscan Suchdesignsare arrivedat throughmethodical
resentsa radicallynewbearingprinciplewhich, be generatedby the collapsend formationof va- analysisandsolutionof a numberof simultaneous
accordingto Petroff.Sommerfeldtheories,reduces por pockets;suchspuriousfieldsare knownto equations,so that reliability,measurementaccur-
the dynamicfriction(or retardingforce)to a con- havecausederroneousoutputsin manyconven- acy,andresolutionare optimizedfor the particu-
stant minimumlevel over an extremelywide tionalmagneticandFM pickups,resultingin sig- lar application.Butthe basicsuperiorityof these
rangeof flowrate.Thisnewconcept,in combine- nalswhichare irrelevantto the flow quantities, largeQLflowmetersis dueto the numerousorig-
tionwiththe flowmeter'sdragless,cryotronicpick- tn contrast,the self-adlustingcryotronicpickups inal designfeatures;as a result,theseQL flow-
up, accountsfor the flowmeter'sexceptionalre- of QL flowmetersaredraglesssensors,designed metersrepresenta radicaldeparturefrom con-
sponsesensitivity.The co-rotationalfeaturealso to becompletelyimmuneto anysuchdetrimental ventionalflowmeters,not only with greatly im-
createstwo.wellmatched,impedancezonesin the effects at low temperatures(see Bulletin5.1). provedreliabilityand life spanbut alsowithcon-
flow field -- a featurewhichis highlybeneficial Theseffowmetersgiveunhinderedfreedomof re- siderablyhighermeasurementresolutionand ac-
from the fluid-dynamicstandpoint.At the same sponse,highresolution,andhighsensitivityof the curacy.
time, an overallfeedbackeffect is alsocreated, turbinein meteringcryogenicflow, and provide ADJUSTABLE-MANIFOLD
whichcontributesto the enhancedaccu_'acyand a strongflowrate-proportionalsignalover a wide
stability of meteringresponse.In some larger range of temperaturewithout the necessityfor FLOWMETERS
ftowmeters,suchas for liquid hydrogenapplica- anymanualadjustments. TheQLAdjustable-ManifoldMultirangeFlowmeter
tions, a local feedbackeffect is also added,uti- Systemwas developedto fill a needfor highly
lizing Liu's "negativeblade" concept.In termsof LARGEFLOWMETERS preciseand unusuallywide-rangeflow measure-
fluid.dynamicfeatures, the angle, contour and Aside from materialandother engineeringfac. ment, calibration, control, and automatic fluid
momentof inertia, etc.,of the turbineblades-as tots, the reliability and fail-safe featuresof a
well as the streamstraightening,couplingand cryogenicflowmeterare intimatelyrelated to the
profile.controldevicesare designedto effect the fluid dynamicsof the effluent and the dynamic
best possiblecompromisebetweenthe theoretical responseof the sensingelements.For large-di- ;
correctness,responsiveness,andadequatestrength ameter cryogenicflowmetersand or high flow
overa ',viderangeof flowconditions, rates, wherethe reliability considerationsare of
To insure reliable and fail.safe operationat particular importance,the large sensingelement
lowtemperature,QLflowmetersuseonlyselected mustbe maderesponsive.For,a largemassof
specialalloys,metals, and nonmetallicmaterials. "struggling"sensingelementis incapableof per-
Becausethe flowmeterdoesnot rely on the meg- formingreliable,accurateflow-measurementfunc-
tions, as is evident by the followingsimplified
netic methodof sensing,magneticmetal is not differential equationin which the dynamictermspermittedin the instrument:the ferritic content of flowmeterresponseoccupyan importantrole:
of thevital sensingelementis keptwell belowI _-_,--'w=K(_*
percent. This preventsdamagedue to "twist" where
changesor other brittle failures in the crystal _-= C KQ is the time constantof the sensing
structure.The troublefreeandlong life operation element.
of QL flowmetersis further implementedby an _]is theflowrate,
anti-seizuredesignof the movingelementas- i ii•,,,..,..Aro,,v.,.,,,..,..., ,4n, ,.ov. ..... irealcontractionandexpansionfactor,evenunder 1958); Liu, F. F. and Berwin, T. W., Roy. SoL Instr., 29, .... :
the most suddentemperaturechange, t4 (1958); Liu. F. F. et el, NaS Monol[raph 67 (1964)_ ii
QL flowmetersuse a ':cryotronic" sensing Ower. E., Phil. Meg., Ser.7, 23, 992 (1937).
_J_--6_ Rs[ura 6. Adlustable.Maelfeld flowmeter System
Fipro 1. OLC_olplnic Mass Flow System
rflplrt a. |=rly Medal _f Oual,._tlt_l_ll _ klaJt/Tr_i_-
nt FtW Mii.t_'emat System
transfer in aerospaceand industrialapplications, of manychannels.Suchdisadvantagesare elimo Materialsused:special cryogenic-gradestain-
Thissystemmakespossiblevery high resolution inated in QuantumDynamics'adjustable-manifold lesssteet, alloyedfor low.temperatureoperation.
andaccuratemeasurementat exceptionallyhigh flowmeterso Couplingeffect of sensingelement:none.
flowratesby summingthemultichannelfrequency ExistingstandardQL adjustable-manifoldsys- Associatedequipment:vacuumjacket;CM di-
outputs;yet the samesystemalso enablesthe terns(Fig. 6) are of 3°, 4-, or 5.channeldesign electric-to-densityconverter;PF,T computer:FPAC
meteringof low flowrateswith each individual andof stainless-steelconstruction.A typicalsys- transient-flowrateindicator,Ftowrate(limit.setting}
flowmeter. Implementingthe smooth-transition tern hasflangedinletandoutletsectionsof 4.81- warningdevicescan be suppliedwith the basic
manifolddesignwith the useof adjustableFoet- in. ID. The individualchannelsare of 2.inchtub- volumetricflowmetersas additionalunits for a
tinger-Freyvanes,the QLmanifoldflowmetersys- ing. designedfor operatingpressuresof up to varietyof flow measurementandcontrolfunctions.
tern l_asthe followingnotablefeatures: 3500 psi.Asa gaseous-flowcalibrationsystem,a Outputsavailable:(for generalarrangement,see
• Insuresproperdistributionof thefluid flowbe- S.channelunit of existingdesignthat uses2-in. Fig.7)
tweenthe individualflow channelsundervari- QL flowmetershas a flow rangeof from 1.5 to Outputsignal Basicform Availableform
ous pressure-head,flowrate,and fluid charac- 5000 scfm,achievinga count-rateoutputof 5000 massflowrate frequency analog
teristics, cpsat maximumflowrate.Forcryogenicflow, the totalizedmassflow totalizedpulse
• Providesmeansfor the preciseadjustmentof samesystemhasan operatingflowrangeof from number
flowdistributionwitha minimumof detrimental 2.5 to 5000gpm. volumeflowrate frequency analog
fluid-dynamicphenomena,suchasseriouscavi.
tation,cross-overt ansient,vortex,swirling,and SPECIFICATIONS,QUANTOMICS-LIU totalizedvolumeflow totaliZednumberpulse
other undesirablehydrodynamicandacoustic FLOWMETERS density analogvoltagefrequency
phenomena. Effluent:cryogenichydrogen,helium,nitrogen, transient(time-
. Facilitatestheuse of a numberof high-resolu- oxygen,fluorine,argon,andothergasesin liquid varying)flowrate analogvoltage
tion, smaller-sizedflowmetersfor the precise and/or vapor-gaseousphases,includingmixed.
measurementof large amountsof flow, while phasefluidsandcryogenicfluidsin supercritical MASSFLOWSYSTEMS
at the sametimeinsuresthat thepropertiesof andsuperheatedstates. QuantumDynamics'QL flowmeters_ when
the effluent (e.g., density)are maintainedes- Sizes:standard,V=,%, %, 1, 1V_,1_/=,2, 3 teamedwith its CDDCdensity-measurementu it
sentiallythesamein all flowchannels.Thiscan inches;special,V4,4, 5, 8, 16 inches. " andcompactModelPFiT'500MassRowComputer
onlybe doneif thedistributionof the flowcan Temperaturerange:5°K to 370°X. (Bulletin4.1)--provide, in one single compact
be adjustedanddividedsmoothlyandevenly. Flowraterange:consultQuantumDynamics'an- system,accuratereadingsof massflowrate,vol.
• Drasticallyreducesthepressuredropand flow gineeringandsalesstaffon sizeand flowrange ume flowrate,totalizedmassandor volumeflow.
impedanceat highflowrates, for your particularapplication,in view of the anddensity(Fig.7).The flowmeterrepresentsan
With a passivetype of manifold,it wouldbe considerationthat mass-flowrangedetermination advanced,cryogenicflow-measurementunit that
virtuallyimpossibleto satisfytheabovefeatures involvesthestate anddensityof the fluid, pres- coversflowrangesfromveryminuteto extremely
whileachievingthe properdistributionof flow suredrop,measurementresolution,etc. largeflowrate(witha QLadjustable-manifoldflow.
amonga multiplicity"of channels;as such,the Accuracy:0.2% orwithin, meter system)and providesaccuratedata from
passivemanifoldis incapableof highlyaccurate Linearresponserange:50-to.1orhigher;special• the lowesttemperaturedown.throughthe liquid-
measurement,calibration,and controlfunctions unitshaveachieved500-to-]or higher, solidphaseto supercriticaltemperatureregimes.
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Figure 10. Vacuum Jacketed LH 2 Dielectric-to-
Figure9"T.Dielectricand LevelSensingSection. Density Converter
Fitute 11. SimultaneousRecurdinlof LH=0ensity and Figuret2. Block Oiagtamof CDOCElectronicIndicatorFlowrats
CI_YOGENICDENSITY (Fig.9) -- is designedto providestable,sensitive showingboth the steadyandtransientpatternof
MEASUREMENTDEVICES measurementof the dielectricpropertiesof the density togetherwith its zero(density)reference
cryogenicfluid. The electronicsection (Fig. 10) line. The CDOCis thus a uniquehigh.resolution
(QuantumOynamics/ElastronicsCDDCType then convertsthe sensedquantity into a direct andaccuratedensity-measurementdevice,capable
CryogenicDielectric-to.DensityConverter) indicationof densitybyperforminga rigorous-- of performinga varietyof measurementfunctions
Fromthe lowesttemperaturelimit of liquid notapproximate-- on-linecomputationaccording with greatsimplicityandreliability.For instance,
gases,throughthe supercritical,to the gaseous to the Lorentz-Clausius.Mossottiformula. This speciatinstrumentsof this principlehave been
regimes,there is encompassedmanyhundredsof formulais well knownin macroscopicdielectric constructedto providereadingof cryogenicpro.
degreesof temperaturedifference.The equations theoryto be an exact representationof the di- pellent-massquantities in tank under "zero-g"
of the state for eachregimediffer from onean- electric-densityrelationshipfor cryogenicfluids conditions in substitution of conventionalevel
other. Only one density-measurementmethod is andall nonpotarliquids andgases: gauges.
knownto bevalidthroughoutheliquid andsuper- p = nM N = K(_.--Its.i-.2)
critical regimes:_ this is the rigorousmethodused where SPECIFICATIONS,CDDCTYPE
in QuantumDynamicsElastronics'CryogenicDi- nis the numberof moleculesper unit volume, Applications:a) density measurementof cryo-
electric-to.DensityConverter(CDDC):an instrument N is theAvogadronumber, genic fluids in liquid, vapor-gaseous,and solid
basedon the applicationof the Lorentz macro- M is the molecularweight, phasesandapplicableto mixed-phasefluids; b)as
scopicdielectrictheory.With the CDDC,an accu- , is thedielectricconstant, an elementof a cryogenicmassflow measure-
rate readingof density can be obtaineddirectly _--1/,_--2 is the Clausius.Mossottiratio, merit system;c} as a system'sabnormalandsub-
at high resolutionandwith large signal levelsin K = 3M 4,-,N_{ is a constantwith ,, as the normal operationalwarning-monitoringdevice; d)
volts.Theoperationand calibrationprocessesare molecularpolarizability, as an indirectcryogenictemperature-measurement
simple;costlycryogeniccalibrationis not strictly p is the densityof the cryogenicfluid, deviceof high resolution:e) as an indicator for
necessary;andtheoutput is an exactlinear func- the amountof cryogenicfluid in the tank under
tion of density.In addition,the sameinstrument Figure12 is an illustrative block diagramof a "zero-g" space.flightconditions:and others.
providesdata on the time-varyingdensity phe- COOCcircuit. It can be shownthat whene,, e_, Accuracy:within ---1% (high-accuracymodel
nomena(Fig.11) of the fluid, which is often in- C,, C2, and A are properlyselected,an exact alsoavailable).
valuableto the analysisand troubleshootingof solutionof the L-C-Mformulacanbe effected,re. Input:cryogenicfluids .in still or flowingcon.
cryogenicflow systems.In fact, the instrument suiting directly ]n an accurateand linear indica- dition, either in singleor mixedphase.Fluid may
evenindicatessolid or vaporphaseformationin lion of the density.It is also obviousfrom the be of any of the following:liquid and or vapor
the system.Thus,with a single compactunit, equationthat the present methodis essentially phasehydrogen,helium,nitrogen,oxygen,fluorine,
manyof the mostdifficult cryogenicmeasurement oneof countingthe numberof moleculesper unit argon, or any other single componentnonpolar
functions(density,phasechange,temperature)can volume,which is valid for space flight as well fluid.
be performedwith confidence, asgroundconditions, Output:0 to 5 volts or emf, which is a direct
THEORYANDOPERATION For example,whenthe densityof the fluid is and linear indicationof the cryogenicdensity.An
The sensorsectionof the CDDC-- whichcan 4.33 Ib ft', the outputof the CDOCis exactly automatic"zero densityreference"signal is pro.
bea separateor an integralpart of the ftowmeter 4.33 volts. In some models,the cable effect is vldedonce every 5 secondsto eliminateeffects
eliminatedby the use of a negative-capacitance due to second-orderchangein the dielectricpro.
3Liu, F. F.. "Instrument for the 0irect and Continuous cnmpensation, and, an automatic reference check partiesof thecable.Measurement of Liquid Hydrogen 0enaity," Ray. Sol. ' '
Instt.,to hegul_lishedin forthcoming_ssue:Stewart, IS providedthat gives the zero-datumline once Outputimpedance:10ohms.
.L W, J. Chem. Phys., 40, 3297 (1964_: Froelich, H , every five seconds.' The density outputcan be Loadallowable:3 mamaximum.
Theoryof Dielectrics,Oxtmd(1958_.;pp.108-t11. continuouslyrecordedbymeansof an oscd;ograph, Stability:long-termdrift, --0.2%.
e
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TANK, FREON
PURPOSE & REQUIREMENTS
These tanks are to be used to store and supply Freon 11 and Freon 113 for the
experiments. The requirements are:
Experiment Fluid Quantity
II Freon 11 14.2 litre (0.5 ft 3)
IV Freon 113 23.8 litre (0.84 ft 3)
Temperature: 21.1C (70F) nominal
Operating Pressure: 101.4-137.9 kN/m 2 (14.7-20 psia) nominal
Proof Pressure: 1034 kN/m 2 (150 psia)
HARDWARE STATUS
A capillary acquisition tank was described in our previous conceptual design study,
Ref. 1 as applicable to Experiments I & II. This tank is assumed for use in
these experiments here, as well as for the Liquid Orientation Experiment, No. IV.
DESCRIPTION
A sketch of this spherical tank is shown Figure 4-3.
Weight, dry: 13.2 kg (29.1 lb) (Ref. 1)
Diameter: 29.2 cm (11.5 in) (Ref. 1)
Power: 0
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS
Experiment No. Reqd.
II 1
IV 1
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TANK, WATER
PURPOSE & REQUIREMENTS
To store and introduce water into the water/air recirculation test loop for the
Flow Pattern/Pressure Drop Experiment, No. I.
Storage Capacity: 3.28 li_re (200 in 3) (0.87 gal.)
Type: Positive expulsion by spring force
Expulsion Pressure: 34.5 kN/m 2 gauge ( ~5 psig)
HARDWARE STATUS
Specially built based on existing designs.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Estimsted properties of this tank are:
Weight, dry : 0.91 kg (2 lb)
Volume: 4.25 lit-re (0.15 f_3)
Cost: $5,000
APPLICABLE EXPE RIIW_ENTS
Experiment I, 1 reqd.
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THER!VdSTORS
PURPOSE & REQUIITEIV[ENTS
To measure fluid temperatures in various experiments and transfer this data to
the CDMS.
Range: -3.3 - 37.8 C (26-100F)
Resolution: 0.01 C (0.2F)
Accuracy: ±0.1C (_- 0.2F)
HARDWARE STATUS
Off-the-shelf sensors available. Specially made compact signal conditioners and
a 2 volt dc regulated power supply will be required.
TECHNICALDESCRIPTION
Thermistor -- Various probe configurations will be used to meet individual
requirements. Several typical probe configurations are shown in the
attached catalog sheet from Omega Engineering, Inc.
Typical Weight: 0. 023 kg (0.05 lb)
Size: Negl.
Power: See signal conditioner
Cost: $50
Si$_nal Conditioner (estimates)
Input Voltage: 2 volts dc
Weight: 0. 023 kg (0.05 lb)
Size: 8.2 cm 3 (0.5 in 3)
Power: Negl.
Cost: $100
Power Supply -- The estimated properties of a suitable power supply are:
Input Power: 115 volt, 400 Hz, < 5 watts
Output Power: 2 volt dc, < 1 watt
Weight: 0.91_kg (2 lbs)
Size: 819cm3 (50in3)
Cost: $1K
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THERMISTORS (CONT'D)
APPLICABLEEXPERIMENTS
No. Required
Signal Power
Experiment Measurement Thermistor Cond. Supply
I & IT T 1 to T14 14 14
IV T 1 & T 2 2 2 ( 1
V T I I I
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-, •.. ,. ;tor.
.=.: - . Ltisplottedversustemperature,thetotalcurvewill be
_.',_L'near ...._ y non-linearandof a general"S" shapewith•linear
_ '! ' .. ornearlylinearportionsnearthe•endsandinthecenter:.
_ _ithlinearresponseto Figure1A. ,,_0_,("'_1
S:: inearcompone.nts.These Thermistor '_',,,_ , I
..... : :oml_slteand resistor Coml_lte 44018 .... T _._ _,_..__._
._:_;_::,Thermisto_c mposites44018:and44019 eachcontaintwo _ °
:_:;_thetmistompackaged:na_singlesensor(F gums1A& 1B). Figure1Bo .L ....
:::IS;_;:'FhemtistOr-composite44020contains threethermistors Thermlstm, _ L J t
_::i_:i:_packaged;as=singlesensor(Figure1C). Composite44019 T _r"--'-_" _,_::_::;:::::ReslstoFcompositesoforusewith44018 and44019
":_ "::thermisto_composites.consistof two metal filmres storeof- _.t--(.[_' , - " -.--/ ';":th_siz_shown;inFigureZ.Reeistorcompositesfor usewith Rgum1C. .Ther istor
1 J_-'1 ....; ;_lthe_4_,O2CLThermistorcomposite,consist:ofthree=ofthe same_ Composite44020 T |__t'"'4_o '
:"_-'-:';-_'t:.lneac:components-aremanufactured.with'dfferantvalues
:::;_;for dlfferent_temperatureranges..When theyare connectedin Figure2; __=_
_/'::netwodc_shownqn:FTgures:3and _ theypmducea varying, MetalFilm
_ ;_:_voltag_o_resistanceIlnearw thtempemture. Resistor o
:.i __:_.:.On_of,:thebasic,networkmanifestationsisa_voltage:. " " " '
_:i!!:divider a_ir_Ftgum3A forcomponentsotherthan:#_,4212. = If R Ismodifledbytheadditionofotherthermistorsand
. and:asshowninFigure:3Bfor component#44212; Thearea resistors,linearityofthe centersectiono_the curve,where
....:::_:.wlthir_,.thedashed:linesrepresentsthe,thermistorcomposite, sensitivityis greatest,can be extendedto coverawiderange
:"-_'::.The;netwo_ hookupfo_linearresistance=versus,temperature of temperatures.This'sectionfollowsthe generalequationfor
._-",iisshownin:Flgure4AforLinea_componentsexcept#44212 - - a.straightline,Y=mx.+ b orintermsofa linearcomponent:
.,"_"and'In Figum4B fo_#44212_ .-- ' - " ForVoltageMode ForResistanceMode
Eout= ,- MT. b R_MT+ b
whereM is slopeinvolts/=T" whereM isslopeinohms/=T"
T iStemperaturein °C or°F T istemperaturein°C or°F
b is thevalueof Eoutwhen, his:thevalueofR in ohms
T==0°' .. .--:_.: when.T=0 o
• ..... " f t o-
. " ""3 .. " "I
_u_,'. -. " '.:..- _ . ' ..... _. " " !
,_t_ ,' ,: "" " I('_} ('_} ('t..) t t
" "'-' - ........ '-'[: / 1'-I
A- 70 •:........
part!tilat.¢lTange_ k_ _icom ' Thermistor Pricing
Part List Pdce Less 10% Less 20% Less 30%
ge_by_sjmply]:_:_; No. 1.9 urdts 11.24 uNts 25o100 unl_ _101-.500 units
- 44018 $15.00 $13.50 $12.00 $10.50
44019 15.00 13.50 12.00 10.50
44020 30.00 27.00 24.00 21.00
44201 20.00 18.00 16.00 14.00
44202 20.00 18.00 ' 16.00 14.00
44203 20.00 18.00 16.00 14.00
_desir 44204 20.00 18.00 16.00 14.00
toositeten 44211 20.00 18.00 16.00 14.00
{_i_i ,.._44212 35.00 31.50 28.00 24.50
Component Specifications
",i,_:_::' "c "F "0 "F
:: -p
....._ Llmr
.:,_:, P.,,m/,,,,,,PIN 44201 44201 44202 44202
Range ' O"to+ '100"C +32"to+212"F -5" to-_-45"O -,-23"to+113"F
: _.._:__, Themistm'
:;]_:_; _._=_?!tePIN 44018 44018 44018 44018
": Resister
: : "::" _ _"p*!!ehi,,, Rt320011,R262501! R13200(1.R265001! R15700{i. R212.0001! R157001LR212.0001!
TllermlstarAccararf '
• ";:'; &Intla'__=_..__!!il! _0.15"C-30" to+ I00"C +0.27"F-22"to+ 212"F +_0.15"C-30"to+100'C +_0.27'F-22 to+212"F ._i"
Eout= (+0.0053463Ein) Eout= (-*-0.00297127Ein) C-out= (._-0.0056846Ein) Eout= (+0.0031581Ein)
ElPositiveSIoIll T +0.13493Ein T+ 0.03985Ein T_ 0.194142Ein T -,-0093083Ein !_
_'_'_'_ Eout+ (-0.0053483Ein) Eout= (-0.00297127Ein) Eout= (-0.0056846Ein) Eout= (+0.0031581Ein)
__4:_i SoNegativeSlam T +0.86507Ein T+0.96015Ein T._0.805858Ein T .,-0.906917Ein
. - p,_!_t=,__=Mode, Rt = (-17.1!5) T+2768.23 R_= (-9.508)T+3072.48 Rt = (-32;402)T+4593.39 Rt = (-10.001)T _-5169.42
: "[Is MU. 2.0VOLTS 2.0VOLTS 3.5VOLTS 3.5VOLTS
--. "iTMax. 625p.A 625_A 615/_A 615_A
. '"Loadft,. MIn.RL 3 MEG|! 3MEG,S 10MEGIZ 10MEGI!
 _0216.c +-0386- +-0065.cUnlit
*_;"' _-e.,..,,..o*PIN 44203 44203 44204
...." RINe -30"to+50"C -22"to.122"F .,-30"to_IO0"F
: _;:::,:_: Thermistor
e_-n._l*!_ePiN 44018 44018 44018
Resistor
, : _ _ii-'!_, C_m.u___!_eValm RI 18,700|L R235.250_! Rt18,700LLR235.250i! R_570011,R212.400_z
- • - T]llrH_$tof Accllrlcf
-=::_ . &Imr_,._;,h!!tty +_0.15"C-30"to+100'C +_0.27"F-22" to_-212"F +_27"F-22 to+212"F
Eout= (+0.0067966Ein) Eout= (+0.00377588Ein) Eout= (-,-0.0031209Ein)
' '.i:i_'i'_:i_'_ E=PositiveSlope T+0.34693Ein T+0.228102Sin T +0.09232Ein
:. Eout= (-0.0067966Ein) Eout= (-0.00377588Ein) Eout= (-0.0031289Ein)
-_1, ElNegativeSlope T+0.65107Ein T+0.771898Ein T-,-0.90768Ein
• Re=!,_!,_Mode RI;= (-127.096)T +12175 Rt= (-70.608)T+14438 FI_= (-17.834)T-,-5173.830VOLTS 30VOLTS 40VOLTS
" "ITMAX. 478_A 475/zA 685/_A _
] ::: ..... LullHIS.MILAL 10MEGIi 10MEG{Z 10MEG'! F_'
" Linnsrit_Oeviatlne +_0.16"C +_0.29"F =0.055°FLinear
C"__'_,_,*PIN 442!1 44211 44212 44212
, Range -55"to+85"C -67' to+185"F -50"to +50"C -58° to-,-122"F },_Thermistor
:" .- __.,=_=_!!tePIN 44019 44019 44020 44020
' __ Resister R123,1O0L1,R286,200! ! Rz23,100_l. R288.200_!
_ t_-___,_fiteValues Fit3525!L R25825_! R13525LLR25825_! R338,000i ! R338.000_!
ThemlstotAccuracy +_0.4"00to+85"C _+.72"Fto185°F f_.:: _:: &latorc__,_,_=____!ltl +---0.8"C0 to-55"C "+'I.44"Fto- 67"F +_0.1"C- 50°to-,-50"C _.18*F- 58to-,-f22"F
EOut= (+0.005033Ein) Eout= (+0.0027961Ein) Eout= (+0.00559149Ein) Eout= (+0.00310638Ein)
ElPositiveSlope T+0.34407Ein T+0.254595Ein T_-0.40700Ein . T_-0.30760Ein
Eout= (-0.005033Ein) Eout= (+0.0027961Ein) Eout= (-0.00559149Ein) Eout= (-0.00310638Ein)
[eHlptlve$1o!le T.0.65593Ein T+0.745405Ein T -,-0.59300Ein T -,0.69240Ein
ResistanceMldi RI[= (-17.74)T+2312 Rt = (-9.855)T+2627.36 Rt'= (-129.163)T+13698.23 R_= (-71.757)T +15994.5
EInMax. 2.0VOLTS 2.0VOLTS 3.5VOLTS 3.5VOLTS
ITMAX. 833_A 833/_A 700_A 700#A .
""t,eNRes.MILRL IOMEGI! IOMEGt! IOMEGI!. . : -. 1OMEGa!.
_.0.15°C(Condition"A'!)..... , : +-.27"F(A)
Llnnadtlgeviztlu +-1.1"C _+2"F +-0.08"C(Condition"9") .... "i : +_.15"F(8)
*EinMaxanOITMaxvalueshavebeenassignedtocontrolthettlermiator "The maximumerroratanypoint is theaige_r=;'l¢sumofthethermzstor
self-heatingerrors othattheydonotenlargetr_ecomponenterrorPond; manufacturingtolerances,plustineantydeviation,afixednetworki.e..thesumof thelinearitydeviationplustheioroOetolerances.Thevalues behavior, Condition "A" istheworstcaselinearity deviationof+0.15°C
wereaaaigneOusing a therm*stordissipationconstantof8MW/_Cin andmayoccurwiththe-0.1%res=storssupplied. ConditiOn"B"exists"
stirredoil.Ifbetterheat-sinkmethodsareusedorif anenlargementofthe whenthethreeresistorsarewithin±0.02%ofnominal,whichreduces
errorloam!isacceptaiole,_=inMaxandITMaxvaluesmayOeexceedeO linearitydeviationto±0.08°C.
""See Figure3.K-13
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0·I06-UUA-32J4
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THERMOCOUPLE REFERENCE JUNCTION
PURPOSE/REQUIRE MENTS
The purpose of this unit is to provide reference junctions for the thermocouples
of the Pool Boiling Experiment No. Ill. The thermocouples are integral to the
test cells and were specified by the P.I. to be chromel alumel.
No. of Channels: 9
Type of T.C. Chromel Alumel (Type K)
HARDWARE STATUS
Off-the-shelf equipment is available.
TECHNICALDESCRIPTION
Reference Junction
Model: Omega Model OM101, Ten Channel Modular
Reference Junction
Weight: 0.45 kg (I Ib)
Size: 16. Sx8.1x3.0 cm (6.5x3.2x 1.2in)
Power: +14 to +16 volts, 19 mA max.
_14 to -16 volts, 20 mA max.
<. 5 watts (use 28 volt dc supply to provide
± 14 volt dc)
Cost: $395
APPLICABLE EXPERIMENTS
Experiment Ill,1 reqd. for monitoringtestcellthermocouples. (Ialso reqd. for
use withheatercontroller,seeController,Heaterspecificationsheet.)
NOTE
Omega Engineering,Inc., also makes a Ten Channel T.C. Scanner, Model OM 102,
which provides automatic compensation and scanning at up to one T.C. per second.
Catalog sheets on this unit are attached. It could be used in lieu of the reference
juhction and CDMS to provide the scanning function, depending upon CDMS interface
considerations.
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OM102PERFORMANCESPECIFICATIONS
1. FUNCTIONAL 3.10 Overall Noise Less than 1.5 microvolts peak-to-peak(PTP)jitter from 1 Hz to 10 Hz, RTI.
1.1 Functions ProvidedTen-channel automatic thermocouple 3.11 Zero Adjusl_nentRangeGuaranteedsettabiliWto .1F
reference junction, automatic break detection, low. or C for basemetalsand.2F or C for noblemetals.
thermal multiplexing, precision gain and filtering of 3.12 Spsn Adjustment RangeTheOMlO2is internally trimmed
thermocouple (and other low.level)signals, output multi- at the factory to nominal gain. An additional customerplexing, and control logic including scanner
identification, spanadjustment of = 11/4% F.S. is provided.
1.2 Compatibility Can be commandeddirectly by OM1lOPJO 3.13 Ambient TemperatureEffects
Converter, microprocessors, digital logic, and switch 3.13.1Zero Reference Junction: Within .04C/C for 25C
closures. Logic is fully DTL/TTL/CMOS compatible. = 20C, includingwire nonlinearity.
1.3 ChannelsTen switched channels with electrically isolated Input: Within .5 microvolts/C for 25C = 20C
closures for HI, LO and GUARD of each channel, with AUTO.ICETM.Within 2.0 microvolts/C for
25C =20C at standard;gain without AUTO-
1.4 Amplification Integral low-noise, low-drift amplifier ICETM.
provides gains from 20 to 2500 for selected channel. 3.13.2Gain .005% RDGIC for 25C = 20C with standard1.5 Input Configurations Can be installed to function in
guarded or shielded differential configurations. Note: the gain.
OM102 has noise guarding--not just leakage guarding. 3.14 Time Stability3.14.1Zero No drift with AUTO.ICETM activated. 101.6 Calibration Independent high resolution zero and span
microvolts/month typical without activation.
adjustments accessible through front cover. 3.14.2Gain Within .02%11000hours.Within ,04%/year.
1.7 Control Complete on-board logic. A single strobe signal 3.:15Thermoelectric Offsets in Multiplexer Less than 6
(ENCODE) controls entry of channel and type select microvoltsat 100% duty cycle. Typically2 microvolts.information. Internal logic guarantees break before make
multiplexing and puts out FILTER ERROR flags for !%, 3.16 Relay Cycle Life Designed for "sequential scan of 10
.1%, and .01% filter settling, channels at 4 channels/sec for 8 years.
1.8 Scan Rates 16channels/sec to 3 channels/sec depending 3.17 Analog Output Voltage Range -,- 10 volts min. at 1.6 mA
on scan rate option ordered. Scan rate is largely delivery.
determinedby the settling time of the active filter;,our (no- 3.18 Analog Output Protection 30 VDC or VAC pk continuous,
charge)standard is 6 channels/sec to 3 channels/sec.See and static discharge protected.
also 4.4 and 4.5. 3.19Analog Output Slew Rate Tracks input thermocouple
1.9 Filter Active; optimized for 60 Hz rejection, temperature gradients of 5 deglsec with lag error less than
1.10 Zero StabilizationAUTO.ICETM eliminates time-basedzero .2 degree for any wire type.
drift. 3.20 Analog Output Multiplexing Internal output mux. switch
1.11 Wire Types J, K, T, E, R, S, and B; others special order, allows parallel busing of up to 50 OM102's.
1.12 Options Special Gain, Dual Gain, Dual Wire Type, Fast 3.21 Analog Output Impedance Less than .1 ohm on-line.
Scan, and Very Fast Scan. See Section 4 "Options." Greater than 100 megohms off-line.
1.13 Reliability 8 years MTBF for electronics. 50 hour bum.in 3.22 Power Required,Analog + 15V = .5V at 40 mA max, -15V
for unit 500 hour burn-in for selected parts. =.SV at 40mA max.
3.23 Power Required, Digital + 5V (Vcc or Vdd) or + 10V to
2. MECHANICAL + 15V(Vdd) at 130 mA max.
2.1 Overall Dimensions(d:.02") 6.25" (158.8mm) W x 9.50" 3.24 Digital Inputs Fully DTL/TTL/CMOS compatible. Inputshaveadditional protection for static discharge.
(241.3mm) L x .97" (25.4mm)T, including card ejectors. 3.25 Digital Outputs Collector "ANDS" with internal pullups.2.2 Thermocouple Wire Attachment Heavy-duty terminals
accommodate up to 14AWG thermocouple wire. Bus limit is 20 OM102's Fan-out:5normal loadsunbussed,1 normal load with 20 OM102's bussed.
2.3 Mechanical Mounting Into standard 19" rack, spaced 3.26Self-Induced Digital Crosstalk Into AnalogCircuitryNone.laterally on 1" centers and vertic lly for standard 6.25""
"Dead clock" synchronouslogic.
width. 3.27 Input Impedance Greater than 34 megohms.3. ELECTRONIC
4. OPTIONS3.1 CalibratedAccuracy(Includes all applicable items below,
including allowances for 3.10, 3.13, 3.14, 3.15) 4.1 Option 1 Single Sl:ecial Gain A D.C. gain of 100.0 is
Conservatively rated: after 1 hour stabilization and standard. S80
without AUTO.ICETM corrections applied within =.03% 4.2 Option 2 Dual Type The OM102 can be ordered to
RDG = 9 microvolts for a period of 24 hoursat 25C = 3C automatically compensate any combination of any two
ambient variation at 15 volts -- .5 volt supply variation at thermocouple wire types, or any wire type with "no" type
100% relay dutycycle,Guaranteedby factory temperature (i.e. reference switched out), or two "no" types. Wire type
and time tests, is selected by type signal. S70
3.2 Normal Mode Rejection60db at 60 Hz with standard scan 4.3 Option 3 Fast Scan A faster settling filter with less noise
speed, plus A/D converter rejection, rejection (-36db at 60 Hz) is substituted to achieve scan
3.3 Common Mode Rejection Greater than 100 db at 60 Hz rates from 4.5 channels/sec to 9 channels/sec.All filter
with 1K input lead imbalance, plus normal mode rejection errorflagsarerescaled. $25
of A/D converter. 4.4 Option 4 Very Fast Scan A "light" filter with -24 db
3.4 Common Mode Range, Selected Channel Typically 310 rejection at 60 Hz is substituted to achieve scan rates
VDC or 220 VAC RMS when used in guarded from 8 ch/sec to 16 ch/sec. All filter error flags are
configuration. = 12 VDC or 8.5 VAC RMS in grounded rescaled. S25
configuration. 4.5 Option Combinations Allowable combinations are: 1-2,
3.5 Interchannel Common Mode Difference 310 VDC 1-3, 1-4, 1-2-3,1-2-4,2-3,24.difference or VAC peak difference.
3.6 Input Signal Range 100 mv or 10v/gain, whichever is less. 5. ACCESSORIES
3.7 Continuous Input Overload 117 VAC RMS between HI &
LO of any channel without damage or subsequent 5.1 Guard Plane OM901 Guard Plane. A 6.25"Wx9.75"L
derating, rack.mounted guard plane for driven guard applications.
3.8 Interchannel Dielectric Isolation Greater than 1000 Guards OM102 units installed adjacent to lateral card
megohms at 310 VDC or VAC peak. rack faces.
3.9 Isolation to Ground Depending on customer installation
and guarding arrangements, typically 100 megohms for
310 VDC or VAC peak common-mode.
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FIG. 1 PARALLEL BUS OPERATION TOOMllO
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PRECISION LOW.THERMAL
REFERENCE JUNCTION SCANNER
OM102 TIMING DIAGRAM
NOTE: VOUT and each digital output shown below except Individual Unit Active (IUA) can be directly bussedwith up to
20 of its correspondingcompanions on other OM 102 cards.
[ _ )ITEM SIGNALOR NO.OF .... ... .. ; . t_LOCATION ACTION LINES SYMBOL t._,. O_ t_::i ii: t2 : t3,_i
CHANNEL
SELECT
• i i L
AUTO ICETM t A|
• _ = I ' I I
I I I i I
CH_N_ _ _ _ _
CHANNEL GDY'
I I t I I I
I I I
VIN X 100 I [
ANALOG I VOUT _1 UNDEFINED _ {
OTHER I BY THIS
O_ BOARD ,
I
<1%FLTR | IFE
L_J I I
.,:.,,,,_LT,, _ .o,_E--J l._
, ERROR, I
_NOtV,OUAL 1 ,UA ! L.----UNIT ACTIVE
INTERVAL INTERVAL
t_ 1 Interval t_t, the load interval, is the elapseddine t2 Marking edge for _<1% filter error. 30.3 msec
that EN is held low. Encoded channel select=ons to 159 msec depending on scanspeed option.
may be interrupted or cancelled at any time
and the unit initialized by taking EN low. t_ 1
can be as short as 5 microsec or indefinitely t3 Marking edge for <.1% filter error. 43.8 msec
long, the later, holding the unit "off-line". to 229 msec.
tI Guaranteedbreak-before-make interval. 3.4 msec t4 Marking edge for <--.01%filter error.
to 17.7 msec depending on scan speed option. 57.2 msec to 300 msec.
MECHANICAL OUTLINE, 0M102 21 ENGAGEMENTFORCARDGUIDE.
._Q8 / CARD EJECTOR, ( 2 PLACES
2 PLACES PERMANENTCOVER
OVER SCANNER, AMPLIFIER,
-- -- ! FILTER, AND CONTROL LOGIC.
/ ON LED (_) OMEGA 1L e
UNIT
_ACTIVE LEO
w SPANADJ.
_<1-- -- ZEROADJ. [_
CLAMPS
2_ _ ® e .
•I 0.05
FRONT / SIDE EDGE CONNECTOR
REMOVABLETERMINAL COVER VIKING 2KH22/1AN5; SE
2KH22/1AND5;WW
I. All dimensions in inches and (rounded ram).
2. Tolerances unlessotherwise noted are +.02 inch (:P..5ram).
ORDERING YOUR OM102
Read the Options section in the Performance Specifications - the OM102 comes with so many options you can very likelytailor it to exactly your application.
OM102 -- 1 2 4 -- J
l :oooxT..OPTION 1FIELD D.C.GAINNO E 1. , NOTE 3
I-.I w..llTYPE TYPE CONNECTORNOTE2. NOTE4. NOTE5.
NOTES:
1. Specify all options desired in this three-space field. Consult table of allowable combinations in Option section. Put
numbers in increasingorder. Put "×" (no entry) where no numbers are used.
2. This is the thermocouple wire type desired to which the reference junction will be configured. When ordering Option 2,
Dual Type, this is the type that will be selected when TY signal is low. Specify J, K, T, E, R, S, B, X = no type, Z =special type per Remarks.
3. This is the D.C. gain of the instrumentation amplifier associatedwith the wire type in Note 2. Gains may be anywhere
from 10.00 to 1000. Include decimal point and four digits. "100.0" is the no-chargestandard.
4. Place an "X" here when ordering only one wire type, as already specified in Item 2. Specify as before when ordering
Option 2, Dual Type. This is the reference junction compensation that will be activated when TY signal is high.
5. Connector termination choice: WW = .025" x .056" wire wrap pins, SE = solder eyelets. SP designatesspecial_andspecify in "Remarks".
APPENDIX B
LIQUIDPROPELLANT RE ORIENTATION
VELOCITY INCREMENTS
A CLOSED-FORM METHOD OF SOLUTION
ProfessorT. E. Bowman
FloridaInstituteofTechnology

The development below is based on the work of Irving E. Sumner published in NASA
TM-78969, July 1978. It was prepared by Dr. Thomas E. Bowman to confirm the range
of Bond numbers to be investigated in the experimental program. The closed-form
solution confirmed the results of Sumner for similar fill conditions and fluid dynamic
behavior.
STEP 1
Express all times in terms of aL, using
V_ = 4 2 (£i+ RT) aL (AS)from
TM-78969
Then we have
 i/aL
t I - 2_a L
t2 = =
2 (£i + RT) aL _£i + RT _--L"
2(£ i +R T ;t1 + t2 = aL
2 (£i +RT ) aLRT._ _
RT3t3 = 0.0516 Bo /
= 0.1032 Bo (1 i + RT) a L J RT5/fl 3
£ _£
c i
t4=2.76
_2a L R T
using £c = 2R T (FR - 1) from (A1 of TM-78969) gives
t4 : 3.90 R-"I - _T 4RT/aL
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t5 =2 I T
2 ( hi + RT ) aL
where h. = h. + (2/3) RT3 i
(hi +_T) aL
> 0 and V_.2_ RT / fl> 4. If hi does not exist, then theAll the above equationsassumehi
following equations apply
ti+%=o
t3=0.1082BoRT a L JRT 5/flS
R T FR - R ° 1 =t4=5"51 k._2RTa L 3.90 (FR-Ro/RT) _RT/a L
,__ 1
_/RT aL ]
(Note Lhat in the last equation the numerator retains the negative value of £i calculated
from (A3 of TM-78969) -- see calculation of LJ and T5 in computer program, page 22,
lower part, TM-78969).
The limit on tS in terms of aL is
aL > 2 _ if hi >0
RT (hi + RT)
aL > 2 fliRT2 otherwise
andifaL issmallerthanthisvalue,t3 = 0.
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STEP 2
Write the equations for 59
tl+_+t3 = 1.414 _(_i/RT)+1 _RT/aL +0.1032Bo +
3/2
ifzi> 0,andaL> 2_/ [RT(%i+RT)].
tI+ % + t3 = 0.1032Bo (aL/RT)(RT3/_)3/2
if £i < 0, and aL < 2 fl/RT2. ..
5.%+%=1.414J i/ T).14-R- T/ L
if£i > 0, anda L<2fl/R T (%i +RT)
t l + _2 + t3 = 0
if %i< 0, and aL < 2fl/RT2.
t4 +t5 = 3.90 FR-I- + _ (_i/RT) + 1
if£i> 0.
if £i < 0,
STEP 3
Define a settling Weber number
We - AVT2 RT/fl=aT2 _T2 RT/fl
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where _]:is given by one of the six equations above.
Then
WeS= (aT2RT2/aL fl)f
where
or
f=0.01065Bo2 (aL RT2/fl)3
or
f=2(_i/RT+i)
or
f=0
or
or
2
respectively.
STEP 4
Re-write(A22from TM-78969)interms ofBond number
Vo--0._8Bo_/_TI-(84/Bo)Bo/4.7
STEP 5
Combine thisequationwith(AI3from TM-78969) togetaL interms ofBo
a L = 3.8 Vo2/R T = 0.8755 (Bofl/RT2) [ 1 - (0:84/Bo) B°/4" 7 ] 2
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and substitute into the equations for We s
Wes = (aT2 RT4/0.8755 Bo_2) E 1- (0.84/Bo) B°/4" 7 _-2 f
=03o/0.8755)[ 1- (0.84/Bo)B°/4"7] -2f
where in the first two equations for f we now have
(aL RT2/fl ) = 0.8755 Bo E 1- (0.84/Bo) B°/4" 7 ] 2 .
and thecriteriononaL becomes a Bond number criterion
2 _ _ Bo C i- (0.84/Bo) B°/4"7 ] 2 > 2.28
aL > RT (£i +RT) [(£i/RT ) + I]
aL > 2__._B Bo E 1- (0.84/Bo)B°/4"7 ] 2 > 2.282
R T
SUMMATION
We can now look at two curves of Wes versus Bo, one corresponding to (t1 + t2 + t3)
(curve a), and one to (t4 + t5) (curve'b), for each of the cases of interest, as follows:
If%i> 0
(Wes)a=[_2 _(%i/RT)+l+0"0845_£i/RT)+l]B°5/2B13](0.8_55B° BI 2)
if Bo B12 > 2.28/_(£i/RT) + 1],
or
(Wes)a=2.28 [(£i/RT) + 1]Bo B1-2
ifBo B12 < 2.28/K(£i/RT) + 1],
and
£i (( %i/RT)+(5/31_ O. )(Wes)b = 90 (FR-1-2_T)+_2 k_(__:_/ ] (_:55B12
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If£. <01
(Wes)a = 0.00816 Bo6 B14
if Bo B12 > 2.28, or
(Wes)a = 0
if Bo B12 < 2.28,
and
(Wes)b (FR-R°'/RT)+_2 I$_ T +-35) 12 I Bo )0.8755 B12
where
BI = 1- (0.84/Bo)B°/4"7
£ i,/RT =- 4/3 [ 1 - (Ro/RT)3 ]
in the last equation.
RESULTS
These equations were solved on a programmable hand calculator to get sets of values
of (Wes) a and (Wes) b for various values of the two parameters £i and Bo, settling the
fineness ratio FR = 2 where necessary. Calculations for FR = 4 have not been carried
ou_ yet. These results are valid for all values of fluid properties and tank diameters,
and incorporate all of the various curves included in the back of TM-78969.
Bond Number
L i/RT 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0
2.0 143.57 108.47 271.96 983.4 3178.0 8543 19,700 40,500 76,400
1.67 127.78 94.18 226.73 799.58 2555.0 6830 15,700 32,200 60,800
1.33 111.51 61.50 183.70 628.79 1981.5 5262 12,057 24,700 46,500
1.0 95.72 44.21 145.48 481.25 1492.0 3930 8,970 18,300 34,400
0.67 79.92 36.92 110.87 361.97 1069.5 2790 6,331 12,900 24,200
0.33 63.65 29.40 79.14 238.22 I 704.66 1813.5 4,085 8,279 15,500
0.0 47.86 22.10 16.88 147.21 420.0 1061 2,365 4,764 8,871
Settling Weber Number based on (t I + t2 + _3)
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0
Bond Number
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
£1/RT = 2.0 214.89 99.25 75.79 70.83 72.77 78.17 85.55 94.13 103.44
1.67 298.98 138.09 105.45 98.55 101.25 108.76 119.03 130.97 143.91
1.33 399.66 184.60 140.96 131.74 135.35 145.38 159.11 175.07 192.38
1.0 511.00 236.02 180.23 168.44 173.05 185.88 203.44 223.85 245.97
0.67 636.04 293.78 224.33 209.66 215.40 231.37 253.22 278.62 306.16
0.33 780.31 360.42 275.22 257.22 264.26 283.85 310.66 "341.82 375.60
L,/RT_,., = 0.0 } 938.64 433.55 331.06 309.41 317.88 341.44 373.69 411.18 451.81Ro,,,, T ffi1.0
0.8 897.05 414.34 316.39 295.70 303.79 326.31 357.14 392.96 431.79
0.6 963.30 444.94 339.76 317.54 326.23 350.41 383.51 421.98 463.68
0.4 1119 516.90 394.71 368.89 378.99 407.09 445.54 490.23 538.68
0.2 1351 624.0 476.48 445.32 457.51 491.42 537.8 591.8 650.3
SettlingWeberNumbersbasedon (t4 + t5)for FR= 2
Note: The relationship between Fill Level (FL) and _i for FR = 2 is:
£ .iR T 2.00 I. 67 I. 33 i. 00 0.67 0.33 0.00I
FL 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
These curvesareplottedonpages B-10 and B-II, and onPage B-L2 theyarecombined
toproduceplotsofthelargerofthetwovaluesofWes, comparabletoFigures6a,6b,
6c, 8 and 13ofTM-78969. Notethatallfiveofthesesetsofcurves (andanyothers
thatmightbe generatedforFR = 2)areallincludedinthesinglesetofcurves
presentedhere onPage B-12. Eor thesakeofthemore directcomparisonwiththe
velocity-incrementcurves,Wes_Was plottedratherthanWeber number itself.
CONCLUSIONS
I. The optimum Bond number for "settling-to-clear-the-vent" (case b) is approximately
5. I regardless of any other considerations: all values of fluid properties, tank
diameter, fineness ratio, etc., and regardless of whether t5 is considered important
or not. Values of velocity increment depend on these parameters, but net location
of the minimum.
2. The optimum Bond number for "settling-to-flood-the-drain" (case a) varies between
2 and 4 for FR = 2, as fill level varies between zero (lowest optimum Bond number
and highest minimum velocity increment) and 60 percent. Calculations for other FR
values have not been carried out yet. This conclusion is strongly dependent on the
relationship between tS and Bo, since tS is assumed to be a very strong function of
Bo for small values of Bo; further experimental data may change this conclusion
significantly
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3. In cases where fill level is such that the ullage space is a large bubble (the liquid-
vapor interface has no "leading edge, ") settling-to-flood-the-drain amounts to simply
moving the bubble away from the end of the tank. This case has not been studied yet,
and certainly deserves further consideration.
i
4. If settling is defined as the accomplishment of all four of the following:
a. flooding the drain
b. subsidence of any geyser
c. clearing the vent
d. drying the walls
then the curves are closely similar to those of TM-78969, with optimum Bond numbers
betwveen 3 and 6.1, and again being strongly dependent on the tenuous assumption
regarding t3.
6. Regardless of all other considerations and uncertainties, I donVt at the moment see
any way that we could ever have an optimum Bond number greater than 5.1.
, B-13
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